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1A HISTORY OF THE INDIANA Sr:eATE
SCHOOL FOR ~IE DEAF
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study has been motivated by an intimate
contact with the Indiana State School for the Deaf as a
teacher and by a growing interest in its development.
This interest was further stimulated by coming into con-
tact with the large volume of school records which, in
some cases, date back to the beginning of the school in
1843. In spite of the fact that these original source
materials have been fairly well preserved, no history of
the school, other than comparatively brief sketches, has
been written.
It is hoped that this history of the Indiana State
School for the Deaf will be of especial intere sb and value
to those currently associated with the institution, as well
as to the general public. In spite of a vigorous and ex-
tensi ve public relat ions program, too f'ew are familiar with
this institution which they help to support.
It is further hoped that this history may be of value
2by providing a basis for a greater understanding and
appreciation of existing conditions.
statement of the Problem- -- -_._-
Vmat events led to the founding of the Indiana
state School for the Deaf, and how was it established?
From the date of founding to the present, what
significant changes or developments have been made in the
following phases of the school: material equipment, ad-
ministration, program of studies, instruction and student
life?
VJhat contribution has the school made to SOCiety?
VVhat is the present status of the school relative
to the phases listed in question two?
Source of Data---
Sources of data include the following: school
records, Annual Reports of the Trustees and Superintendent
to the Gove rnor, The HOQ 3ier (student publ icat ion), local
newspapers, American Annals of the Deaf, Volta Review,
general history sketches, files of the State Department
of Vocational Rehabilitation, personal interviews and
personal observations.
Method of Securing the Data
The following methods were used in securing the
data for study: examination and selection of pertinent
data from the sources listed above, interviews, and
personal observation.
3Plan of Tr'eatment_-
The general order of pre sent at ion will follow that
of the maj(!)I' questions listed on page two. Though numer-
cu s tables and figures are included, the majority of the
data will be presented in narrative or expository form.
The specific order of presentation will be a brief his-
torical sketch, material equipment, administration, pro-
gram of studies, instruction, students and student life,
contributions, and summary.
The general plan will be to present the status
of the school at particular intervals to illustrate change
and development. A sincere effort will be made to maLn»
tain both accuracy and readability.
Definit ions
The term, Indiana state School for the Deaf, is
the correct one to use in designating the institution
described in this study. For the sake of brevity other
shorter terms may occasionally be used. It is an educa-
tional institution and not an asylum. The term asylum was
erroneously applied in the school's early history.
Art iculat ion is a te rm which was formerly used in
referring to speech training for the deaf.
"Deaf" is considere d the corre ct te rm to use in
referring to a person who cannot heer. The term "deaf
and dumb," is incorrect and embarrassing to the deaf person
who, in the majority of cases, is not dumb in either an
intellectual or physical sense.
4Other terms, applying 'GO education of the Deaf or
to this par-tLcu'l ar- school, will be explained in the body
of the following chapters.
Limitations
Due to inaccuracies discovered in some secondary
sources, the majority of the content of this history is
based on data secured from the Annual Reports, Financial
Records, Correspondence, or other original records of tte
School for Deaf.
The amount of description or discussion at any
part icular stage ha s been 1imited due to the School's
unusually long history.
5CHAPTER II
A HISTORIC~~ SKETCH
European and American Backg r-ourid
Education for the deaf in America, perhaps more
directly than our public educational systems, had its true
origin in Europe. Some knowledge of this background is
requisite to a clear undor-sb and lng of the development of
Schools for the Deaf in the United State s and of the
development of our ovm Indiana School. As the first school
for the Deaf in this country was patterened after an Euro-
pean model, nO was our own school patterned after the
Connecticut school founded in 1817. So, for this purpose,
the following brie f slcetch of Europe an b ackg r-ound is
pre sente d:
The history of the art of educating the deaf does
not properly begin until the sixteenth century, for pre-
vious to that time, there was little or no record except
in a few isolated unsuccessful at tempb s, Nevertheless,
references to the deaf had been made and thoories pro-
pounded relative to their intellectual, moral, soci81,le-
gal and industrial status by great philosophers, by the
church and by the writers of Roman Law since the fii'th
century B. C. Hippocrates and Galen, Aristotle and Pliny~
6the fathers of the Church, end noted jurists of 8.ncient
times discussed the deaf, only to conclude th8.t they 'fIBre
'without intelligence and Lncepeb Le of instruction.
Lucretius, the Roman poet, said, "T' instruct the deBf no
art could ever rea.ch."l st. Augustine considered them
excluded from the bLe s sLng of religious lmowledge by his
literal interpret8.tion of the Apostle's words, "faith cometh
by hearing." Thus the situ8.tion continued through ancient
and medieval times and down to a comparatively recent time.
During the sixteenth century (1501-1576) in Italy,
8. n ew era of education of the deaf was initiated by Oardan.2
frhe art b~gan practically in Spain with Ponce de Leon, (1520-
1584) and was taken up later in other European courrt r-Le s -
Two distinct methods fin8.11y develop0d--the French
method, or sign method, promoted by Abbe de l'Epee (1712-
1789), and the German, or or al, method, fathered by Samuel
Heinicke (1729-1?~)0) .. About the same time that de l'Epee
and Heinicke were beginning their work , Thomas Braidwood
(1715-1806), whose methods were much the same as those of
Heinicke" opene d a school in Edinburgh, Scotland. Both
Braidwood and Heinicke attempted to keep their work shrouded
in secrecy. Heinicke was convinced that there was some
-------
lA. F'a.rrar, Arnold on the Education of the Deaf,
(London: Francis, Carte r , Green Lane" De'r~1923), p'. 1.
2Ibid." p. 5.
7st r ang e mysterious power connecting the human soul arid the
or-gsn s of speech. Abbe de 1 'Epee, founder of the Royal
Institution of PBris, was succeeded by Abbe Sicard, who made
further improvements in the language of signs.
II1J:lefir at permanent school for the de af in thi s coun-
try was established at Hartford, Connecticut, by Dr. 'Phomas
Hopkins Galla.udet in 1817. 'I'he only college for the de af' in
the United states now bear s his name. Previous to the ea-
tablishment of the school £l.t Hartford, Conn., Dr. GalJ.8.udet
was prevailed upon to visit similar institutions in Europe.
Failing to receive proper reception in England, Gallaudet
proceeded to visit Abbe Sic[ird at the Royal Institution in
Paris, where every facility of the French school was placed
at his disposal. Gallaudet and one of Sicard's most celebra-
ted pupils, Laurent Clerc, returned to this country in August,
1816 to establish the Connecticut school. This a.ction was
followed by the establishment of sb at e schools for the de af
in NewYork (1818), Penn ay'LvanLa (1820), Kentucky (1823),
Ohio (1829), Virginia (1839), and in Indiana (1844).1
Other schools were este.blished from time to time,
until today there are in the United States:
1."Hichard o. Johnson, "Corner Stone Addre s s "
Sixty-Fourth Annual Report of the Trustees and supt. of
'lhe Indiana Institution for tbe Education of the Deaf
and DumF~ (Indianapolis: Sts.te Printer, Sept. 30,--'1907),
p , 30.
866 Public Residential schools, 115 Public Day
schools, and 23 Denominational and Private Schools.
In January, 1948, there was ~ total of 18,316 students
in the above listed schools.
In 1830 there 'V'IBre114 deaf per aon s in the state
of Indiana, and by 1840 this number had increased to 312;
still no provision had been made to educate them. In 1841
James McLean, a reputed grBc1ue.te of the New York School
for Deaf, came to Parke County, Indiana and opened a small
school at his own expense. Tnough McLean 1 s school for deaf
continued only a few months and had no more than five or
six pupils at one time, it marks the real beginning of such
training in Indiana.
At the meeting of the General Assembly in 1842-43,
two of its members, Mr. Bales and Mr. Coffin, presented a
bill which pa s se d both houses after some amendments. This
bill made provisions for the establisbment of a "Deaf and
Dumb Asylum" and reads as f oLl.ows e
"An Act to provide means to support £I Desf and
Dumb Asylum in the State of Indiena "_-
"SEC. 1. Be it en ac be d by the General Assembly
of the StBt e of India.na. 'I'hab , a.n addLt ion to the sum
of....-yive cents levied on each one hundred dollErs of
property taxable in this State for the ordinary expenses
of the State government, there shall be levied two
mills additional on each one hundred dollars worth of
property in this State, for the purpose of supporting a
deaf and dumb asylum, and the necessary expenses atten-
dant thereon, in this State.
SEC. 2. Said sum of two mills shall be collected
lAmerican Annals of the Deaf, (Vol. 93, No.1,
1948), pp. 8-31.
9in the same f'un ds , and paid into the treasury, in
the same manner as the state revenue, and shall be
paid out by the Treasurer of state, for the educa-
tion (and) maLnb a trianc e of deaf and dumb persons of
LndLana , pursuant to existing provisions of law.
SEC. 3. This act to be in force from and after
its pa ss ag e and publication in the Journe.l and Sen-
tinal. !tl
This was bhe first direct tax levy ever made for
such a purpose.
In the summer- of 1843, Mr. l)']ill Lam Willard, in
whoae honor the park at '{vashington and state streets is
named, came to Indianapolis for the purpose of establish-
ing a private school for the deaf. He toured the state at
his own expense and visited families in which he could
learn there were deaf children. He returned to Indianapolis
and opened a private school at a point on the north side
of Washingt on st., midway between III ina is and Capitol
streets. The beginning enrollment of six pupils Lncr-e a se d
to sixteen during the year.
The General Assembly, convening the follovling
September, felt itself duty bound to take charge of and
defray the expense on behalf of the state of the semipublic
school nOVIunder way. On January 15, l84Ll, an act entitled
"An Act to Establish an AsylUJn for the Education of Deaf
and Dumb persons' in the state of Indiana, II was approved by
Governor James ~'Vhitcomb and became a law. The fir·ot section
of this act reads as follows:
1
Fourth Annual Report of the 'l'rustees and SU)2_erinten-:
dent to the Governor, "(Dec. 6-,-184~p. :-30.
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"Be it eriacb ed by the General Assembly of' Indiana
'Inat the Governor of the state (James Vlhitcomb); ,
Treasuper (Royal Mayhew), and Secretary of state
(William Sheet a) , Henry vVard Beecher, Phineas D. Gur-
ley, Love II. Jameson, Livingston Dunlop, and James
Morrison of the County of Marion, and Matthew (Bishop),
of the County of Putnam, and their successor3, be an~
are hereby constituted a body politic and corporate,
to be known by the style of the "Trustees of Indiana
Asylum for educating the deaf and dumb, II and by such
cor-por abe name and style sue and be sued, plead and
be implea.ded in any Cou_rts in thi s 8t at e. III
rrhus Mr. 1Nillard' s school was taken 0 vel" as 8.
state institution and it became the second state insti-
tution of any kind to be established in Indiana--
the first having been Indiana University in 1822.
The first session of "Tne Asylum for Deaf and Dumb"
began on october 1, 1844, in rented quarters, at the south-
east corner of Illinois and Maryland Streebs where it re-
maLned until October 1, 1846, when increased requests for
enrollment necessitated moving to larger quarters.
Tne following excerpt, from the first re port of
the Board of Trustees to the state Legislature of Indiana,
presents the most accurate available account of the actual
establishment of the Indiana school for the Deaf:
To the Honorable, the GeneI'8.l Assembl.~ of the State
of Indiana:
lIbid., p , 31
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Tne undersigned commdtt e e , appointed for the
purpose, by the Board of Trustees of the Deaf arid Dumb
Asylum of said state, do, in behalf of said Board
under the r-ecu Lr-emen t of the 13th soct ion of' an act
entitled "An -act to establish and Asylum for the edu-
cation of Deaf and Dumb persons in the state of Indiana, II
approved January 15, 1844, now report, that they have
spared no pains in the discharge of the important
duties assigned them by the last Legislature, and that
their efforts to prepare the way for opening the
Asyl1..1Il1have been attended with an encouragine; degree
of success.
They have rented, for the use of the Institution
f'o'r- one ye ar , at an expense of ~i)300, a 1arge, commo-
dious and pleasantly situated building, with pleasure
grounds of sufficient extent to afford the pupils ample
opportunity for exercise Qnd recreation. Furniture,
purchased at a cost of about ;j~l,OOO. Tne services of
a Steward and Matron, every way qualified to superintend
its domestic concerns, have also been procured.
VIr. William Willard, a de af mute, educated in the .Amer-
ican Asylum at Hartl' or-d, Corm, , ha s been engaged to
take charge of the department of instruction at a
salary of *i800 per annum. Mr. Willard 'Nas forrnerly
employed, for several years, as an instructor in the
Ohio Deaf and Dumb Asylum; and he c omes to us re com-
mended by the Principal and Trustees of that Institu-
tion, as eminently fitted for the station he purposes
to fill. He had charge of a smell school of deaf mute s
in Lridd an apoLd s , during the vrlnter of 1843--'4, and it
is presumed no one who then witnessed the rapid ;tm-
provement of the pupils under his instruction, will be
disposed to doubt the extent or thoroughness of his
qualifications as a teacher.
The requisite preparatory ar-r ang emenf s having been
previously made, ,the Asyh1Il1went into operation on the
first Monday of last October. F'ourteen pupils were
present at the commencement of the session. rI'wohave
since been added, making sixteen in all; which is the
number now connected with the institut ion.
Of these 1 is from Carroll county.
1 is from F'ayette county.
1 is from Vermillion county.
1 is from Randolph county.
1 is from Clarke county.
1 is from Dearborn county.
1 is from !JIonroe county.
2 are from Henry county.
2 ere from BertholomevJ counb y-o-en d
3 ar-e from rI'ippecanoe county.
'I'he rrTustees are happy to be able to S (;.1y, that
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they regard the Asylum as having opened with the most
cheering prospects; and, that under the smiles of a
kind Providence, nothing but the continued countenance
and liberality of the Legislature ....'1il1 be necessary
to insure its permanent success. An institution so
benevolent in its design, certainly deserves to be
regarded with the warmest interest end solicitude by
all the friends of hrunanity. No portion of the com-
munity has stronger claims on the sympab hy , or ab and s
more in need of the f'o at e r-Lng care of the common.wea.l.bh
than the deaf and dumb. Experience has abundently
shown that, though deprived of speech 8nd hearing,
the ir minds can be approached through other 8.venue s
by the 1ight s of knowledge, arid they C8.nbo there by
qualified for stations of usefulness Fnd the highest
rational enj oyment s. Indeed, the difference between
the uneducated and the educated mute is almost incre-
dible. The former "wends his 'weary way" through life
in ignorance and obscurity--often an object of charity,
and almost a bur-den to himself: but the latter, glad-
dened by the genial ray of knowledge, and fitted for
the discharge of duty, becomes a blessing to his friends
and to society, acts well his part 8S a member of the
gre at human family--enj oys the pre sent, and look s
forward to the future 'J'lith cheerfulne ss and hope.
But it is unnecessary to urge upon your honorable
body the claims of a cause, which former assemblies
have espoused with a zeal that does honor to the state;
and the importance of which Vieknow you will not fail
to appreciate.
1)1[e,therefore, close this report, by respectfully
recommending that, with a view of promoting the more
extensive usefulness of the Asylum, the present assess-
ment for its benefit of two mills on the hund re d dollars
be raised to one cent on the hundred dollars. T'nls
wouLd at't'or-d a sum sufficient to enable the Board of
Trustees to admit, free of charge, all indigent pupils
who misht wi.sh for the present to be received into the
Instltution--whereas, vlith the limited means now £It the
command of the Trustees, many such applicat ions must
be refused. Let it be borne in mind that the ps r-errtis
and friends of those deaf mutes, who would wish to
enjoy the advantages of the Asylum, are, with compara-
tively few exceptions, in indigent circumstances--and
it seems hard that they should be shut out from the
Insti·tutlon for the want of means, when so light an
a s se ssrnent as one cent on the hundred dollars would
put them in possession of its privileges without expense.
We would furthe r recommend, that the house and lot
which have been rented for the pre sent use' bf the
Asylum, be made its permanent property by purchase,
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provided they can be obt a ined on just and equL t8ble
terms.
It will be perceived from section 11 of the act
above referred to, that it; devolves upon the House of
Representatives to choose, during their present session,
five trustees in lieu of those appointed at the last
General Assembly. All which is respectfully submitted.
By order of the Board of Trustees,
P. D. Gurley Com. of
R. Mayhew the Boardl
On October 1, 1846, the school opened in a large
three-story building on the south side of 1Nashington street,
midway beuwe en Pennsylvania and Delaware streets.
The 1845-46 Legislature, following much discussion
and many generous propositions, especially from Bloomin8ton
in Monroe County, located the school permanently in
Indianapolis. Three thousand dollars was appropriated for
a site, and the Trustees subsequently purchased a tract of
land, part of which is nOVIWillard Park.
Buildings were erected and ready for occupancy
by 1850. During the period from 1843 to 1850, the school's
enrollment had gr-own from six to one hundred twent'y-five
students. By the end of the first ye&r in the new buildings,
the enrollment had reached 141 students who were taught by
a staff of six teachers, including Supt. Brown.
As Mr. 'Nillard was deaf, it had been contemplated
from the first to appoint a Principal who could hear and
speak. Tnis intention was carried out by the appointment
1First Annual Report of the rl'rustees of the Indiana
Asylum for the Education of the Deaf and DLUnb to the
Legislature of the state o~ Indiana2 (Indianapolis: 1844)
pp. 3-5
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of James S. Brown in 1846. In 1848, his title was
changed to superintendent and has remained the same until
the present time.
An event, ranking in importance with that of the
school's f ound Lng occurred on January 15, 1846 when the
Legislature adopted the policy of free education for the
deaf of Indiana. Indiana has the distinguished honor of
being the first state to make such provisions.
In 1853, I'IIr. Brovro. resigned as superintendent to
take charge of fOWlding a similar institution in the state
of Louisiana. He was succeeded by Rev. Thomas IVIacIntire,
who continued as superint.endent for t'wenty-seven y,ears.
Many improvements to the physical plant were made during
Rev. MacIntire' s long term, and the prolonged efforts to
secure shops for trade training we re re alized. During
his term the enrollment increased from 121 to 328 stu-
dents.
Rev. MacIntire was succeeded by Dr. William Glenn
in 1879, under whose administration the enrollment reached
3'74. As the primary concern of this period seemed to be
that of reducing the cost of operation, few improvements'
to the plant were made during Dr. Glenn's term of office.
In 1879 Dr. Glenn was succeeded by Mr. Eli P. Baker
under whom training in speech and lip reading gained con-
siderably. Mr. Baker introduced the aural method which
aims at the development of residual hearing. A print; shop
was opened on Nov. 8, 1887.
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In 1889, Richard otto Johnson began his distin-
guished thirty-year leader&lip of the school (1889-1919).
During his long administration, many improvements were
made in both the plant and in instruction. New buildings
were added and new trades introduced. A purely oral
class was begun by Mr. Johnson in 1892. The length of
the complete course was increased from seven to thirteen
years, and this period marke d the. beginning of departmental
instruction. In 1890, Mr. Johnson began a one year normal
training course for teachers of the deaf, and by 1906,
thirty young teachers had received training.
The General Assembly in 1907 changed the erroneous
name of the Asylum for Deaf' and Dumbto the more ac cur-ab e
a nd appropriate title, "'rne Indiana state school for the
Deaf," and declared it an educational institution. In
1909, the legislature passed another much needed law which
provided for compul.sor-y attendance of all deaf children be-
tween the years, eight and sixteen. In 1913, the age limits
were changed to seven and eighteen, respectively.
A steady increase in enrollment and deterioration
of buildings necessitated reconstruction, addition of more
buildings, or the planning of a new and larger school.
The le.tter course was taken, and the Lcng=awn lbe d move from
the old plant at Washington and state streets to the new
location at Forty-Second street and Monon RaLl.way, took
place in 1911.
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Education for the Deaf suffered immensely during
the First world 'Nar, as in 1918, the school was ceded to
the United states War Department for training purposes.
Due to the slow demobilization following the war, the
school did not reconvene until September, 1919. The only
known attenpt to instruct the Deaf by corre spondence was
made during this period.
In July, 1919, Dr. Johnson's long and successful
administration ended, and Dr. Pit>tenger was appointed
superintendent. The school grew to the record attendance
of 455 students in a sLngLe year during his superintendency.
Dr. Pittenger was successful in securing funds for a nine-
month term which has been maintained since that time.
In 1935, Dr. Pittenger was succeeded by the present
incumbent, Mr. Jackson A. Raney, under whom the enrollment
has reached an all-time high of 492 students in a single
year. Mr. Raney's zeal, foresight, and tireless efforts
have been an inspiration to the faculty and have been the
source of many needed improvements, both educational and
physical. Tne school's representation in Gallaudet College,
the only college for Deaf, has been as high as sixteen in
one year, and has averaged approximately nine per year
since Mr. Raney's appointment as superintendent. The
school's 1ibl'gry ha s been va stl y improved, E' nd the e stab-
lisbment of st:;mdards for b eache r s h88 gree.tly improved
the teaching staff. Trade t r-aLnLng ha s been facilite,tal
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an d improved by the conversion of a former d8.iry barn
into a voc at Lon a'L building. Otb.er shops were moved to
better quarters, and a general shop for girls was opened.
One of Mr. Raney's greatest contributions, educ a-
t LorisL'l.y, has been the LnLbLat Lori and promotion of an
extensive ext r-acur-r-Lcuj.ar- program which has been and con-
tinues to be of inestimable value. In recent ye8rs, foot-
ball has been reintroduced and track begun. In 1942, the
school was admitted to the LndLana High school Athletic
Assoc:i.at ion.
In 1942, after sustained efforts over a period of
six years, the School for Deaf was granted a continuous
cornmission for grade s one to ten inclusive. This campaLgn
was concerned with up-grading the faculty and developing
the curriculum to the point where it would be acceptable
to the laws governing the commissioning of public schools
of bhe State of Indiana.
By 1943, 4,210 deaf citizens of Indiana had re-
ceived training at the school.
Present S~atus
The remarkable progress of the Ind:LElne StEI.te school
for the Deaf, since its humble beginning in 1843, is still
continuing apace under the capable administrs.tion of the pre-
sent superintendent, Mr. J. A. Raney. POllowing the trying
experience of the recent Viorld V'lar, the school e.gnin is in an
era of vast improvement. Though the School for Deaf does not
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operate under the control of the state Department of
Public Instruction, the energetic efforts of :Mr. Raney
enable d the te aching staff to profit according to the pr-o>
visions of the new salary schedule for teachers in Indiana.
Nwnerous repairs have been made recently, and at
the present time, a complete new eLect r-Loa.l, system is be-
ing installed to eliminate former fire haz ar-ds and to pro-
vide more efficient lighting for classrooms and other areas.
The LndLana st ate school for the Deaf is still lo-
cated on the beautiful seventy-seven acre site directly
north of the Indiana st8te Fair Grounds. The complete
course requires foupteen years, and the school term is
nine morrtns , During the past year 352 students 'f/ere en-
rolled. 'I'he school is organized into f' i ve de partment s as
follows: Advanced or High school, Intermediate, Pr-Lmar-y,
Girl's Vocational, and Boy's Voco.tional. students reside
at the school for the full nine months, excepting vaca-
tions. The School for the Deaf is free to all eligible
applicants, and parents are asked to furnish only clothing
transportation to and from sbhool, and a small fee to in-
clude such items as movies and a small account for the
student.
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OHAPTERIII
Buildings
rEhe first session of the LndLaria state school for
the Deaf began on October 1, 1844, in a rented house on
the aoutih+e a af corner of Illinois arid M8ryland streets.
This house, owned by George w. Stipp, was occupied for
two ye ar s at a cost of ~~300per year.
On Octobe r 1, 1846, due to the incre a se of II scholars II
it was necessary for the school to move to new quarters in
a large t~~ee story building of imposing appearance on the
south side of Washington street, mf.dway between Pennsyl-
vania and Delaware streets.l The original 8.mount of rent
for these new quarters (~:!;500per ye ar-) increased to ~~840
by the year If350. In the year 1847, the Trustees in their
anrruaL report made the following st8tement r·31ative to
the se nevr building s e
The buildings 'Ne are occupying, having been erect8c1.
for other purposes, are Lnvar Lab.l y found Bltogether
inconvenient for the use s to which vie vIisn to epply
them. This inconvenience could be endured, vlith e.
little pe.tience, were it not the source of constent
expense. 'I'he temporary repairing and fitt ing up of
1Third Annua'L Report of the Indi8.na AsYlym foE.
Educati~he Deaf and DLunb-;-lIndi:mapolis: 1846 , p , 7.
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rooms for the purpose of securing necessary com-
fort for the inmates is a constant drain upon the
funds of the Asyll.un.l
On October, 1850, the seventh annual session of
the scbool began in the new building s at Washington and
state streets. Part of this original site is now occupied
by Wille.rd Park on East V'lashington street. Construction on
these buildings had begun two years previously in the latter
p8.rt of 1848.
The maLn building, 8S ahown in Fig. 1 Vlas 256 feet
long, and VIBS divided into a center building, seventy-four
by fifty-six feet; two Lat e r a'l wings which were sixty-five
by thirty-three feet; and t·wo transverse wings which wer'e
twenty-six by forty-five feet, their width making up part
of the overall length of the building. The center build-
ing projected, front and rear, five feet beyond the walls
of the Latie r aL wing s. The front of thi s main building
f aced west toward st ate street.
Under the whole building was a cellar in which
were placed eight 'Walker's P8.tent Hot Air furnaces.
In the basement under the center section of the
building was placed a dining room (se~enty by thirty
feet) capable of se ab Ing 200 persons.
1J2:.g_hthAnnu8.1 Report of the Indi8na Asylum for
EducatinEme De.§_fand Dum'S, (Indi8napol~s:'-'-J:-Cr~ ch8.pm~m,
state Printer, 1851), p. 27.
2Ibid., p.31
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Fig. l.--Main building of the Indiana Institution
for Educat ion of the Deaf and Dumb in 1850. (from or-LzLna.L print)
On the third floor of this main bu l LdIn g W8.S
placed a cistern into which 9.11 the water which fell on the
center sect ion was drained. This water, conveye d by Leaden
pipes, was used in the kitchens, in washrooms, and in other
ar-ea s of this building. Numerous employee s of the school
were given quar-t e r s in basement rooms, and other basement
rooms were used for storage. There were five rooms in the
lateral and transverse wings on each side of tbB center
sect ion.
1--~
!
!
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Tne first floor of the main buildlnp contained
a recption room tVlenty nine feet by eighteen feet
. t 'a pr-ava e room twelve by eighteen feet, a main of-
fice sixteen by eighteen feet, a matron's room twenty-
nine by eighteen feet, e superintenderit's room twelve
by eighteen feet, a line of closets six feet wide, B.
matron's bedroom, a boy's study hall and B girl's
study hall. The girl I s study hall was sixty-nine
feet long and twenty-nine feet wide (in the north
wing), and the bo y ' s ~tudl hall was similBrly ar-
r-ang ed in the south wang ,
The se cond st ory of the center se ct ion VIB. s c1ivided
by halls a s the first floor below it and 8180 had a s IrniLar'
tier of closets. The rooms on the second floor of the
center section were approximately one-helf the size of
those on the first floor. These rooms were occupied by
officers of the school, with the exception of a room in the
south-west corner which WF).S used for the office of the
school physician.
The second floor of the north lateral wing was
occupied as the girls dormitory. Immediately adjoining the
girl's dormitory in the north transvers wing were two
rooms, eleven by nineteen feet and eleven by nine feet.
These were used 8S dressing and bagga.ge rooms respectively.
Beyond the se rooms there Vlere two other rooms which we r-e
used by the girls in Case of illness. A similar arrange-
ment for boys was made on tbe second floor of the south
wings.
The third floor of the center section and the
attic floor of the wLngs were used 8S dormitories. The
.__._------ ---
lIbid., p. 35.
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attic story of the center section was used also BS a
dormitory for boys. Tae garret and cupo l.a were im.11'.ediete-
ly above this attic story.
The school house, a two story building, was situ-
ated one hundred feet in reDr of the center section
of the main building. It was one hundred thirty-four
feet long from north to south. The center building
VIas fifty-two by forty two feet, and the two wings
were forty-one by thirty-eight feet. The whole of
this building was divided into seven school rooms,
a cabinet for illustrative objects, two composirion
rooms and a chapel, making eleven rooms in all.
The plan of the fir st floor of this school building
is shown in Figure 2 on the following page.
Other buf.LdLngs , shown in F'igure 3, were the con-
servetory (greenhouse), boiler and engine house, machine
shops, ice house, bern find stables, car-r Lage house, shops,
and the wood house.
The whole cost of the main building and the school
building was sb atied in the architects r-epor-t of Dec. 5,
1849.
The cubical contents of the entire buildings are
764,000 feet. The cost when completed will be fifty-
five thousand dQllars or aeven and one -third cent s
per cub ic foot. ~
Mr•. Willis, the architect, in order to justify the
expense, went on to describe and give the costs of other
buildings erected about the same time. He gave as examples
the cost of several famous buildings such as the 'rrinity
lJoseph Willis, Archite_ct I s_Report, Dec. 15, 1849.
2Ibid•
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Church in New York which cost approxim8.tely forty-one
cents per cubic foot.
Bet'ween the years 1851 and 1853, the General
Assembly approprie.ted ~~6,000 for the erection of shops
for tir-ade training. with this appropriation in 1853, a
br Lck cooper's shop was erected and furnished with tool s
and stock. In 1854, another shop building was erected--
one part of which was build for a shoe shop, one part for
a tailor shop, and a third section for carpentry.
In 1868, a building to house en &lddit ione.l one
hundred pupils was erected et a cost of ~~42,500, end Vlas
sub se quently occupie d in 1870.
The new school on Forty-second street was occupied
on October 11, 1911 at the beginning of the sixty-eighth
annual session. 'Ine following b}1ilding chronology gives
the sequence of events concerning these new buildings:
March 9, 1903
sept. 15 to 30,1904
May 12, 1905
July, 1906
Aug. 25, 1906
May 31, 1907
Oct. 11, 1911
June 9, 1912
Building Commission established
Old place sold
New site purchased
Contracts for new buildings
Ground broken
Corner stone laid
Buildings occupied
Dedicationl
The general plan of the new school, and of the
school 8S it st~mds today, included the following buLf.d-
ings: administretion building, school bUilding, dining h.al.L,
---_._--------_._-_._--
I'
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soc Lal, hall, kitchen and bakery, storehouse with cold
at or-age facilities, boy's dormitory, girl's dormitory,
boy's and girl's industrial buildings, hospital, power
house, laundry, stables, dairy b8rn, green house, and a
dwelling house for the superintendent.
Though most of the buildings were completed,
appropriations have never been made to construct the ad-
ministrat ion building called for in the original p'Lans •
Fig. 4. __present school and adnlinistr[ition
building. superintendent's dwelling on the extreme right.
Building first occupied in 1911. (from tree original pLat e s )
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Though the administre.tion building has never been
built, it was to include:
a gene 1"8.1 office for the superintendent; office s
for the bookkeeper, clerk, record clerk, tele phone
operator, and others; e. record v au'Ib , document rooms
a reception room for parents and other visitors, and'
a ba sement.l
The school building, illustrated in Fig. 4, now
houses the administrative offices and oont aIn s forty-two
school rooms, chapel, an auditor's office, a gymnasium,
library, museum, reception r'ooms for visitors, gir'l's
voacstional sbops, the printing shops, and storage rooms.
T'ne school building is a two story structure of
French-modern p~erican style. It faces south toward
Forty-Second street and forms the southern border of a
qu.adr-angLe fromed by three other buildings--the two dor-
mitories and the dining hall.
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8, on the following pages ,
give a fairly accura.te picture of the arrangement and
size of the various buildlngs as they now stand.
The actual cost of each of the buildings now
occupied at the Indiana state school for Deaf is shown
in Table I on page 32.
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Fig. 6--Besement floor of the school building
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frABLE1
COSTOF PRE3ENTBUILDINGSAT IJ.'FIEnmIPJ~A
STATESCHOOLFOR DE1'lF?~
Building
Schoolhouse •••••••
Dining hall •••••••
Powe r hou se, st ack and
Tunnel s • • • • • • •
Boy I s Dormitory • •.•
Girl's Dormitory • • • • •
Dwelling house ••••••
storehouse •••••••
Barn • • • • • • •
Cost
$179,167.91
'74,215.8'7
26,498.96
161,100.38
167,147.31
10,000.00
6,231.82
2,061.28
Grounds
The first mention of grounds in the records of the
Indiana state School for the J)3 af is found in the i'irst
annual re port.
The Trust ee s have rented, for the use of the In-
stitution for one year, at an expense of :jj;300, a large,
commodious and pleasantly situated buildin,;, with
pleasure grounds of sufflcient extent to afford the
pupils ample opportunity for exercise and recreation.l
Ule Legislature of 1845 made an original appropri-
ation of ;ip3000, and later, an additional appropriation of
~3000 for the purchase of a permanent site~or the insti-
tution. .0.fter consideril1c~ several lOcations, the Trustees
finally selected a farm of eighty-four acres on the south
side of Nationel Road (now WElshin,ston street) about one
IFirst Annual Report of' the Tr'ustees of The Lnd Lan a
~lu_.rn for the Education of the Deaf .E,nd_Dumo,__[fnci"J..8.n.§_poITs:
1844), p , 1.
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and one-fourth miles from the center of Indianapolis.
:i'!!r. 'Nillard's fsrrn of twenty acres VIas rented in 1847
for farming purposes.
In 1850, thirty-six more acres of lend, contiguoUS
to the or-Lg LnoL eiL~hty-four, were pur-chsse d , making [;1 total
of 120 acre s.
In 1869, eighteen Bcres of this land wes taken by
the st8.te of IndiBna 8.S a site for a Women's Pr-Lsori and Re-
form School for Girls, leaving the Institution in possession
of 104 acres of land valued in lS9Ll at ~p276,000.00
In 1849, an orchard of several varieties of fruit
trees was planted, and a cemetery was laid out to furnish
a burial place :for student s who might die at the school.
A clear de script ion of the pre sent grounds was
made in the Sixty-Second 1'innual Report o:f the school for
the year ending October 31, 1905.
On l':1ay12, 1905, there VIas bought for the new site,
a tract o:f land lying immediately north of the 8t~lte
Fair Grounds containing exactly 76.93 acres, the south
line of the t r-sct running east along Porty-second
street, and the Vlest line north 810ng the rie;ht-of-Y18Y
of the Chicago, Indienapolis, and Louisville Railway
(Monon), the distance :from the center of the city
being four miles north and one-h21f mile east. The
land 'Has transferred by 111!illiamwolverton of Butler
County, Ohio to the state o:f Indiana for the Institu-
tion for the 'Education of the Deaf and Dumb, fop the sum
o:f ~i~31,386.00 by a warranty deed, which vras recorded in
the office of the recorder of Marion County, Indiana,
May 15, 1905.1
1 '
Sixty-Second Annual Report of the Indiana Insti'l:iu-
t ion for ECfUc8.t inrt, the De~a nd Dumb. ( Indl anaooIIS';-oct. 31
1905 ), p , 31 -' ,
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Figure 5, on page twenty-nine, shows the size
find use s of the pre sen t gr-ounds of the LridLana st 8. te
School f'o r- the Deaf ..
The first pupils of the school were required to
pay a tuition fee to covel' all expenses except clothing
and. tir-aveL expen se s to and from the school.
Pupils from this state shall be provided for by
the Institution in all respects, clothing and tra,vel
expenses excepted, at the rate of seventy-five dollars
per annum; and pupils from other ftG,tes at the r-s.te
of one Hundred Dollars per snnum•.
During the fir st ye ar a of the school, the Steward
contracted to board each pupil at the above listed fee,
LndLca t Lng th:'lt state funds were used to furnish ell
in struct Lonal, supp.Lie s. In the se cond year following
the in sti tu.t ion's founding, NIr. Brovvn t r-ave Led east to
visit other schools. uVhile he vte» there, he purchased a
f ew elementary books for the school and sent to Wale s for'
fifty slates ..
That numerous text-books and other mat er-La.Ls were
added from time to tome is LridLcat ed by the financial
records of the school. Itemized lists of instructionsl
supplies ar e included in the annual reports be cau se in
1853, the legislature passed a law which made it manda-
tory for the superintendent to submi.t the amount of 8,11
._-_._.,_._-------------
1
Second Annual Report of the __Asy:lum for Edu.cE,ting
The Deaf ancr--~-,'CIndhillapolis: s~e- Printer, i845)p. 7.
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expendi ture s made since bhe previous report and for what
the purpose. The first such itemization in 1853 included
the following instructional supplies:
For 11 doz. Fulton and Eas tman ' s copy books ••
For 48 copies, Peet's scripture Lessons •••••••
For 29 Union Q,uestion Books •••.••••••.•.....••
F10r bLank b ook s ..
For 17 copies Smith's Astronomy .••.••.••.•...•
For 30 copie s Davie s ' p,ri bhme b 1c •••.•.•••..•••
For 1 American Alman8.c•••••••••..••...••••.•..
For 1 Landscape Gardening .•••.••..•...•..•...•
For Pictorial Sunday Book .
For Map of Indiana ••••••••..•.•••.•.••• •••·· .•
For 18 Butler's Gramrnars •••••••••.• • •• •••··•·•
For 33 /.;.ckerme.n's NattU'al History ... o •••••••••
F'or 78 copies of Peet's Course of Instruction.
For Map of Indi an apoLis ••.••••.•••••••••••.•••
~pll.OO
7.20
1.81
43.60
10.63
6.11
1.00
3.00
4.50
3.00
1.88
12.2')8
43.50
5.001
Another example of early instructional equipment
is a list of items purchased for "The H:Lgh Class" in 1867.
These items were: an air pump, an electrical machine, a
microscope, an orrery, a gyroscope, an induction coil, a
barometer, a telegraph model, a magic lantern, a set of
French measures and a pair of terrestrial and celestial
globes.
P-nunu sua.l, item of equipmen t was used in the com-
position rooms of the old school building at Yvashington
and State streets. The composition rooms were used for the
cLa ase a when writing their compositions, during school
hours. Each of these rooms (2) was furnished with 8 Lar-ge
ITenth Annual Report of the Institution for_Educa~ing
the Deaf and Dumb, (sept., 1853), p.21.
2 t· sh' ftA con rlvance oWlng the relative motions 0 he
sol.ar- system.
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wheel supporting twenty-oigbt sletes .four feet four inches
long and t VIO fe et two inche s wide 8t t he bot tom, and two
feet wide at the top. The pupils on coming into the room,
wrote their compositions on these slates, then took their
seats, e Le va t ed one above sno tr.er' at one end of the room.
The matter written upon the slate inwediately in front was
fir>st corrected, the who.Leclass having a full view of each
line. This done t he wheel was turned and another slate
presented.
After the year lEJ46, all supplies we r-e furnished
free of charge. Numerous maps, globes, and other materials
of tbis type were continually added , The itemized lists
in the financial statements of the school verify the above
sta.tement.
Frequently the school was the recipient of gifts which
included money, maps, books, atlases, a'Lmanac s , shell collec-
tions, fossils, coin collections, pictures, newspapers, and
magaz Ine s , Lists of books and other maber La'Ls received in
this manner were recorded in the annual reports. (see pages
37 ,38) •
Equipment and materials received in trade training
shops have eLway s been provided by the school.
By 1925, the school had purchased its own movie pro-
jector and was extensively using free and rented films.
The Indie.na state School for the Deaf is, at present,
well equipped with a variety of instructional supplies includ-
ing numerous types of visual aids such BS the following:
I'i,
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1. Two slide projectors.
2. Catalogued film slides for geography, history, health,
and r-eadlrig classes.
3. Two 16 mm. movie projectors.
4. One 35 nun. movie proj ector.
5. Movie films ordered for the entire year. These in-
clude current full-length features to be sh own once
weekly end shorter aduc ab Lona'L films to be shown a t
week'Ly a ssembly programs.
6. One 35 rum. movie camer'.a.•
7. One Balopticen for projecting pictures or book ma-
terial on a screen or wall.
8. stereoscopes and a collection of stereoscopic pictures.
9. World, United states, and Indi8na Weill maps for all
intermediate and high school clEssrooms.
10. Recent economic maps on a tripod stand which may be
transported from room to room.
11. World News of the Week map for high school classes.
12 .. Globes (20 Ln, ) for all intermedie.te End high school
classrooms.
13. Several hundred mounted pictures which are filed and
catalogued for classroom use.
14. A three room museum cont aLnLng model homes, model
farms, models of state parks, antiques, models of cos-
tumes, stuffed birds, stuffed an Ima.l s , Indian r-el Lcs ,
old firearms, rock end ore collections, fossils, coin
collections, craft exhibits, human skeleton, and life-
size p'l aab Lc models of parts of the human body.
15. Wall charts for speech train:i.ng and lip reeding classes.
16. Two hundred or more square feet of slDte bleckboprd
in each clessroom.
The use of group hearing aids is a comper-et LveLy re-
cent addition. In genera.l, a group hearing aid consists of
a microphone for the t eache r and 8 he ad.set for each pupil.
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A small dial on each de sk allows the pupil to sele ct the
most comfortable volume. up-to-date text books are used, and
the shops for both boys and girl s are supplied vr.li. th modern
equipment. A fully equipped modern kitchen is maf.ntialn ed
fOl' the Home Economics de par-bmen b , A new movie proj ector
has been added recently, and arrangements ere made for fre-
quent end regular film showing.
The Institution furnishes uniforms end equipment
for the physic81 education and athletic programs which in-
clude football, b a ske tiba.I L, trBck end b a seb aLl. for boys
and a variety of intra-mural sports for girls.
Library Equipment
Almost yearly from the founding of the Indiana
state School for the Deaf, there were numerous gifts of
books and money for the library. All of the administrator s
recon~ended additional appropriations for library purposes.
The following excerpt from the Fourte~nt1'l: Jlnnual
Report in 185'7 indicate s one of the W8YS in which the 1 i-
br ar-y was improved:
Contributions
The Tatler, 4 vOla.; 'I'he spect£l.tor, 8 vo'Lss ; The Guar-
dian, 3 vols.; The Rambler, 3 vola.; Grote's History of
Greece, 12 vo'l.s v j Kane's Artic EXPe:lition, 2 voLs s ;
Benton's Thirty Years, 2 vole.; Bayard Talor's Fncyclo-
pedia of Modern Travel, 1 vol.; --by the young LsdLe S of
the Institution, from the proceeds of fancy articles
manufacture d by them.
Chamber's Miscellany, 10 vol s. --purcha sed vii th a
donation of money made available by Mrs. Eliza Frybul"ger
of Connersville.
u.s. Coast Survey, 1854, together with other valu-
able Congressional Documents,--by the Hon, Jesse D. Bright.
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Mesaage s and Documents, 1856-57, Patent Office
Report, 1855, together with 0 ther Ivalue.ble Congr-es sional
Docunents--by Hon. Lucien Barbour.
Churches and ot~er civic organizations periodically
donat ed funds or books. Caleb Mills, then Superintendent
of Public Instruction in Indiana, in 1856, donated forty-
one volumes. The titles of these books were not enumer-ab ed
nor did the acknowledgment indicate the nature of their con-
ten t. 'I'h L s was the Case with many of the 1arge r donation s.
Many of the books, such a s those listed on page 37, apparent-
ly had little practical value if the reading abilities and
interests of present students are used as criteria. From
trJis early date until the present, direct appropriations
have been made for library purposes. These appr-opr-Lat Lon s
have been more regul2cr since the school VIas commdss ioned
in 1942, and Mr. Raney's intere::::t in this phase of the
school has made the librE,ry one of the fine at to be found
in any institution of this type. Althol~h some of the first
financial records gave ex ac b amounts of expenditures for the
library, later library appropriations were classified under
the heading "educational and recreational" thus prohibiting
accurate figures for subsequent years. The lowest amount
expended in a single year as shown by available records
1F'ourteenth Annual Report of the Institution for
Education of the Deaf and Dumb, (1856), p. 42.
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VJaS ~~6.59 in 1893 and the highest amount, ~~400.00 in 1940.
Pn expenditure of ~t2l7.38 in 1859 was one of the largest
amounts spent for the first library. Since 1942" the
appropriations have averaged seventy-five cents or more
per student capita based on the average daily attendance.
For example, the aver'age dally attendance of 370.9 in 1944
would require a minimum appropriation of ~;1)278.25.
The school now subscribes to the following period-
icals and newspapers for both pupils and teachers: The
GrEI.deTeecher, 'rhe Instructor, The Vol ta Review, American
Annals of the Deaf, scholastic, school Arts, Life, Newsweek,
Time" Reader's Digest, Americen, The National Geographic,
Popular science, popular MechaniCS, Saturde.y Evening Post,
ColI iers, Wee VJisdom" Ford Times, our iJIleelclyReader, The
Young Cit Lz en , The Indianapolis News, The Indianapolis
Times, and The Indianapolis star. Our ovm school publi-
cat ion, The Silent Hoosier, is exchanged with that of a
great number of the public Residential schools for the
Deaf in the United states-
In the beginning the school V'ra s fortunate in re-
ceiving numerous gratuitous publications. In 1851, the
following gratuitous periodicals were received:
Jone s' Vincenne s Sent inel
Dail Y Indi ana J ourne.l
Lafayette Vl]eelclyJournal
Madison Dollar VVeekly
courier
The VVinchester Patriot
l~e People's Friend
Democratic Pharos
st. Joseph Valley Register
l~e Indiana Jacksonian
Deily state Sentinel
Vincennes Gazette
Richmond Palle.dium
Indiana American
Franklin Democrat
The Jeffersonian
Christlan Record
Indi8na Register
Democratic Register
Laf ayette Courie r
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Tb~ Democratic Clarion
Danville 1.iVeeklyAdvertiser
Miami County Sentinel
Putman County Sentinel
Delphi Weekly Times
Tne ~fuite River Standard
Mongomer Journal
Perrysville Eagle
Vanderburgh Democrat
Vanderburgh Democrat
The New Albany Ledger
Bluffton Bannerl
--.-------
lEighth Annual Report of the Indiana Asylum for
Educating the Deaf and Dumb, (IndianRpolis: 1851), pp. 42-43.
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CHAP'rERIV
ADIHNISTRATION: F'INANCIP.LHEPOR'I'
ANDGENERAL MjU~AGEIEENT
The ,state of Indiana has seen fit to provide f'un d s
for the support of educotlng the denf since tbe first school
for the deaf was established in this state by James McLean
in 1842. Though McLean I a school lEI.sted only a fev; months,
the Ler;islature subsequently r-ecogn Lz ed arid c omrnended this
service and 8 joint r-e aoLu t Lon W8S 8pproved on Febrt.tory 11,
1842, authorizing the Treasurer of the ,stote to pay to EcLean
the sum of :ij;200. This Vlf.1S the first act of the Legislature
in regard to the Deaf on the statute books of Indiana.
On February 13, 1843, the General ",~ssembly approved
"An Act to provide means to support a Deaf and Dumb Asylum
in the st8te of Indiana. III This law, quoted on page 8 of
this history, provided for a tax of two mills on each
hundred dollars of taxable property in this state. At
the session of the 184'J-45 Legislature, this tax was
raised to five mills, and again in 1847, the assessment
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was raised to fifteen mills. By 1852, the levy had
reached the figure of two and one-fourth cents on each
hundred dollar s of taxable property in the State. The
following amount ar-ethe only l'eferences in the school
records relative to the total revenue produced by these
levies~ 1844--$2122.75, 1847--$15,000.00, and during
the last year of the tax system in 1851--$40,000.00.
This direct tax plan continued in effect until
the new constitution wa s adopted in 1852, when the assess-
ment law was repealed, and current expenses of the Asylum
were chargeable directly to the state Treasury. The con-
tinued ex istence of the Institution was g'\laranteedin this
new state Constitution of 1852. A similar plan of support
still exists, and appropriations are made at each meeting
of the state Legislature, that is, each regular biennial
meeting.
Table 2 on page 44 gives the total yearly expen-
ditures of the Indiana state School for the Deaf. In this
table, obly the first and each succeeding tenth year is
given, as this was considered sufficient for illustration
and compari son.
Though the 1852 Constitution guaranteed the
existence of the Indiana state School for the Deaf, in
March 1857, the General Assembly adjourned vT1thout the
assessment of taxes or provision for appropriations. For
this reason it was necessary to suspend the operstion of
the school on April 10, 1857, and it did not reconvene
unt 11 the following September when the State advanced
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sufficient funds. Tl'lis is the only instance of such neg-
lect on the part of the General Assembly.
'llo'rAL YEARLYEXPENDITURE OF THE INDIANA S'l'j\'l'E
.sOHOOL FOR DEAF FOR THE F'IR:yr AND EP>OH
STJOOEEDINGTEWEH YEAR
Year Expenditure
1844 • • • • • • • •
1854 . . ... . . . . . .
1864 • • • • • .
1874 • • • • • . • • •
1884 • . •. .••
1894 . . . . . . . . .
1904 . . . . . . . · .
1914 • • • • •. •••
1924 . . . . . . . . . .
1934 . . . .
1944 .. .
• • •
The data for the above table '!fas taken from the
financial records of the Indiana, state School for the Deaf",
The fairly regular increase follows the Lncr-eaee in en-
rollment;. The only break in this increase was in the
period around 1884 'tIhen specific measures \~lere taken to re-
duc e the cost s of operat ion. Needed re psLr-s '?Ie re po st pone d ,
continued requests for additional buildings ';'lere ignoI'ed,
needed supplementary funds were not appropriated, and ad-
missions wer-e made only between the ages twelve and twenty-
one for boys and ten and nineteen for girls. Previously
Elll applicants had been admi tted between the ages ten and
twenty-one. Additional women teachers, who could be hired
for much less than men, de cr-ea se d the average teacher sal-
ary as sh own in Table 8' on page (36 • 'lbe total expendi-
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tures for the current year will approach ~~800,000.00 due
to the increased costs of operation, increased salaries,
and an extensive renovation project.
students had been charged tuition at the rate of'
~~75 per year and out,:"of-statestudents ;~100 pel"year un-
til the year 1848, when the Legislature passed a law to
make educat ion of the deaf free to all eligible appl Lcan t s,
This eliminated the degrading system of requiring certif'i-
cab es of poverty from indigent student s.
An appropriation for a Scholarship Fund wes first
made in 1931. Since that time reeular biennial appropri-
ations have been made for that purpose. 'l"nisfund serves
to assist worthy and eligible students who wish to attend
Gallaudet Collee;e for Deaf in l/Va shington, D. C.
Tne shops and gardens, originally intended to oper-
ate on a profit basis, have rarely, if ever, accomplished
that purpose, though the receipts of both contribute toward
defraying the total expense of operation. A major portion
of the garden products have been utilized by the institution.
~lese products used by the school are itemized and valued
but are not entered in the financial records as receipts.
Shop products or any surplus garden products actuallY sold
are classified as earnings. Present earnings from the shoe
shop average ~j;800.00 per year. Surplus farm produce is noVI
utilized by other state institutions. The following ex-
cerpt from an early financial report illustrate the various
receipts at that time:
,-
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RECEIPTS
Ba18nce on hand Nov. 1, 1856 ••••••.••.•• SS547.95
1<' h h II....rOln s oe SOl).......................... 939.66
}'rOlUcooper shop ••••••....•.•.•••....••• 708.63
From paying pupil s. • • • . • • . • • • . • . • . • . . . .. 100.00
From sale of stock hogs ••••••••••••••••• 150.75
From sale of dry cow•••••••••••••••••••• 24.00
From exchange of horses ••••••••••••••••• 15.00
From sale of firewood •••.••.....••...•.• 194 •.53
From saLe of pl8.nts..................... 33.75
Ii1rom sale of vegetables ••.•••••.•••..••• 22.10
From rent... .•.. .. .... ..•.... .••.•. .. . .. 18.75
From clothing advanced to pupils •••••.•• 89.00
From warrants on State Treasury ••••••• 16,132.02
From orders on the Treasury ••••••••••• 2,500.00 1
JlJ:nounting to ••••••••••••••••••••• _. j@l, 476.14
.Mr. William Willard had the great honor of being
the founde r and principal of the fi rst permanent School for
Deaf in Indiana. Wnen Willard first organized t he school
in 1843, it WBS not under the control of the state, and
there we r-e no governing p-ustees.
'Ille legislature, at the 1843-44 se s sLon , having
passed an "Act to provide means of supporti..lJ.g a Deaf and
Dumb Asylum," subsequently at the same session appointed a
Board of Trustees to superintend the opening of a state
Asylum for educating the Deaf and Dumb. The original
members, named in the act of incorporation were: Gov.
James Wnitcomb, Royal Mayhew, Esq., Hon. Jolm H. 'Fnompson,
Rev. Love H. Jameson, Livingston Dunlop, M. D., Hon. James
Morrison, and Rev. pres. Mathew Simpson. At the next
meeting of the General Assembly, in 1844-45, the Board was
1Fourteenth Annual Report, (October, 1857), p , 18.
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reorganized, the number of members reduced from nine to
five, and their appointment was made a duty of the Gov-
ernor of the state. Again, in 1853, the law was altered
so that the trustee s were made elect ive by the General
Assembly, and another member was added to make a total of
six. In 1859, the number of trustee s was chang ed , The
number of members on the B08rd W21S reduced from six to
three, and again the power- of appointment WB.S placed in
the Governor of the state. In 1907, under another new
law, a fourth member WES added to the Board, and length of
terms for each member was set 8.t four years. Since 190r;,
the Governor has appointed the Trustee s , and the nurnbor of
members on the Board has continued to be four.
Since its beginning in 1843, the Indiana state
School for the Deaf has been under the direction of a Prll1-
cipal or superintendent. Until 1848, the chief administra -
tive officer was called principal, but since that time the
term, superintendent, has been used.
Tnere have been only eight superintendents, includ-
ing Pr-IncLpa'L Willard, in the school's 105 year history.
supt. Richard o. Johnson's term is the Longe st in the school's
history and Principal Willard's the shortest, though he con-
tinued to sr.r-ve the school for seventeen ye ar-s , The average
tenure to date has been thirteen and one-eighth years.
~'ABLE3
CHI2I~\ ADI!DNI S1'RA'l'0HS os 'I'Lm INDLI\_NA STArrE
SCHOOLFOR DEPJi' FHOM1843 to 1948
I
July '7, 1853 I .1!Iay 29, 18'79
Dec. 15, 1884
July 1, 1889 I
!
July 1, 1919
supt. 'Iriomas MacIrrt Lr-e
July 1, 1845supt. ,Jarnes S. Br-own
Supt. William Glenn I May 29, 1879
Supt. Eli Baker I
Supt. Richard o. JObnSOjr, I
I Ju1 y 1, 1919 !_tlll~~9~I
Dec. 15, 1881
July 1, 1889
supt. Oscar Pittenger
supt. Raney
July 7, 1853 I '7
26
5
5
30
May 1, 1935 16
'I' 13.. .. ..... .:_~L__..._._
(
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Fig. 9 William VIil18.rd
(from the original plates)
Mr. William Willard, founder of the school, was
its first administrator and instructor. Before coming to
Indianapol is in 1843, he graduat ed from the ".AJ11erican
Asylum" at Hartford, Conn. and had served as an instructor
in the Ohio school for the Deaf. '!I1:1.enthe School for
Deaf was incorporated in 1844, Mr. Willard was appointed as
principal, in which capacity he served ~mtil the appoint-
ment of J8mes s. Bro\'JI1in 1845. Oontinuing 88 an instruct-
or, Mr. Willard remained at the school for eighteen more
years-
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Principal Willard' s succ e s sor-, Mr. James S. Brovvn,
was al SO a former teacher at the "Ohio Asylum. II During
his able administration, Mr. Brown secured much needed
funds for continued oper-at Lon and for expansion. It was
largely because of his effort s. that the school VlE1S perma-
nently lOCated in Indianapolis, and his leadership had
much to do vJith the gro wbh and continuance of the "Lnd t cns
Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb." In 1852, Mr. Br-own re-
signed for the purpose of helping to e at abLdsh 8. similar
inst itution in the st ate of Lou LsLans ,
For the next administrator, the Board of Trustees
secured the services of Mr.. Thomas Mac.Lnt Lr-e, a third for-
mer instructor of bhe "Ohio Inst itut ion." Just previous to
his appointment, he was serving as superintendent of' the
Tennessee scbool for the Deaf. A later superintnerrident,
Mr. Richard O. John son, made the following remarks con-
cerning Rev. Maclntire:
Under him the Institution made its name and fame.
Re loved the school and the school loved him. Together
they kept pace, marching steadily onwr r d and upw8.rd,
placing the banner of the Institution in a lofty
position, there being emblazoned on its folds three
s t ar-s , one for faithful and loving care, one forI thor-
oughness of educational work and one for purity.
In 1879, Rev. MacEnf ire VIas su ccee ded by Mr. Will iam Glenn,
who served as superintendent for the next five years.
1 .
R~chard o. Johnson, A Columbian Semi-Centennial
Sketch, (Indi~mapolis: Printed at the ScEoor;-~3), p , 14.
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Available sources contained no mabe r-La'L of a
b Logr-aph.Lca'L natrur-e concerning Mr. Glenn or- his suc-
cessor, Mr. Eli P. B8ker, '.".ho 8.180 served for fl. term of
five years.
Mr. Baker gave greet impetus to the early efforts
of instruction in speech and lip-reading initiated by
Rev. MacInt ire and encouraged by supt. Glenn. As the
pre vl.ou a admini st r-at or-s had done, Mr. Balcer ag it ate d vig-
or-oual.y for plant expansion. Mr. Baker, who resigned in
1884 because of the pressure of private business affairs,
was succeeded by Mr. Richard O. Johnson of Indianapolis.
I
/
Fig. 10 RichB.rd 0 .. Johnson
(from the original plBtes)
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BefoY'e his appointment, Mr. Johnson served as an
overseer in the Indianapolis Public school system and as
secretary and bookkeeper for the Indiana School for the
Deaf. lIis thirty yea.r Career as snpel'intendent brought
numerous changes and improvement s such a s the est 2,blishment
of a Normal Training depar-trmerib , the promotion of speech
t r-af.nLng and lip-reElding, the institution of 8. Correspondence
School during World War I and the movement of t he school
from the site on East Washington st. to the new buildlngs
at the present Loc r.t Lon on Porty-Second street.
On June 16, 1919, follo'ning llir. Johnson t s re sign-
etion, Mr. Oscar M. Pittinger was appointed by the Board
of 'l'rustees as the next superintendent of the IndiEil'la
Ste.te school for the Deef. At the time of his appointm:~nt,
¥r. Pittinger Vias a teacher in the Indiana State UormE\l
School at Muncie. During the fourteen years prior to his
work at Muncie, he had been Superintendent of schools at
Alexandria and at Frankfort, Indiana. Dr. Pittinr_;er, e.
graduate of Indiana University, took his Master's degree
at Columbia University and the degree PhD from Illinois
Wesleyan University. He W8.3 selected b ecau se of his quali-
fications and successful ex periance in the field of gen-
eral education and because of his wide ac qu aLnb anc e with
the school men arid the school problems of the st ate.
(
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Fig. ll--Superintendent Oscar M. Pittenger
(from the original plates)
Dr. Pittenger> ImmedLab eLy set about the task of
obtaining funds to operate the institution for 8. full
nine months. Under' hLs Leader ship, the school grew to
record pr-opoz-t ions of 455 enrolle d in £1.single ye are
A.n Lmpor-t anf factor in this rapid 8xp£1.nsion was the
employment of a field 'worker who advertised the school to
the public and wh.o persuaded r-eLuc't anf par-errt s to send
their afflicted children to the school.
.,....------- -----~ -------~.-.------.-.'- -
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i
Fig. 12--Mr. J. A. Reney, Present Superintendent
(from the ori~in81 p1rtes)
On May 1, 1935, Mr. Jackson A. Raney 9 s sumed his
duties as superintendent of the Indiana state School for
the Deaf, succeeding Mr. Osc8r M. Pittenger, who had served
in that capacity £'01' sixteen years. Mr. Haney vms born in
Ripley OOiJ:nty and attended the Hip1ey Country Rural Schools
and Versailles High School. 1>..fter completing high school,
he taught in rural schools during the winters and flttended
Franklin Oollege during the summer-s , He taught for two
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years in the OonsoLt.dat ed Grflde and High School in Ver-
sailles. In 1927 after his gra.du8.tion from Franklin
College, he '!laS appointed 8.S a member of the Franklin
High School f8culty. In 1929, he was elected County
Supel'intendent of Schools in Hip1ey County. In 1934
he received an M. A. degree in Education from Butler Uni-
versity. Mre Raney is a member of the National EdUCation
Association, nhe Indian8 st~\te Teacher's Association, the
LndLan apoLds V81ley Scottish Rite arid the Kiwan:l.s Club of
Indianapolis. He received spe cLa.l tre,ining in the educe-
tion of the deaf at GallEI.udet College, 1!Ts.shington, D. C.
arid VIas awarded an U;. A. degree from th8.t school in 1936.
Mr. Raney has 'worked tirelessly and successfully bowar-d im-
proving the school in all aspects. These numerous improve-
ments are discussed in the var-Lous sections of this study.
Organiz.§_t ion for' Administ ..J:"_§E1:£G
As related in the preceding section, the Indiena
state school for the Deaf has a.Lway a been under the con-
trol of a Board of Trustees, either elected by the General
Assembly or appo Lnt ed by the Governor of the st8te. The
superintendent, likewise, has 81v18.Ys been the chief admin-
istre.tive officer within the school.
In the beginning years, br.e school we. s organize d
into tVJOdepartments for B.dministre.tion--the Intellectue.l
Department, which included the Supt. and instructors, and
the Domestic Depa.rtment, whieh LncLuded the Physician, the
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steVlard, and t he Matron.
From 1844 8.nd until 1850, the length of the com-
plete course was five ye ar s , and the c La s se s were ar-r-ange d
and numbered as follows: First Class (fifth year), Second
Class (fourth year), Third Class (third year), Fourth
Cll:;lSS (second year, and 1"ifth Class (first year). The
length of the school term during this period was ten
months, commencing on the first Monday of October and
closing on the last day of July. By 1852, the more capable
pupils were 8.11oVlBdto stay as long as seven years.
'lbe te rID, mechanical de par-timerrb , was used in 1854
to include the cooper shop, the shoe shop and the garden.
T1JYOyears later the Mechan Lc a.l Depar'timerrb was changed
and became the Industrial Dep8.rtment. A Sixth and Seventh
Class were added to the Intellectual Department.
During supt. ItacIntire' s a.dministr2,tlon, the follow-
ing change was Lnd I cabed in the Twenty-Ninth fillDua1 Report:
For the benefit of those vrho wish to qualify
themse1 ve s for t e acn Ing , 01" otrie n lnt el1ec buaL
purstdts, the Trustees have e st abLd ahe d e. High
C18.s8 and adopted a three years' study in the
science s.l
Later, during Mr. Eli P. Baker's administrEttion,
trte or-gsn Lzat Lcn contained an Educational arid Business De-
par-timent an d a Manual Labor Department. Also during this
1TwentY-Ninth Annual R~J~9rt, (Sept. 1872), p, 43.
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period, the school itself was divided into two depart-
ments--the Primary DepE:rtment (seven ye8rs) and the
Academic Department (two years). The school term by this
time has been shortened by two vleeks.
The term "department!! has been used somewhat indis-
crimine.tely by school officials to describe the various
administrative subdivisions of the total organiz8.tion or
the particular divisions of the school proper. New names
were frequently used to designate the same division such
as the vocational Training Department, the Manual Training
Department, end t be Industr ie.l Department. Part icular
classes vrere often designated as depe.rtments such !OIS the
Art DepBrtment, the Home Economic s Department, and the OrB.l
Department. Those divisions of the school concerned with
the prep8.r8.tion of food, serving of food, and c er e of bed-
ding were termed the Domestic Department. Divisions of
classes have been called departments, ie., the Prepar£\ tory,
Primary, Intermediate, and Advanced. "Oral Department"
was previously used to designate those classes taught
speech ~md lip-reading and "Manual Department for those
classes taught by means of signs and finger spelling.
superintendent Johnson soon reol"ganized the school.
and the new dep8.rtments became: The Primary,grades one
to four; Intermedi8.te Department, B gr-ade and A gr-ade j arid
the Academic Department, Junior, Middle arid Senior gr8de s.
A further depal"tmentalization V!8S made during the 1895-96
session. rrhese new departments were: Kindergal"ten, the
Oral Department, the Manual Department, and t he Industrial
Department. There was also a Department of Special
Instruction which included dr-awlng , painting, physical
education, penmanship, an d articu1a.tion. Various new
trade s 'were added to the Eridu sb r-La'L 1)3par-bmen t from time
to time. Ij_"neseadditions vri11 be discussed more completely
in Chapter V.
By 1900, 8fter the introduction of the Kindergarten
Department, the length of the course was incl"'eased to ten
years. Students by this time were allowed to remain
as long as thirteen years if conduct and promotions
warranted.
In the 1928 ]wnual Report, Mr. Pittenger described
the organization as f'o Ll.owa]
Ten years are devoted to k Lnder-gar t en and grade
work arid bhree years to high school subj e ct s.l
During Supt. Pittenger's administration, a greater
emphasis than before was given to the Physical Education
and Athletic Departments.
Prom the boginning of Supt. Pittenger t:3 Ei dministrs-
tion to the present thore have boen few major ch ang e s in
general organiz at ion. Since 1920, the length of the
school term has been nine months, uaua'I Ly st8.rting early
in September arid closing about June first.
---_._-------------_ •._.__ ._-------_ ..._.__ ...._-_._
1E!_gh~_y.::~_:i._fth .l\nnu?J._I'~E01'~.9J:~E~_1.g_qJ._a.g_§__$~_§t e
tSchool for the Deaf, (Indisnapo1is: Printing Class, Sta e
schoo-l-fortIle Deaf', 1930), p , 15.
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The diagram on the :following pag e illustr8.te s the
pre aen t pl&.n of or-ganLzab Lon :fOl~administrBtion.
Although numerous holidays were celebrated 8.t the
school, it was not until flfter 1910 that pupils were
allowed to spend vacations at home. Before that time,
the rules and regulations of the school specifically stated
that the annual se ssion was a continuous one without
vacation. Nevertheless, many holidays were observed at
the school. These were: Th.anksgiving Day, Christmas,
New Years, Washington's birthday, Decoration Day, and
otter days set aside for such events as Lawn parties.
At pre sent, all of the student s are allowed to
go home for a 'week at Thanksgiving, two weeks at Christmas,
end one week B.t Easter. The policy of allowing students
to go horne on alternate week ends is E'.nother comparatively
recent chang e ,
studep..! Ac~<?:tJ-!l_~}P.e;.
Quite an ac cur at e system of student accounting
has been in use during the school's entire existence
due to the fact that certain reports have always been
required. The statistics in the annual reports indicate
that factors such as attendance, scholarship and health
were carefully recorded. There is no evidence, however,
that, until recently, individual records of a cumuLatLve
type were kept. In 1937, sse» report cards were put into
use. These provided Lnf'ormab Lon on chsr ac b e r- development,
work hab its and pe r-soriaLi ty trf it s a swell 8 S ac adenu c
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achievement. During the same year" there W2,S instituted
a syst em or permanent re cord cards. '11:1es cards flre nO'N
kept on rile and the following data is recorded regularly:
scholastic aChievement, intelligence test scores"
ach.Levernerrt test scores, personal information, hearing
, '
test results, character development, 8nd guidance data.
Attendance and health data are also included.
supt. Johnson, juc1gin.g from the ave ilable re cords,
placed more emphasis on scholestic records than any of his
predecessors. The following statements, relEitive to
marking and recording were taken from the Porty-Ninth
Annual Report:
It shall be the duty of teachers to make and
record, monthly, a careful estimate of the work or
each of their pupils in all b r-anche s of study.
These recorded monthly estimates, teachers must
average twice a year--F'eb. 1 and June 1. The monthly
estimate and tV10 averages must be certified to the
Superintendent. These estimates of monthly success
and progress or pupils are to be made on a scale of
30·to 100 as follows: 100,'perfect; 90, excellent;
80~ very good; 70, good; 60~ tolerablf; 50, poor;
40, very poor; 30 end below, failure.
All of the school registers containing the names
of pupils and date of enrollment have been pre served
since 184<1:.
Originally" examl.nab ions were given at tlie end of
each school yeBr to determine those eli:,r,ible for promotion.
__ . . . .._.._...........__ . .__ ,._...__ ~_w__ . ·H. ._ •• __ ... _ .. ··_· __ • ----.-.-
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At the close of the last teBn an examination of
8.11 the cLaaae s of the school, extending through
two days, was held in the chapel of the Institution.l
The next development was the division of the
school year into three terms with an exam'l.nat Lon e.t the
end of each.
At present, examinations are given at the end of
each nine weeks and a t the end of the semester. In
addition, the school maintains a yearly testing program
for all grades. The standford Achievement 'rests and the
Gates Reading Tests are used for this purpose. Results
of the se te st s indicate pupil strength and weakne ss in
each of the subject fields and indicate the degree of
progress for each year. The results also afford a means
of compar Lng deaf students vrith hOD.ring students. The
majority of scores indicate little difference in scholastic
ability except in tbe case of reading. The r-eadLng 8.ge of'
the majol"ity of' de sf' students is approximately two years
below that of the sban dar-dLzed norm. To a gre8t extent,
this may be explained by br.e voc abu'l.er-y difficulty brou;?,ht
about oy de afne s a-
From the first year mltil the present, there
nave been formulated and approved rules and regu18.tions
to govern tl ..e administr'f\'tiion of t r.o Indiana state school
_.----_._. ,.~.,~., ..-.-.----""--------- .•- ,._ ..-,_' --_ .._ ..__ ....._-~-..-,--- ......_._-_ ...... _--"' .-.-----------'-.~---
~seventeenth Annual Report, (lfJ60), p , 21.
------------ ..--~--.-.~~-----'.--.'~ ----- ...--.-----------.--------.~.-~----------
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for the Deaf. In general, these rules have been con-
cerned with the following items: length of session, ad-
mission requirements, ex penses of the pupd.Ls , age of
entrance, duties of the personnel, course of' study, and
other general rules of' operation. The first rules, ap-
proved by the Trust co S and publ Lsrie d in ~1 c :i.rcu l ar- in
184i1, stated the a,;:e of' applic~mts should be between the
ages of ten and thirty ye ar s , 'lne changes in the age
limits ar e shown in 'lIable 4 on this page , The lower age
limits f'or admission has de cr-ea sed from 10 yerers to 6,
and the upper limit from 30 to 21. Increased enroll-
ments and scarcity of' f'un da caused the Lowe r limit for
boys to be raised to 12 in the year 18'72.
TABLlJ: 4
CHAlIGES IN 'l'HE AGE LIlfllrrS
FOR APPLICPJ1TS
Year Age LLl1it s
1844 • · · · • 10 and 301857 • · · · · 10 and 211872 · · .Boys 12 and 21Gir'ls 10 and 19
1837 · • · · • 10 and 211889 • · · · • 8 and 211913 · · · · · 7 and 211923 · 6 and 211948 · · · · · 6 arid 21-;;-
-l~In recent ye8rs, exceptions have be eri mcde , end
pupil s w'er-e ac ce pted [l.t the age of five.
During the administrEltion of the pre sent superin-
tendent, Mr. J. A. Raney, the school has received a con-
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tinuous co~nission for grades 1 to 10 inclusive. Suc-
cessful completion of the full course has been a require-
ment for entering Gallaudet College. The student completing
the COUI'se must also successfully pass the College entrance
oxamination.
Under the regime of ll1r. Raney, great advances have
been made educe.tion8.11y as is witnessed by the fact
that Indiana's representation at Gallaudet College:,
nat LonaL college for the deaf in ',Va.shil.1.gton,D. C.,
has been as high as sixteen in a single yeGr r. nd has
averaged about nine whereas formeI'ly the number wa s
anyvrhere from none to three.
Relations to Other schools------ --- ----- ----.~-----
By various me an s , s tn ce its beginning, the Indiane.
state school for Deaf has attempted to promote good re-
lations with otLer scb ool s , Por this purpose, the policy
of giving demonstrations or exhibitions, as they were first
called, has been pr-orno be d since 1851. In that ye ar , supt.
Brown, with several students, visited the follovJine bowns
in Indiana and gave exhibitions:
M£"dison, Rushville, Shelbyville , Columbus, Vex'non,
Hoble sville., Dublin, Cambridge, Centreville, Richwond,
Bloomington, l'flartinsville, !looresville, Lafayette,
Loga..YJ.sport, South Bend, Michigan City, LaPorte,
liIishawaka, PIJlTIouth, Roche ster and Crawfordsville. 2
In 1890, supt • .Johnson wr-o t e to the Indiana school
Boolr Company asking that tLey publish a cut of the lilanual
Alphabet in their school books. This r-e ques t was grented,
--_._--_.__ ..----_ .._ ...... ~--.. --- -.~--~--.~-.--..-.--., - --_.-----_. __- -.- ...-.-- ... ~-- --.~.--
IBoyce R. Ylilliams, "The One Hundred Years of the
Indiana state School for the Deaf, TlThe Silent 300sier,
LV (June, 1943), p. 6.
2
Eighth Annual Report, (1851), pp , 11-12.
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and the a1phnbet appeared in the Third arid Fourth Reade r s
for tho Public Schools.
The school for Dec.f still continues to make nu-
morons demonstrHtion,s in other schools, and hundreds
of children from the public schools visit at the School
for Deaf annually.
The school for Deaf is now a member of the Indiana
High School Ath1etic Association end competes
regularly, in four major spor~s, with other local schools.
For the past se ve ra1 ye ar s , tho school 11as p[lr~ ic Lpa t ed
in the Sectional Basketball Tournament and ha s received
its share of the proceeds, which h ave been used to P1...U'-
che.se additional athletic equipIilent. Competition with
other 10CD1 schools has provided valuable publicity for
the Indifllla school for the Doaf and has been a groat help
in bringing the deaf student2 in closer contact with hear-
ing boys and gi1"'ls. The fact th8t the athletic teams f'r-om
the school for Deaf can win games from other schools of
compar-abLe size, or larger , give s se 1f- confidence to the
students, not only in sports endeavors, but in school 7rork
and other activities. Dt~ing the past season, the football
team, playing against such schools as Lawrence Central,
Pike 'I'wp. , Franklin rrVJp. and Beech Grove, won four games
and lost three. Three ye ar-s ago in 1945, the football
team won six games and lost only one. r1'hebasketball
team, so far this season has won five games and lost two.
Toe track and baseball teams have done equally well.
----.~-".-~-~- ..----- ..._---_.---_
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CHAPTERV
PROGHPJI1 OF' STUDIES
Extent
The number, duration, frequency, end time allot-
ment of the various subj ects taught 8.t the Indisna Stnte
school for the Deaf have changed many time s during the
school t s long history.
Le.nguage and reading vrer-e Elt first, arid ar-e still,
the subjects r-ece Lv Irig greatest emphasis in the program.
In addition to the subjects named abo ve , scripture reading,
geography and arithmetic were the courses offered at the
beginning of the school in 1844.
Abbreviated copies of the progI'am of study at
intervals in the school's history will illustrate the
significa nt changes as they wers made. By 1852, the
program had been organized for five classe s.
FiI'st Clas'S (tau@lt by' the superintondent)
--. stud:Les--Arithmotic, Davies; Geography, Smith's;
Astronomy~-Sn'lith I s Illustrated; . rrhe Bible; 12th Vol.
of Union Questions, once a week, togother vrit11.daily
exercises in grammar and composition.
Second Class
s'fU"ches--Aritbmetlc, Davies' First Lessons: Geo-
grapnY;-SriiTth's {)_uarto; Peet's Course of Instruction,
part III; Select portions of the Bible; Penmenship,
arid daily exercises in the 1).::e of 'lJritten 18nguFge
arid in composition.
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'l1-111"dCla s s
--~. 3tu-(-:cres--~eet 1s Course Ll1. Instruction, part II;
Arlthmetlc, Flrst Lessons; Geography, 3rn1thl s Pri-
lTI:ry; . Peet ~s Scriptl)re Les~ons; PenmanshLp, and daily
eAerClses 1n the use of wrltten lan3u8ge.
Fourth Class
-- stild~_e~~--Peet 18 Course of Instruction, Dl';lrt I;
Penmanship, numbers, and scripture lessons.
Pifth Cll';\8s
--_._. Studies--Peet1s Course of Instruction, DElrt I;
scripture lessons; 'ilriting vlith both cr-syon pnd pen.l
The sub j ect s 1 i8t8d above a s "Pee t t s Course of
Instruction" for the second, third, f'our-b h find fifth
classes, included detailed steps for acquiring the use of
bne manual alphabet and the sign Lariguage , In general,
this 8ubject might be classed 8.S language. Scripture
lessons or Bible readings were included for each c18.s8
throughout the year.
The school schedule of actj.vities in 1852 is show n
on the f'oL'LowLng page. It shows ratLer c.Lear-Ly the time
allotinent for study, recitation, and other school activi-
ties. p,t this time, each class remained with one teacher
throughout the term.
,TDe program of studiEJ S s.nd scbe dul,e s r-emaLne d
e s serib ially the same unt il 1867 when the superintendent
and Trustees deemed it advisable to add an addj.tional
course of three years for a limitEJd number of the most
--------1-----···-··
N~nth Annllal__Re2.9_~t_.~f_t~~ .I_~di.§:.~f:1._..}:: ~ylul1~.fC?~
Edu.cation .~L~ he ._PEla!___g_~d_D.~mbI. [Indianapolis: J. P. ChafJl1Wn,
state Printer, 1852), pp , 26-30.
--~.---..------.- ..~---------
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TABLE 5
ORDSR OF EXERCISES
l852~:·
P. Ni.
l2~t
1--3 -
121..
'"'1--3
l2-t<11--3
3
Dinner
Recitations
Prayers 3
LaboI' 3L--6"1 ,
Supper 6-~
Recreation 6l_-7~'+ 4'.study , 7-=;---82
Ret :t~~ l._~ 9 J
Ib id:, p , 31.
pr-oml sLng student s selected by tl1e superintendent. The
name, High Class, was applied to students enrolled in this
course, and bhe s ubj ect s taught were Jlnalyt ical Grammar,
Physical Geography, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Astro-
nomy, Physiology and Hygiene.
Industrial training began in '1850, following the
move to tLe new school on East Washington street. The
history of this phase of the program will be discussed
later in this Chapter.
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Following Mr. Richard O. Johnson's appointment
in 1889, the schco'L pr-ogr-am ;;18 s revise d as shown on
pages 70, 71 and 72.
Course of study in 1893
Primary Department
Grade l--La~.sua__fi~--F'ast, pre sen t , future and pa st
progressive tenses, past present and future of lito be";
these to be taught in the three sentence forms positive,
negative and intsrrosative. Ar:i::.thmeti~--Notation 1 to
10; mental addition. Pen~~~EiE--Instruction with
pencil and crayon, followed by pen and ink exercise s in
books. Dr~.!!~ng--Pirst principles, using blackboard
and slate.
Grade 2__Lan~~~--sentneces involving all tenses
of the active voice and the verb "to be ".
Aritl:!~~tic--Notation 1 to 20, addition and subtraction;
mental and ·;11ackboard. Pe~~~_shi12--Copy-book work ,
Drav!Ting--Prang's Drawing Book No.1.
Grade 3--Lanr;u8.ge--All tenses, active, passive end
progressive-. Ari£F.iTIletic--lvriting 1 to 50; 8.ddition,
subtraction, multiplication, doll;:,rs and cents; mental
and blackbosrd. Pen~anYJ~.:h£--copy-book wcr-k,
Dr~winG--Prang IS Dravling Book nc , 2
Grade 4--L8~gu.8?;e--Verb forms continued, pnd sy sue -
mat Lc instrucrron~n idioms. Arithmetic--',"rritiniJ; 1 to
100; addition, subtraction, muYflplicetlon, division;
dollars find cents. Geog_~_8.p!?:.1--1Nrittenby teacher, with
Inst i tut ion 8 s center, from which extend out war-d,
taking in city, county and state; show pr-In c Lpa'L t owns ,
rivers and lines of railway; shOWalso highlands,
lowlands snd marshes of stete; draw maps of Institution
grounds, county arid state. Pep_l?~.§'~1?-sl?-_!E.--Copy-bookwork.
Drewing Book No.4 •
. Grade 5--LDngu~_ge--General r-eading and idioms.
Arlthmetic--Propertles of numbers; cancellation; fractions,
add.ition and 3ubtraction. Geographx--7Jritten by teacher;
6eneral division of land and water and form of earth;
North j'!.:merica, south America, Europe, Asia, Africa,
Oceanica. Penman~hip--Copy-book work. Drawing--Pring's
Dr8wll1.g Book No.4.
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Intermediate Department
B GrElde--Lan;r,u[!.~- -GeneI'al re ad Lng and idioms
con t inue d. A_!'itbmet ic--FI'act ions, 111ult :i.plicat ion and
division; decimals; United states money; pr-act Lc a'L
pr-obLems , Geof7,I'aphy--F'ir st two months r evLew Pifth---.""---.~grflde; elementary United states political an d physical;
dr-aw maps of StFltes, showfng principal towns, rivers
an.d mountains. Hist~r:y'--september to January, written
by teachers concerning Institution, city, county, arid
state; January to June, Primary United state; to be-
ginning of Hevolution, and stories of. Drawing--Prang's
Drawl.ng Book No.5.
A Grade--Ltmp;uar.!,e--General reading an d idioms con-
t inue d. Arithme·E rc::-:-Denomina te nurnbers; 1a titude
and 10ngitude;--standE',rd time; percentage and applicat ion
of (pr'ofit and loss, oommi as Lon E!nd brokerage, Lnaur-an ce ,
taxes, duties and customs, stocks arid investments);
pr act Lc a'l. problems and exercises in makLng out ac count a ,
drawing not e s , ch eck s , draft s , receipt s , et c • Geon;ra,phy--
':Vorld's political. Histor:.1--Primary United st8.te8;"·-'-'-
beginning of Revolution to present thne, end stories of.
Academic Department
J'lmior Grade--La~s~_€,p;~.--Gener8,1 re 2 ding arid idioms
continued. A.ritbmetic--InteI'est, s Imp'Le rn d cODWO'1·md,
and applications-'ofTpartial payments, discount End
pre sent 'North, bank disco'un t); exchange, e qU8,tion 0f
payment s; averaging ac coun t s; [,liquot pclrt s; pract ical
problems and exe r-cLse s in commer-cLa'L forms continued.
Ge_()J5.!,£\ph_Y:--'J'!orld'smatbematical an d physical. I-I~_~.?~'.:'f--
September to J'l'muary, Complete United stu,tes, be gLnn lrig
of Hevolution to present; Januery to Jtme, Gener~\l;
stories of both.
Middle Grfjde--Lan;;~l):?B_s?_--Grammarand gerie r a'L re8ding.
Lrit}:i...metic--Ratio an d pr-opor bLon ; 1)Q,rtner'8Llip; 1?irith-
met-fc[;,1-an81ysis; squal"'e 2nd cube root and applic[!tion
of; 8.rithmetical and [!:eometricfil progression; practical
pr'oblems and exercise s in commercial forms cant inued.
Hig_torx--:English. Physi2~_()_gx--Elements of B,nd lectures,
making use of anatomic2.1 models, skeleton, etc.
Senior Grade--L~n.2i.~.§1B~--Grammar 8nd general' re ading.
Arithmc t iC--l:Ien surr,t ion, gaugin;~, 1"letric system, generalr-e{jTev,-.--U a.t'l~!'_§,1-__~)E·_i1_0sQPE-][-"-Ey('l.I'O st c.t ic s, pneum[\tic s,
magnetism, elec'GI'icity, hef!.t, light. 1-,101"'81 Philosophy--
LectuJ.'es on. lTptursl Histor:r--Elements of End lectures
on. Civics--Outline incc:enerp.l, United :::tr:te s in pf,rti-
cular-. _ .._--
?2
Industrial Department
InstI'uction VIill be given in this de par-timerrb to
assigned pupils 8S follows;
Carpentry and cabinet-m~'ing .•• ~••••••.•.••• 6 years
Shoe and leathe r work •••.•..•..•...... ·· . . .. 6 years
Printjng--Composition, pr-e as -wor-k, binding •• 4 years
Chair-canirlg 1 ye a r
Cooleing. . .. ... ... . . . . . . ... .. . . . . .. , . ... . . . . .. .... .. . . 1 ye ar
SevJin,g fI 2 ye o.rs
Dressmaking--Cutting, fitting, dr-apln g ••.•.. 2 y88rS
Ta.iloring. . . ..... . . . . ... . ... . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .. 2 yeal"ls
Sewing--F8ncy needle-work 1 yefJr
Instl"uction vrill a.Lso be r;iven to the girls in 811 kinds
of hou se-iwor-k 8s may be arI'8nge d for by the supe rinten-
dent. CertE',in boys will 8.1so'be a s s Lgrie d to the b8.ke-
shop, kitcLen, carpenter-shop, green-house and f8rm.
Boys not assigned to regu18r trade courses 0nd other
pIsces mentioned shall be required to do police dut-y
around buildings and grounds.
Admission to the regulEr trade courses for boys,
exce pt print ing, will be from Gra.de 5. In print ing
admission will be from the A grftde.
Admission for the girls will be from Grade 3.
In addition to the abo ve , the girls will be taught
drawing, painting, modeling, designing, and wood-ccsu-v.lng
in the Academic Department. Boy8 may be udmitted to
these classes.l
As outlined above , the course of study in 1893,
ao arranged as to cover ten ye2rs, was divided into
pr-Lmar-y , intermedia.te, and academic courses. Only
pupils who completed the pr Lmar-y en d Ln t e rmed.labe courses
in the allotted time of seven years and with honor to
themselves were allowed to pass to the academic three
ye8.r course comprised of advanced intermediate worlc arid
a study of the sciences.
Dravdng and physical education Here taught on 81-
--_ ..----_. __ .
IRichard o. Johnson, A Columbian Semi-Centonni£d
Sketch, (Indianapolis: Printecloy-nie--Ols ss --in-:Fr-int ing
of the LndLan a Institution for the Education of the Dea f,
189 3), p p • 27- 29 •
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bern.atie d8.Ys, and it is interesting to note that marks
were given for the latter.
In the mornings, training in 8.rtiC1..1.1Fltion and
lip reading wa s given to selected pupils.
A special lecture course, consisting of lectures
by prominent local citizens, 18.sted throughout the year.
The Bible lecture, though not listed in the preceding
program, still formed a part of t he school day_ This
twenty minute lecture was given to every class at the
beginning of the first school period in the mO~ling.
In 1893, during Mr. Jobnson's superintendency,
the following schedule was in effect_
TABLE 6
REG1JL!,RORDEROF TEE DAY, 189 ;3-::.
Activity Hours
Rise · • · · · · • 6 A. rll.Breakfast · · · · · • • 6 :40Bible Lec bur e · · · · · 8:00 to 8: ~:Oschool · · · · · · · 8:20 to 1 P. M.Industrie s ·. · · · · · · 8:20 to 10 :20Recess · · · .10: 45 to 11:00Dinner · · · · · 1 :10 F. IiISchool · · · 2,00 to 4: 30Industrie s · · · · · 2:00 to 5:00Supper · · · · · 6:00 P. InI.Study Hour · · · · · · · 7 :00 to 8: 30Retire · 8:00 to 9:00
*Richard O. Johnson, A Columbian Semi-Centennial
Ske_!!ch, (Indianapolis: Printed-a-ttLe-Sctlool, 1893), p. 33.
The above table indicates the various time allot-
ments to different activities of the pupils. In compari-
son with the previous schedule of 1852, on page 69, t.l.e r-e
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was less emphasis on relig:iious activity end more emphasis
on industrie s in 1893. 'rlhe morning study hOU1~had been
elimins.ted by 1893. School hours remained approximately
the same,
------ .._._--_ •...._--------_ .._.;_.-- ~--_...--'"----.--- ..--- ..----.- ...---------~---
flAil HJIl'ERlIIEDIATE AND ACADEl!lIC GRADES (1893)
CLASSSCHEDULE
-----.., .--------+---~-.----.- ._---_._-----_.-----
Fig. l5.--Cla8s schedule for five advanced classes (
at the rndiona Institution for Educ8ting the Dea f and Dumb.l
8:20
_~_L~Q__._
9:10
10:00
Middle
Study
Senior Middle
._.__ Ar i th..!._._-+-~P~·hLs.J 01_s>_e;'y__ .
IHddle
History
A
Aritlnnetic
10:00
10:45
Seniol~
Philosophy
Junior
Arithmetic
.__ ...... __._----- ._.__ .---_..-. .._-_.- _.
11:00
12:00
.A
History
Middle
Aritbmetic
12:00
1:00
J'Lmior
History
•
A
study
Jill~ior A
Study .1£1!}1l..u_8.G.El_ .
Senior Junior
Nat. Hist. Lenguage
A
Geography
I'!Iiddle
L8:nguage
-_ .._--_.__ .._-- .._-_ --_ .... _
Junior
Geography
Senior
Language
Senior
Study._-_._._-_ .._-
The above schedule illustr8tes the.t e. rotating de-
partment VIas in use by 1893 •
lr- . d0], ., p. 34.
..-~----.--.-- ...-.,.----..-.------.---- ..- .....~.-.-.----...---.-.-- ..---.--------~.---.•---.------
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As tre school grev" almost invariably, the or-
zanization and program of studies ch ange d with eac h
succeeding administr-8tor. The following excerpt from
tYe TISevent;y- Sevon bh Annua'L Report II illustrat e s the
above sti at.emerrt ;
In thB past, it has been customary to have all
literary work in t re morning and t r.o industr-ial
work in b le afternoon. '1'here seemed to b e serious
objections to that p'LEl.n. The school is now divided
into three groups as follows:
Advanced Grades: Six to Senior inclusive
Intermediate Grades! T[lree to Pive inclusive 1
Prime,ry Grade s: All below the third Grade.
The departmental schedule for grades 6 to 10 is
shown on the preceding page. This schedule was in oper-
at Lon at the Indiana state School fox' Deaf in 192 O.
Beginning Algebr'a, General Science and Literature VJere
adde d and made to corif'or-m to the ent r-anc e re quirement s
of Gal18,udet CoLl.e ge , 11[0ral and r-eLl.g i oua instruction,
riow removed from the daily pr-ogr-am of studies, Vi8,S cfrriod
out in 'neek-day chapel exercises and on sunda ..:rs•
The progrem of studies 'Was I:,gain revised arid
b r-oadene d 8fte r the next, and pre sent, Supe rintendent wes
appointed. Follovling his appointment in 1935, Mr. Haney
immediately began to campaign to aecur-e a conunission for
the school. This was finally accomplished in 1942.
The pre se nt program of st ud.Les folloVls cLo sel y
the programs offer-ed by the majority of grade schools and
.,.-----------------------------
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high schools in the Stete of Endl.ana .•
PROGRAMOF STUDIES (1948)
Primary Depertment
rre_.12.§:E_~O~_Y.-- Spaech Training, Spes ch Head lrig
(lip-reading), Lan guag e , Reading, Number Work.
First Grade.--Speech Reading, Speech, LanGuage,
AritbJ.llet ic-,-Phy sical Educat ion.
Secol~~_Grad_~.--Speech, speech Heading, Language,
Arithmetic, Reading, Physical EdLl.cation •
. Third Grade. - -L8nguau;e, Read lrig , Geography, Soc ial
Studie s , Speech-lieading, speech, A rithmet Lc , Phy sical
Education.
Fourth Grade.--Social studies, speech, Language,
Reading, .f',rit:hmet ic ,Soc ial Science, Physical Educ at ion.
Intermediate Department
'Fi:fth Grade~--speech:, Speech Readil1f?, Language,
Reading, l\rit}:l.metic, History, ElemontaryscJ.ence, Health,
Geography, .Art, Home Economics (girls), I;;lementElry Shop
(boys), Physical Education.
Sixth Grade~--speech; speech Re~ding, Language,
Rea.ding,p;ritl-nnetl.c, History, Elernent81"'y ~3cience, Health,
Geography, Art, IIome Economic s C.~~irls), Element sry ~:hop
(boys), Physical Education.
seventh GrBde. -- speech, SpE:ech Read.i.ng, L~mn;u8go,
Heading, Aritbmetic, History, Elementary Science, Geogr8lphy,
Health, Art, Home Economics, Elernent~\ry Shop, Physical
Education.
Eighth GI'ade. -- Spoach , Speech Reading, Langu ag e ,
Reading, Arithmetic, History, ElementHry Science, Geography,
Health, Home Economucs, Elementa.ry Shop, Physical Education.
Advance d De partment
'N~~E.:_C!r:§_de.--LEln£.l,u8.ge and Composition, Reading,
Reading, Arithmet Lc , U. S. Hi st ory, lIe a'l,th and Safety,
Geography, Speech Heading, Practical Art s (Vocational
?8
training), Physicatlon, Speech.l
TeE~1!___G..:r:_ci~.--L8nrjU8gearid Composition, He8.dine;,
Arithmetic, U.S. History, Civics (Citizenship training),
Practicnl Arts, Speech, 3peech Heading, Phy s Lc a.L Education.
Eleventh Grc\de.--Langu8y;e and Composition, Heading,
Advancocl-Xrittrrnetic or First-Year Algebra, General sc i enc e ,
Speoch, Speech Read lrig , Pract iC81 Art s , Physical Educat ion.
T'"lel~:th Grade .--Language and Composition, LiteraG1..1re,
Advanced ArithmetJ..c or Second Year Algebr8, Physics, World
History, English History, Speech, Speech Heading, Practical
Arts, Physical Educe tiona
Hequiremcnts for graduation from the Advanced
e.xarrri.riat Lon s and requirements of GaLLaude u College for
Deaf in Wasfl_ington, D. C. ne ce ns Lt ab os the Lnc Lu s Lon of
an additional unit of science (Physics) rend 1,1[orldHistory ..
'I'h os e student s t 8king the Regular Course may take three
units of Arithmetic instoed of the tVl0 un l t s of p,_rithmetic
arid one of p~gebrf;\ as ah own in T8.ble ? As shown in the
table, those unable to pursue the Hegu18r or College
Pre paratory course s are given Dddit Lorral, vocat ional 01"
tr8de training subjects such [IS cabinet making, shoe 1"0-
pail", painting, motal wor-k, or floriculture. Because of'
additional academic work, tho se taking the College Pr epar-a-,
tory Course take f8Vlor b r-ade b r-aLn Lrig subject s. Shop tr8in-
ing, th r-ough both the Intermediate and Advanced Grades, en-
abl.e s the students to become rli[3hly skilled in th e pn r-t Lcu-
lsI' trades of their choice.
I
I
,\
1
Speech and Speech Reading, not given 8S separate
courses following the eighth gr-ode , ar-e incorporflted in
all ob he r- subject fields.
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Tl\BLE 7
="....:',cc:..,=-o==,c,...,.",= ..'''=[.~~.''-'~.''.'~._'.c,._"~c...~.+ s:~-'-_'._"' ..__,..----" .•.... '-"._. _. u ,.~~.~···.,.•. ='-" _._"
o b' ct Regular College V0cational
uU Je Qourse Preparatory ,Gert:LficElte
--.-.---.-.-~.---,.-----~- ....--_;_,....~ -""----.......---j----------.-.--- ...~..---~..-- ...----.- ...-
I
Lan.gu age a nd
Composition 2 2 2
--,- ..-..,---.~---.--.--.---.---..- _._ ..__ .......-----.... ---~.--------.---~.-.----.---.--.------.,-..-.•.~..---_._- ....__-----
2 2 1---=--_._-_ .._-_.,_......_-_._._.._-
Aritbmetic 2 2_....__._--_.. .- ..__...._- ----_.__.._.._- .._-+--- :.,___--
!.:!3ebr fl __._. .. l:.__ . L._. _
Eealth and
Safety
Science
1 1
1
.~---..•--.-,-.-- ..-----
-+- 2
1
1--.-..------_.---
Speech
Heading
Physic8.l
EducBtion
1
1
1
1
Total
.---- ....---~~-.. - 18 18 16---_._ -~.----.-~-".--._..-.-.~.--.. ..---.~-------_._.._--.._. -.__..--_.-_'_-_.._._------_.* ..._-
1
---------_._._.- _._---_._---_._-_--_ ._._ ..._-------
aA full unit of credit in (;1 8u.()ject is comprised
of five full cLas sz-oom periods per week and an [\r1oquate
number of periods pel' week in pr-apar-at Lon f'or' two SGmesters.
°Praccical Arts include subjects listed on pege 58.
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The Industrial Arts phase of t be program of studies
has developed gradually until it has become one of the
outstanding fee,tures of the Indiana state school for the
Deaf.
Following the move to the neVi school in 1850,
many of the boys v.rere given jobs on the far1n. Industrial
arts instruction actuallY dates from the year 1853, wheri
a coopering 811 0P 'Nas build an d stocked. The superintendent;,
in t1:>.8.tyefJr recOlmnerided the.t cBbinet making and cha Lr'
maldng be the next trades introclLl.ced for boys.
That industrial tr£,ining for girls lu,d 81so merited
attention in 1853 is S}:-.LOVI11 by a quotation from the "r:renth
Annual Report II •
The female pupils are all regularly employed a
portion of the time each day, tUlder the supervision
and instruction of the Matron, in the various :!:dnds
of needle work, and in the labor of the household
an d laundry. During the lest year they have done
011 the se'lving for the Inst Ltut ion, made the ir OVI11
clothing, done the making and mending for male pupils
end all the .ironing for the e stablisLment. A smoll
er
number of tl:8m have devoted th8i1'" ~lttention to or-
namental needle work, and the proficiency they have
made is 81i18 creditable to themselves and their in-structre SSe
In 1854 shoe malcLnr; and gardening were adde d to
the industrial subjects for bOYS, and in the folloYling
yea1", tailoring became a su.bj ect for girls. By 1859,
cabinet making J_,adbeen substituted for coopering.
____ ,._"._----.--------.---.------'.-.- •. - ...... '.- ••••.•• - •.~_. .......--.---.--.~~--..--- .• 4 ... -,--- ... -- ....
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A printing shop was provided in lBfj8, and in the
same yo 81" instruct ion in print ing bogan , In 1890, the
Industrial Department gave trainin,g in cabinet making,
chair caning, shoe making and printing. sewi.ng was the
only specific subject for the girls at tr:8.t time, though
tbe y rece ived incident al, training in the various household
art s by helping with the many act i vit Le s about the school.
By 1914, the industrial subjects were Printing,
WOOdVlol~king,Shoe and Leather work for boys, and a
Domestic science Department for Girls had been c1dded.
This depBrtment for girls provided instruction in sewing,
millinery, basketry and rug vveaving.
So, at intervals in the history of the Industrial
until the present, at which time t;he Vocational Department
.1I.rts program, course s were added, chflnged or eliminated
provide s t r-a ining in the follovring subject s:
F'or Boys
For girls
Shoe Repairing
Genera1 Shop
Printing
CabLne t mal·dng
Painting
voc. Lang. and Math.
Floriculture
Clothing (sowing)
Art
Typing
Foods (cooking)
Crc\ft s
Mending
NO~ 1!ai~ing Department
Due to the difficulty of securing an adequate
number of trained teachers, a Normal Training Class was
first organized in 1890. Originally, one year was re-
quired to complete this course, but in 1899, a two year
cour ae vms estqblished and reqt1ired of all graduates. rrhis
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training depar-bmenf for be ache r-s continued until 1934.
supt. Jolmson, in a r-oport to the BOEtrd of
Trustees, described the n at ur e end contont of tho Normal
'llrain:ing Course as f o.l Lows
V111.one tering upon tbe discharge of their duties,
tYe member s of the cLas s Eire given full and regular
charge of a s sLgned classes un de I' supervision, in
Kindergarten or Primary depr,rtments, or in both.
They EIre also as sLgne d certain monitorial duties with
pupils, le~1ding them to more intimate knowledi:;e of
the deaf child outside the school room. supervision
in the work is '::;iven by the chief kindergartner, the
supervising principal of oral work, the supervising
principal of primary grades, the normal instructors,
and by the superintendent. In the Normal Clflss, upon
sbabe d days, there is given regular instruction under
skilled teacf.lOrS in Principles of speech; in Physiology
and P.natomy, concerning the respiratory or';8n8, vocal
organs, snd the 081'; end in Voice and Visible" speech.
There is elso required, as regular class worle, to
bake up the stu.dy of tLe History of the Educotion of
the Deaf; of Elements of Pedgogy 8nd Psycholoe;y; end
of T.'fethods of LenrJ;1J.f:.gete aching. 01'8,1 and writ ten
examinations 8re required during the yeBr. A small
but complete libr8.ry of reference books for this
nor-mal. work is provided for the use of the momber a
of the class, whO, hooe ve r-, 1J1ust buy their own text-
books.
The sepvices of bhe se tieachcr-s in troining are
r-equLr-ed by the Inst itut ion fit 011 time s dun ing the
two scholastic ye ar s , without compensation. rrhey
are require d to 1ive in the Inst itut :lon, and room,
board and laundry woi-k is furnished them VIi thout cost.
'Phey are subject to all rules and re;:;plat:i.ons governing
officers, teachers and emp'loye e s , and the ir viClole time
must be devoted to the work.-
--...- ...~--•....----- .•.-.-..-.- ..--------
lRichard o. Jolmson, SixtI-Tnird Annual Report
of t he Indiena Inst itu t ion for-me-Educat io-n··of---fiie-Deaf'
ansl_~lmb, -C Indiana-polis :-·-,stafe---prTnt-e-r;··--f907-r;--p.lrr:-·--
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'I'he growing difficulty in securing teachers
again became a serious problem, SO in 1947, Sup'G. Raney
organized a plan of training in collaboration with Butler
University. Beginning in the summer of 1947, two super-
vising teachers from the Indiana school for Deaf offered
courses tir.r-ough the facilities of that institution.
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INs'rHUCTION: FACTJL'rY,ttlE'l'I::IODS
Teachers
TEl'. ~Nilliam Willard, f'ounde r- of the Indi ana state
school for the Deaf, was its first te8.cher. During the
second year, following the school's incorporation by the
state, Mr. WilleI'd continued as Principal and as tho
school's only teacher. Folloviing the appointment of
James S. Brovm as principal, Mr. ','rIlleI'd became assistent.
Both of t he se men continued to teach regu12r classes.
In 1847, Mr. Brown secured tbe services of a
second assistant, Mr. Charles Axtell. A third assistant,
Mr. William Brag, Jr., was appointed in 1848, and for
the first time the term instr'uctor was used instead of
term assistant.
Mr. Willard, the first teacher, was a graduate
of the American School for Deaf of Hartford, Connecticut,
and he had been f'ormer-Ly employed as a teacher at the
Ohio Sc}ool for the Deaf. His first salary 'NBS $800 per
year. He served the school for nineteen years in the
capacities of principal end teacher.
8t)
supt. Brown also corne tr-om the Ohio school for
Deaf where he bad be en a t eache r , II'~ 1 ry S Y)'" .'_ ·.~8 S8 a as ,utgr~n-
tendent was ;;!;800per year 'l'lith board. He continued B.S
supt. and teacher for five years.
During the first fiftJ? years of the school's
existence, trere were eighty-nine teachers employed. Fifty
of these wer-e men and thirty-nine were women.
The first tweLve teacher s of t he School for Deaf,
between the years 1843 and 1856 wer-e all men, and their
average tenure VIas ten and one-fourth years. Dr. William
E. Latham, who Came to the school in 1853, served as a
teacher for forty-eight yea.rs until his retiremont in 1901 •
. Table 8 on the following p8.ge give s t be number of
teacher s , their sex, tot al s8.18ri8 s , 8 nd ave r-age salE";.ry
at approximate ten yeaI' intervals from 1844 and 1944.
By 1894, the pI'oportion of male and female teachers
was comparatively equal, but by 1904, the number of
women teachers ex.ceede d the number of men on the teBching
steff. The salBries shown in Table 8 could not be ac cur=-
ately compared vuth salaries paid by other schools, be-
cause many of them included board and room, laundry and
other services.
Womenteachers, until recent years, 'were paid
a much Lowe r- salary than men tea.chers of the school for
Deaf. The first women teachers, employed in 1856, were
paid only ~t300 per ye are
_____ ·"._._~H __
1844
1854
1864
18'/1-::-
1884
1894
190L1
1914
1924
1935·:~
194~ _ _I
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'l'ABLE 8
NUMBER, SEX, l'J'JD SALARIES OF TEACHERS
Arr TEN YEl,H IN'l'ERVP,LS
FROM1844 TO 1944
Sex
IiI F..-~~-. --...~-~-
1 0
5 0
6 2
7 5
9 8
12 11
11 19
9 21
10 31
6 39
8 34
Average SalaryTot al Sal ar ie s
~-.-------.----.-----.-.---.~.--.~.-~.---.-..~.-~-... ,..--.~.-.....--
:!~800.00 ~;~800. 0
;;~:6303 .00 ~;;?88.00
::;;9275.00 ;1~??3.00
:);10,791.00 ;1;635.00
:!:;17,633.00 ~p534.00
:;~20,113.00 ~~637.00
$22,229.00 $741.00
$41,842.00 $1021.00
~45, 141.00 :~~1003.00
;;;;67,80? .00 ;~1614.00
Figure s not 8.vailable for 1874 and 1934
The fL:ures in Table 8 were taken from the
annu aL re port s an d t he annual fina.ncial at f, temen t s made
at the end of each cor-r-e spondf.ng YODr. ]I gr:;;c1u8.1incro[<:e
in t eac.her t s salaries is revealed, exce pb Ln g the yeE,r 1894.
AlsO revealed is bhe Change from a gro8ter number of men
be acho r s to 8 greator number of 'nomen beoche r a , The
1"0cords indic£"te the!:; effort s to 1'0 duce the cost of 0 perat ion
are partly ro spon sLb Le for this change.
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In 1947, there were forty-two teacher s on the
teaching stalf of the Indiena state scno of for the Deaf.
Salaries at present are paid according to the provisions
of the new salary schedule for teachers in the state of
Indiana. Salaries paid for the 1947-48 session ran~ed
from ;J;2400 to :i~3600.
Many of the first teachers were well prepared
aC2,demically and by exper:tence. Mr. Brovm, the se cond
principal, Via s the first teacher to hold a collegiote
degree. In 1860, four of nine academic teachers, or
44.4 per cent, held de gr-ee s; in 1890, six of eLghteen, or
33 1/3 per c snb ; in 1920, three of tVlenty-sevon, or 11.1
per cent held degrees. In 1948, twenty-three of the
twenty-nine academic teachers, or 79. 3 per cent, nave
a bachelor's degree or higher degree. supt. Raney's
energet Lc campaign to improve the pr epE:lr8,tion of the
teaching staff and tbe provisions of the current salary
schedule have been largely responsible for the large
pe rcentage shovVYlin 1948.
called methods of in struct ion. rrhese br,ve been the Sign
Educ nt ion of the de e,f ha S involve d se verD.l, SO
or Manual method, the Oral method, the Aural or Auricular
metr.\Od, End the Combined system. The term method bEI.S long
been in use, though it wouLd be more accurate to oall the
above metllods, means of cOlmnunica[:;ion.
The following paragraphs describe briefly each of
the above listed metbods:
In the l'~.~~.lUalmethod, si:~ns, the manual alph!:.bet,
and writing are the cr.Lef' means used in the Lnab r-uct Lon
of the pupil s , an d the princ Lpa L obj ect S a Lmed e.t are
mental dev910~nent and facility in thB comprehension and
use of written languase.
In the ora.l. me t.b od , s pee ch ano. 8peech-re~uling (lip-
re ad i ng ) ere the chief me an e used in instruct ion, an d
f8.cility in , "spe e cn EnG speech-reading, 8 S 'Nell 88 mc nbel
development arid vTritten language, ar-e the goals.
The auri_c:ul_?£.method aims to utilize and develop
to the greatest possible extent the amount of hearing the
individual 11.[18 r e t aLned , This may be done VJitL or witbout
the use of a hearing aid, and instruction is carried on
chiefly through the use of speech, beEirinr~; End writing.
corriliination, or all, of the above described methods.
During the first years of the existence of the
Indiana state school for the Deaf, the manual method
was employed e:;':clusivoly. I,ll otter method s wer-e con s i.d-
ered as vastly inferior or 88 being mere p8ssing fancies.
In 1851, supt. Bro';rn definitely mado cLear his
viev:po:l.nt or theory concerning t ne teE'.cbing of speoch to
the deE-\f. rrhe teY.m, flrt iculut ion, use d in I:;h8 follovdn:::s
quot[;~tion, was the orL~'inal tc rrn used to donote speech
tr~linlng.
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The system of t eecr:_ing 8rt iculat ion not iced in
the pr-ec edLng pDragr::1,ph ha s fe'N advoc~l,tes on this
side of the Atl::mtic, and none of these uride r-st and
either its merits or those of the method for which
it is proposed as 8, substitute. No p_merican instruc-
tor of mutes is among its ac1.!(:lrers, thour)'1 it ha s
been repeE"tedly te3ted in our flsyllun.l
,Securing uniformity of si';ns VIes often morrt Lcne d
,ElS an instructional problem, Gspecielly during this e ar-Ly
period.
It V188 during Supt. EElclnt ire IS &.drninistrE,t ion
th8.t "al'ticulation" VIas i'irst encouraged. In the I!f~nuEil
Report" of 1868, the' following st8,tement was made:
A,t t~~ ClO~l~ of last session, it will be remem-
bered oy n r:e memo er a of t ho Bo::.rd, 'Ne recommended
t!8t more special :i.nstruction should be e;iven in
articulation and readin~ from the lips, to such of
the pupils 8,S could be 1:,enefitted by such training.2
This type of training contimwd to be anc our-age d,
and a special teacher of articulation was enga~ed for
thi s pur po s e dtlring Supt. Glenn IS admini strEit ion. 2,upt.
Johnson elso encoursGed speech training and lip reading,
and by 1890, tl-:ere ','Jere two special teE,chers employod.
'I'h l s does not me an tYet tLe D1enusl method VTeS
beln g discorded, 10,;:: it still VT[[:; considered the most
importa.nt. Eevc:rtheless, tin or s.L cLaas V18S orC;fJrliz~ed
in September of 1892. The prevailing theory 8t tri at time
--.~-..-,.---.---.-,~..-'- ..---~-.-.--.-...- ..--.-~--.---.--..-------------------'-~'--~.--
1El;::rhth Annaul Heport of the Indio11a tS"\Tltun forf~~i.y~i~~_~~~--De:8!j;_n.c!.---':_DU!rib--;\Iilc}T,iil"ipoli s:-st_f~:e=Jr:~_t" r ,
2
T';v_e~1._~_y.:-1"-~J'th}'.}111UCllRefJOrt of the India11a
Inst itut ion for Educat inz- ~the-De-8~[-c:,nd-Dlunb,--·-(IncUanE:polis #-st [;,-te---Prin-t8 r-;---11:m9)~-'p-: 21:--- --------- ----_. •
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is illustr~ted by supt. Jol'l...'1.son!s r-emcr-ks r
1~Jhile I bel ieve tr E t of any ;~:iven numbo r- of de Ef-
mutes taken E,t r r.ndom; only 8. minority, an d perhcI_ls
only 8. small minority, c an be successfully e ducobed
by the purely orel method, ~iliich excludes signs;
t 'lj _.t· t' t . . . ,. hI' h . . 1S l _, 1. lS -nc - rnl.nor:u;y -rna c YIl S "GO pr-ovar e
for. -
'I'hough the theories end pr-act Lce e of educ et In g the
deaf still lack uniformity, present experience does not
whoL'l.y confirm the above statement. hlfmy schools, such
as Central Institute in st. Louis, Mo. and schools of
the non-residential type, called Day Schools, now claim
to use the purely oI'Ell method.
By the 1890 s , tir.e Lnd Lana School for the Deaf had
ado pb ed the Combined system, under which all known methods
and their vari8.tions may be u ae d for tree attainment of
good re sul t s. The follo'!r:tn'~ 810:2;8n7JaS adopted and p'l oce d
in the rules: "JUlY metbod for good results--all methods
arid '!Ie dde d to none. II
rrhe Oombined syst em is t ill in force at pre sen t ,
though more empha sf.s is r,.;iven to speech, speech-reading
and acou st ic wor-k viith group hear Lng 8 ids. 'I'he or-al,
method and acoustic work are used more exclusively in the
Pr-Lmar y and Intermediate departments. The school for the
Deaf now uses six multiple heGring aids--three in the
Pr Lmaz-y de par-tment arid tlJree in the Inter'mediate. rnlOse
who use the se machine s affirm the ir v al.ue for speech
improvement.
-_._.__ ........_-----_._--_ .....-.__ .._--_ .._-_ ..._._-_.. --.-_-.-._.----.- ..._.- ...--_.~. --.~.--.. -
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l'hat homogen eou s ,grouping and concern for indiv-
idual differences 8re not recent innov8,tions is evidenced
by supt. Glenn' s r-ernar-ks in 1882.
In the forma tion of cI a sse s in the several grade s,
I have endeavored to assign to the same class, as
nearly as I could, pupils of like capacities and
capabilities--those who make the most rapid progress,
in one class, arid those 'who advance more slowly, in
ano tr.e r--believing thet by tlJ is myans the greate st
good may be accomplished for all.
The graduate s of the Indiana stl::1te school f'o r-
the Deaf I'ur'n Lsh the best evidence of results obtained
from the methods used. The maj ority of gradu8,te shave
found little difficulty in securing positions enabling
them to support t nemseLve s and tbeir families in 2. way
t hot is 8, credit to themselves, to their school and to
their respective communities. Pnrther evidence of the
in Chapter VIII.
-- ........__ .-...,.-.--.-- ... ,~ ..~-.----.-..------.--,--'- -- ------ _.--,- -------------- _ .._-- .._ .........-----_._----_.
lWill Lam S. Glenn, T'niF_t_y.::l!J.:El.~£l.-}pnE.='Il-.£{~J2-'?rtJ_
(Inc1ianapol is: stE,te Printer, 1882), p , 17
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S1'UDE1:STS AND S'.L'UDENT LIFE
students
'rable 9 on page 94 shows the yearly enrollment,
number of boys, and munber of i2-;i1's for each anrrua'L se s-
sion from 1844 to 1914. Table 10 on page 96 shows the
enrollment for each yef:.,r from 1914 to 1944. T.clOUgh
not indicated in the above mentioned tables, a grand
bot aL of 4,210 students was enrolled during this first
one hundred year period in the history of the Indiana
st ate School for t he De[If. Exce pt ing the figure s for
sex, Table 10 is a continuation of Table 9.
Until the year 1911, the number of maLe students
vte z consistently greater than the number of f erneLe stu-
dents. In 1913, nr.e r-e WB.S an even number of boys and girls
enrolled, and school records indicate that the proportions
have been fairly equal since tlu:t time. 'I'he smaller pro-
portion of females attending the school during the ye ar s
before 1911 was consistent with the general 8ttitude to-
ws.rd the education of girls prior to that date. '1'he1"e is
no available evidence to support an assumption that dea f-
ness was more prevalent among males.
----_._-_ .._._-.---_ .._----------
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The greatest number of students enrolled in anyone
ye ar- VIas 492 in 1938. The enrollment ha s steadily de-
clined since 1938 until the 1947-48 session when 3L12 stu-
dent S VJ8I'8 8.d:mit te d. Teache I' short age s and problems
brought on by the recent 7!orld '.78.r pa.rtially explain tb is
decline in enrollment. The lFrger supply of epecLa'lLy
trained t oache r-s and more extensive field ','iork between the
years 1925 end 1944 contributed greatly to the 18r8er en-
rollments of that period. The slight decline from 1910 to
1918 can be attributed to teacher shortages, supply prob-
lems, and otiher di:ff icul t io s of tho yaer s immediate 1y pre-
ceding the entry of bhe United states in 1Norld '!J 81" I. In
1918, after all pupils were sent home, the school was t~[en
over by tte U. S. Army as a training center. The decline of
enrollment since 1938 cannot be interpreted as a decline
. in deafness in the United states, as there were 18,3161
deaf students enrolled in Schools for the Deaf of this
country during the 1947-48 school yser--an increase of
ne az-Ly two thousand students during the pest twenty years.
In general, the age renee of students has 1"8-
maLned vrithin the 1imi t s specified in the rules for 2.d-
mission B.S sJ]ovm in T8.b1e '1 on P8Z0 63. Previous to 1930
no students 'flere edmitted below tho age of six, but since
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TP,BLE 9
YEARLY 'EJ~ROLLMmJT AHD SEX OF STUDEIT'I\S
AT ':PHE INDIPJllJ\ STA'rE SCHOOL FOR DE!cF
FROM 1844 TO 1914
.Y8_f1..·__r.. .,._G..i.__r._l._s go \T S Tot aL Yo £3 r
1 ;'44 ~ - ";_:~:r~~--'_..- :~~':/9
1845 11 24 35 1880
1846 15 39 54 18E31
1847 23 57 80 1882
1848 31 61 92 1883
1849 45 80 125 1684
1850 53 I 88 141 1885
1851 71 101 172 1886·
1852 61 91 152 1887
1853 65 103 168 1888
1854 50 89 167 1889
1855 65 101 166 1890
1856 72 112 184 1891
1857 61 10'1 165 1892
1858 67 103 170 1893
1859 68 104 172 1894
1860 77 118 195 1895
1861 73 100 173 1896
1862 80 89 169 1897
1863 85 91 176 1898
1864 87 93 180 1899
1865 86 91 177 1900
1866 91 101 192 1901
1867 94 115 209 1902
1868 104 122 226 1903
1869 129 135 264 1904
1870 134 141 275 1905
1871 139 168 307 1906
1872 139 192 331 1907
1873 141 193 334 1908
1874 142 199 341 1909
1875 141 208 349 1910
1876 140 223 364 1911 J
1877 150 220 379 1912
1878 160 222 ;584 1913
- ..----.--.-. -;¢1'J o-'aata-~-t o·sex- iii-' 1844-. -
170 220 390
181 22'1 405
177 206 383
175 202 3'17
169 205 374
169 203 372
165 207 372
158 199 357
153 193 346
159 189 348
163 193 355
162 180 342
154 169 323
1'10 166 eo 6
143 176 319
153 196 349
168 205 373
158 206 364
156 213 369
164 222 386
162 222 384
166 218 384
165 209 374
171 203 374
174 215 389
178 209 387
178 203 381
170 187 357
162 179 341
162 181 343
172 175 347
173 188 361
180 179 359
177 168 345
179 179 358
TABLE 10
YEM1LY El~ROLLME1'TT t:T ':FE E INDIANA STATE
SCHOOL l'OR DEAF FROM 1914 TO 1944
1914 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1915 . . . .. ...
1916 • • • • • • • •
1917 • . •• .••
1918 • • • • • • .
1919 • • • •
1920 . . . . . . . . .
1921 .
1922 • •
1923 • . .
1924 . . .. . , . . ..
1925 . . . . . .
1926 . . .. .
1927 . ••••••
1928 . . . . .. ....
1929 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1930 • • •
1931 • •
1932 •
. . . . . . .
1933 .
1934 • . . •
1935 . . . .
1936 .
1937 . . . . . . . . .
1938
1939 . .
1940 •
1941 . .•.
1942 ...•
1943 . .
194:4 .
. . . .
~:-Beginning with 1922, enrollment s
are for the fiscal year.
Enrollment;
311
300.
314
298
o
320
314
331
360~~
370
375
400
417
434
449
452
473
489
452
455
440
481
463
460
492
482
483
452
431
L126
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that time exceptions heve been Inede--G limited number
beLng admitted at the 83e of five.
Pupil age in grade in recent yeBrs is ordinarily
two or three years hizher th8n that of public school
pupils 0.11eto t>'e P8rticule,r Lan guage h and Lcap , During
the years whe n pupils ':lere not Eldmitted until the age of
ten, this difference was greater.
Di s~1l?11-!.!,e
One of the early theories of discipline at the
Indiana state School fox' t r e Deaf was to p'Lan such a
complet e pr ogr-am tha t the stLJ.dent 8 would be occup le d
from rising time in the morning until bed time at nic:;r.,t.
The Order of Exercises for the Day i1'11852 (see page 69)
illustrates the above statement. A daily schedule of .
8.ctivities is still maLnb a In ed end is of gl->eat EdvE!ntc;e
in a residential school, but it has become more lenient.
The rule s arid re:sulBt ions f or-mu'l.ab ed and adopted
by the Superintendent end Trustees in 1848 reveal some
of their dlsciplinE\ry theories. 'I'he rules adopted for
as sLst anbs (teacbers) in that year appe ar on the follow-
ing page.
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Rules for Assistants (1848)
I. Assist8nts ar-e to re,'.';c.rd their duty to the'
Institution ES of hL~:hand par-amouri u importance, and
are not to allow other engagements, duties, or bus -
iness to interfere, in the sli8;htest degree, 'Nith the
pun ctua'l. and ef'f Lcient di schE,rp'e of the same•.;J
II. They shall car-ef'u'lLy and dilic~ently attend to
the instruction of the classes assigned t.hem by the
superintendent, and strive to secure their rapid im-
provement in all those br-anche s to 1p!hich their attention
TI18.ybe directed.
III. One of their number c1hall constEntly remain 'frith'
the boys, from the time the pupil s r1 se in the morning,
until they retire at night, except e.t times ",hen all
the boys may be on;"~1.gedin labor.
IV. During the time allotted to stll.dyout of school,
they shall ~ee that the boys leern the lessons as-
signed them, and pre serve the s s.me order e.o in the
school rooms.
V. During the time allotted to recre8tion, they
shall encourage the boys to t ake ac bLve exercise
under their supervision, aW8Yfrom the Lmmedf.at e
vicinity of the Institution, w'nile the same may
remain in the city_
VI. Tl:1.eyshall take such part in the religious
instruction of t h e pupils as may be assizp.ed them
by the superintondent.
VII. They sh811 at all times [~ive their efficient
support to the other officers of the Institution,
by inculcating in the minds of the pupils of their
respective classes proper principles of good order
and obedience; and they shall never intimate to them
mat tel's to the di sc r-e dit of any office I' of the Asylum.
VIII. They shall car-ef ul.Ly abstain from all intorfer-
ence'vlith the duties of other officers, and, at no
time, use any but courteous and respectful language
in their intercourse with tbem.
IX. Their treatment of the' pupils shall be u.niformly
gentle and kind. TrlBY shall, in no case, inflict
corporal punishment, but sri all r-opor t extreme C8 so S
of disobedience to the superintendent.x. They are to reg9:ed these IiuLes 8.S st8tin2; only 8.
few sunon g tho numerous dub Les which they Ere expe cto c1
to perform; and 81"0 always to manifest cheir devotion
to the Int e r-esb s of the Institution by cheerfully per-
forming any other duties whLch cLr-cumsuence s , or tbe
direct ions of bhe Super-Lnt en den t , may ne quire.1
---.~.--.~.-.---. -~----.-.--.-.. .--.-.----.-----.-~
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Prom 1850 until the p tJ.r sen , it h8s been the
policy of the school to engage personnel for supervising
bhe pupils when they [Ire not in the cLes sr'o om- Po r- 8.
number of years, these persons ,'Jere called monitors.
This policy has been maintained with the title supervisor
supplanting that of monitor.
Beginn.ing in Supt. Johnson IS [\dministra,t ion in
1890, the rules of the school gave the superintendent the
pO'.:'1e1'to expel pupils for serious infractions of
disiplin£try rO'julatlons. That t.he re were such cases is
brought out by tbe attendance statistics which gave the
number of dismissals an d for what reasons. '1'he followIng
report of dismissals in 1915 is typical:
Causes of Discharge
DOys
Death
Peeble-minde d
Age and expiration of time
Age Bnd dissatisfaction
work 101thome
Improper conduct
Removal from state
Hunning off and
Non-progression
Girls
1
Total
1
1
1
2
1
2
;)
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
5
13
5
16~:-
---------------_. ,---.,.-~------...-.---~.--.-•...'. ~-..-- ..~." ..' ,.-....---~- .•.--.--- ,-~-.---- ..-~.-.-..-~-....-.-- .. -..~-..-
The 1889 Annual Heport contained an account of
a new disciplinary system.
The discipline th8t obtains in any body of per-
sons,c:;athered'together is 8. matter for most careful
consi~er8tion, but e~peciBlly sO is it in 8 school,
and in one lil{e this. It must be strict, firm Bnd un-
yielding, yet tempered with B justice snd love that
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should EIPP8al to those for vrhorn it is established.
"Il' t'_ J_' _. • • t I- \ b .. f' \ . h 1
., II cn a s In vlew, a nrie . e.Cjlnrllnn; 0 "GDlS sc 0 as-
tic year, an entirely riew system was adopted, tihe
central idea of which was that the pupils should
assist Ln governing bhomneLve s. Rule sand re gula-
tions wore adopted touchln~ upon the conduct bf the
pupils in every department-of the institution. Those
wer-o printed, nicely f'z-ame d; thor-ouzhLy exp.l a In ed to
the pupils, end then hun g up in v ar-Lous p'l ace a in the
house. _
Monitors of dormitories ~ore then appointed for
both tbB boys' and 3ir18' side of the house, 88ch
woaring a button to desi~n2te tho position.
Offic0rs of the Day were appointed on the boys'
s Ldo to the nurnber- of fifteen, each to serve one clay,
being relieved in the morning at breakfast ti~e.
l;',hile on duty the officer ne~rs a harid some silver-
plated shield, bearing in bleck enamelled letters the
words, "Officer of the D8.y. l!
'I'he duties of the monLbcr-s are confined to the
dc r'mLbor-Les , while the Officers of the DDY axe r-cLae
general supervision over the boys vihen not in the
school room, study room or shop, seeing that they
give obedience to the rules and reporting any in-
fraction thereof. Tattling and tale-bearing, most
contemptible vices, 8r8 not al.Lowed, and reports eire
made only when the absolute good of the school de-
mands it, but in every CBSE;) where merited the proper
punishment surely follows. 'I'ho se reports, as weLl. as
any re port s, from to ach er-s and regular officer s , a r e
h aride d t a the Superintendent on F'riday evening of
each week, and they ar e published the follovling morn-
ing in the Chapel, be f'or-e the assembled school. Tbis
91iblication of itself is' most unpleasing to 8 pupil
who he s any pride at all, and even to t1.o se ','lho h ave
none when they see ho'll it affects others. The r831..1.1t
has been most grBtifying to everybody, including the
pupils, and has awakened an interest in general good
conduct most pleasing to contempl[Jte. F'urther, 8S
those who make the be st record this year \7ill be ep-
pointed to these positions next year, en incentive
is furnished, and 8 friendly strife springs up 28 to
who ahs.Ll. be tho honore done s. Since [',dopt ion of
th La system, bar-dIrie s s , talking in eJtucly rnd school
room, boisterous conduct in the house, rude conduct
to one ano c'ner , slofonly appe ar anc e , arid the like, [ire
greatly diminished.
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'I'he present bhe or-y of discipline is to keep the
students L.a ppy and interested in scl.rooL through:
1. The provision of a broad curriculum
2. Promoting and providing a home-like situation or
as near that as can be obtained
3. The provision of an exten,3ive extracurricul8r
pr-o zr-am
4. A full atLlet ic program for both boys and girl s
5. A regular schedule of activities
6. Work experience at the school and
? • An informal guidance program.
Reports to parents now include charactor and
personality traits, work habits, and general attitudes.
Both at bLbude and scno.Laot l c awards are presented annually
The author's personal observEltion over a period
of eight years leads to the belief that present disclpli-
nary practices are progressive and efficient.
'G;xtracurricu18,r /;ct:t vit ie s
The chanGing theories Bnd practices relative to
extracurricular activities are a s nob LceabLe 88 those of
any other pha se of the school's history. The lack of
reference to 0xtracurric'lJ.lar 8ctivlt:tes, otl~er than ro-
ligious exercises before the year 1900 Lnd l.ca te s disregard
or opposit ion. .schedule s of act Lvi tie s , such as t he one
listed on page 69, left little tine for activities otter tLan
study, classroom work, labor, and religious exorcises.
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li'ollowing the organization of' Literary .societies about
1900, the extracurricular proGram has been gradually
broadened and Given more emphasis. These activities
once considered extracurricular--sewing, cre.fts, physi-
cal education and club wor-k-c--have become a part of the
cur-r Lc u'Lum, In the sense that they contribute to the
student I s total educ at Lona.l development, all sports 8Ct-
ivities, clubs, scout training, 8ssemblies, Fnd the like,
are importsnt parts of the curriculum.
The early "or-dor- of Exercisesll(see D8.ge 69) for
oach day left little for activities currently considered
extracurricular. In 1860, the sche du.Ie called for the
following per Lo ds of recreation during the day: breakfast
and noon, and one hour between noon and retiring time.
AvaLLab Le source s give no Lnddcat Lon of organized ex-
tT'acurl'icular activities before 1900. The annual exam-
inations wel"e outstanding events in the period from 1844
to 1890. rrhese examinations fOI' all pupils often Laat e d
several de.ys arid were weLL attended by former :;radu8tes
end other visitors.
Superi.11.tendent llI8cIntire, in his Annual Report
on October 30, 1871, described the annus L ex a mI net Lon
as follows:
At the close of the term in JlU10, in accorchmce
with our u su al, pr-ac t Lc e , the annus L examination of
all the cLa sse s took place arid vuxe c ondue ted by the
superintendent, a s s Ls tied by a committee of teachers,
and extended, including the closing exercises, over
a period of ten dEtyS. The examination VIas conducted,
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~oth as to questions and on awer-s, wholly in writ-
ang , and embraced 8. thoroui~h review of the s tud Le s
of each cLa s s dur Lng the t e rm, and 8.S it progressed,
'N8S 8.ttendec1 OCC8Slonally by members of the Bor=rd
and some of our most intelligent citizens. The re-
sult V/DS not only grE.itifying to the te8c):ers end com-
mendable to the public, but hi;~hly s8.tisfactory to
all the friends of the pupils, end visitors, 1/1hoVJit-
nessed the exercises. The questions were pre cared be-
ror-enand , arid wer e intended-to test, as 'Nell the
pupil's lmowledge of written language 9.S his acquain-
tance with the subjects studied. In answering the
que st ions, seen by the pupil for the first time on
the day of examination, he was furnished with pen,
ink, paper, and a dictionDry, but vlith no other as-
sist8nce •I may add that the written anSv'lers of each pupil
are submitted to the eX21mination of the committee
appointed f'or' the purpose, who carefully note the
degree of success or failure in each cDse, and report
the results to the superintendent. From these reports
the classific::fGion of the school is made up , and the
grede of each pupil deter'mined for the follo'lJing session.l
(rhe school records indicate that the first spec i-
fic extrac'W:'ricular organize.tions to be formed were the
LiterrJry societies. Though the actual date of their ori-
meeting reguls1rly in 1906. At thot time there VIas 8. Boysl
gin could not be fotmd, the records show thl.:lt they wor-e
society ~1Dda Girls' society, both meeting two t Lme s yeB.r-
ly and tv:rice yearly in joint session. school records or
other available sources do not reveal nat'W:'e of the meet-
Ing s ; but l'eference to Literary society "practice nights"
indicate th8.t plays, recitG.tions, or similE',r activities
requiring practice, were presented.
_._-----_._-_ ..•__ ._----_ .._---"._---_._._------------------~.-- ..-'--.- ..--~-
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Tne LiterDry .society st:Lll e:x:ists, t hougn the tV10
groups h ave been combined into one for both boys end ~,;irls.
'I'hLa r:,roup meets monthly, arid the pr-o gr-ams consist mainly
of book reviews, short plays, an d the like.
From the beginning of the Literfiry societies un-
til n ow, numerous organizations such [is the follovling
have been f'ormed: Boys' Club, Girls' Club, Boy scouts,
Girl scouts, hlel'r-yrns.kers, Read l ng Club (boys arid ;;irls),
.Junior Red Cross Club, and a Cub Scout 'l'roop. 'These are
in addition to the numerous intra-mural sports ac t LvLb Los
for' both boys an d girl s •
The Boy's Club Bnd Girl's Club ere primarily
social ore;anizations limited in membership to hieh school
students. Each of these clubs has a large room 8ttrBctive-
ly furnished and equipped with 8. var Lotry of r-e cr'e at LonaL
mator-La l such as ping pong tables and m.lsce L'laneous uabLe
games , Members use the club room an d its facilities dur-
ing the rOi3;ulBr vre ek l.y meeting and during any spBretil:le.
Eac.h of these clubs ope r-e.t e s a small comnrl s ss.r-y '!lLose
profits go toward defraying the expenses of the organi-
z at Lon , Two faculty members sponsor each group an d en-
deavor to pr-omo t e hob oi e s, c r-af'b s, pur-L Lamon t E\ry proce-
dur-e , courtesy, arid tra:ining in leadership.
Both the Boy Scout and Girl Scout Troops, affilia-
ted vJith the 10c81 an d n ab Lona'L orga,nizetions, cerry out
the regulpr scout pr-o zr-am , 3C01Jtmasters of oaoh troop prG
faculty"mem~J8rD of the Lnd i an e 3chool for DElBf. Deef
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scouts make good progress in their work be cau se of their
en t hu ad.asm an d nearly perfect at t en dan ce T!18deljossible by
re s Lderic e at the school. UnLf'oz-ms end other scout equip-
ment are provided free of ch ar-ge throlJ.::):1 the prof:Lts of a
comm.ls s s r y operated by the scouts. 1/[1'. E8.rl Hen,sberr~;er,
riow a building con t r-ac t or in EndLan apo Ld e , a t t adrie d the
hic;b.est scout r-anlr , tho.t of EagLe ,':)cout, 'I'Jhen he \'T[;S [I.
1110mberof the troop of 1928.
The boy's snd girl's Reeding Clubs, supervised
by the De an of Boys End Deen of Girls respectively, [lim to
promote greater inte1'ost in r e adLng outside of the class-
room. Each of these reE.ding clubs h8.3 for its use 8. lflrge
room furnished vJith attractive and comf'or-t abLe furniture.
Heading materials consist of current magazines, neVTspapers,
an d books sc qu Lr-e d through annual merro er ahd.p fees or
tbro1J.gh don at ions.
The Photography and Hobby Clubs are smal.Le r
or-gan Lz at Lcn s 'Hithin the Boy's Club and Gil"l's Club.
These clubs attempt to promote and encourage the interests
of smaller groups by providing necess8ry working equip-
ment for follo'[jing pertic1.)lar hobbies. '1.111e provision of
a dark room and all e s aen t La.l equipment 118.3 onc ou r-age d
2. profi bab Le and 'i!orthvihile hobby for older boys. Art,
leather vlOrk, wood c ar-vLng , weav Ing an d simileI' hobbies
are practiced by interested students.
The Junior Red Cross Club, organized from girls
of the intermediElte classes (grcldes 5-8), meet on ce v!eekly
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Loar-ned during the ye2,r •. At present "Open House", wor-k
from all classes and departments is exhibited in the
g:J1l1rlasium. Parent S and the ~;;ener's\l pub1 ic are invited
to attend tri8 exhibit whl ch is f'oLLowed by an all-school
pro(~ram in the auditorium.
For many year s, the Indiana st [.1 te School for the
Deaf has sponsored a student pubj.Lort Lcn , The first;
issue, called br-e Indiana Deaf l5ute Journal, was published
on November 28, 188"1. On September 2fS, 18E39, tbe pre sent
name Silent Hoosier, '.flf'S substituted for the above title •
• .1.-. • t '1 • f'''The pubLd.cet a.on vra s pr a.n G( .... In newspape r' - orm lor
a number of yee.rs, and ','I8S published semi-monthly. Dur-
ing Supt. Pittenger's 8c1ministrction, the ma.z az Lne form
was eub sb Ltub ed and advertisements eliminated. rrhis form
has been re t a In ed and is now pub.l.Lsr.ed monthly. (See Appendix)
'1'he student public8tions and scl.o oL r ecoz-d s con-
tain little evidence of organized athletics prior to Hill
when the school was moved. to the new Elite on Porty-Second
street. Numerous articles in tho acr.o oL paper, prior to
1911, indicated an interest in sports, especially basoball,
but no accounts of school games could be found.
The old school on East ','Jashington stroet contnined
no g':;mnasium, though Supt. Glenn in 18'19 recommended the
need for ouch.
Athletic S s.n.d physic[l,l e ducot ion h8.V9 r-e ce i ved in-
creasing ompha sLa with each 8ucceeding ac1.ministrE,tor. The
school is now e member of the Indi&\na High school Athletic
Association and competes regu18rly vvith local
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high acho oI s in the fOU1~ major' spor'ts: football, basket-
ball, baseball and track.
'Jntil 1846, students "'",r'e r aqu Lred to p8.y 8
t uLbLon fee of :];75. students unabl.e to supply this fee
were required to f ur-nLsh 8. certificate of poverty. Legis-
lative enactment in 1846 provided that 8.11 the Deaf of
the3t; at e of Indiana, botwcen the ages of ten and thirty
years, we r e entitled to em education, without chur-ge for
board or tuit ion, upon compliance ",lith the rule s of the
Instit1J.tion. kge limits have ch angc d as nhown in Table Ll
on page 63.
F' +-" •• f )' '1 tI'rom uno oeglnrnng 0 cue scnoo , par-on s or
guardians have been required to furnish clothing and
transportation to and from the Institution. In Cases of
extreme poverty, when exc ept Lon s have been made to the a-
bove rUle, the state provides the necessary funds.
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CHAP'PER VII I
In 1943, at the close of the one rniridr-edtih year,
4,210 deaf citizens of the state of Indiana had received
the opporrt unLby to profit from the fa.cilities 01' the
LndLana state school :for the Dee1'. It is a :::,;ree.thonor
to the state that each of thBse handicapped people has,
to some degree, received a portion of his birthri2;ht--
the opportunity to receive a free and L'Ibe r-aL education.
The IndianEt ,state School for the Deaf has made
an Lmmeasur-abke contribution in the br-aLnLng of this,
large number of handicapped persons, enabling the maj or-Lty
of them to become self-supporting, self-respecting, par-
ticipating citizens of their respective c ommunLt Les , 'I'he
majority 01' its grHdnates have become assets to society
rather than lic1bilities. Tbere is till a great deal of
br-ut h in the follo'i'ling statements made in the "First
l<11nu8.1Heport" for the year 1844.
Indeed, t he difference between the une duc at e d and
the educ at ed mube is almost incredible. rrhe former
"wen ds hi S W88.ry V!BY!! through life Ln ir~nor ance ['nd
obscurity--often an object of charity, ind ~lmost a
burden to himself; but the latter, gladdened by the
genial ray of kno~ledge, end fitted for the discharge
of duty, becomes a blessing to his friends and to
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socLetry , acts well his p["rt as a member of the areat
, n 'I . th t 0numan .rama y--en:J oys - 0 prosen , and Look s forward
to the future with cheerfulness and hope.·L
190 aLurmL in lc;94~
The f'o Ll.owLng table shows the o c cupat Lon s of
occr]p.AfJ.'IONS OF 190 f\LTJIEHIOF THE IlTDIP}JA
STAT~rr;,SCHOOLFOR DE1'..Fm 1894~:'
occupation Frequency Occupation Frequency
A~·~·~·;~~-:-~-~-:r~-·:.- ---,-'- -.-~- _.._.-.-._..._-.. ~~~:.~~:.~-:-:.';i~al:~-r''':•• .....-.....i ---
Artist.. ..• ..• 1 Fostler.. ... ..•.• 1
Book Keeper.. 2 ):h:ir ',1!orker...... 4
Barber........... 3 Horse-coll[lr l~n[r. 1
Bill PoL~tor. . • • . • 1 In strumen t Maker. 1
Blacksmith ••.....
Box Maker •....•.•
Burnisher ••.•....
J38.1r e 1"':11 .
Broom Maker ••••••
Iron Wor;.{er••.•.•
Br e VIe r •••••••...•
Cabinet Maker ••.•
CLe r'k ••••••••••••
Carpenter ••.....•
Cooper .
Carpet 'lJeaver ••••
Oir;EJ.r TvT8,l-;::er .
C8~p8nter .•..•.•.
Ccrpet Layer ••.•.
Dr e fJ smake r ..
:1n.~~:1"l8,Ver ..
El'1,q; ineer .
F8rn1er "
Florist ••••••.••.
Gunmak e r. • • • • • • ••
I: Otl De 'I.TOr1;: ..
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
Laborer ••..•.•.••
Llanuf'act lJ.I'er. • . . •
Machinist ••••.•.•
Merchant ••.•..•.•
Minister ..••.•••.
Printer •••••.•..•
Painter .
Pa eke r .
Shoemaker •...•.••
stone Cutter ••...
SD'.rr-mill '.'forker ••
section Bend •••••
Sur.Jerv130r( scho oj, )
'I'e c: c ne r ..
Tsilor ..
'I'u b I·T[:1c e I) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
11Lnrie r ..
VJood C£lrvsl' ••.•..
'Jood Turns r ••.•.•
1;'1ood \'[0 r-ke I' ••••••
Whee1 lEaks r .
2
2
13
1
1
ro'r)0{~
1
1
45
__ .._•...__. .. l-_.- -.--.-_.---
o,~
1
3
I
2
2
10
:::;
1
r=
C)
1
4:
1
1
c.
D
1
1
1
1
1
F'ift¥_-First Annual Report of the. IndianE, In8ti-
tutj.:~ __f~~ Edt1~8~:i.03~.!1e--~~e(~~!.ic(~m15-;-rln(rr8.l"lapo-r:rs:
::-.~t8te Printer, 18';;'4), p. 32. Data taken from an account
of c!n altunni reunion in 12.94.
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In Table 11, fift"J'-five ee par-a t e oc cupot Lons ar-e
listed for the 190 f ormer- pupil~. This table serves to
illustr8te tr18 'wide vDriety of occ upab ton s wh Lch we r-e
PUI'Sl.J.odby the Deaf:m 1894. 'L'hEitthese han ddcappe d
people, fifty-four years ago, were able to serve these
u se f'uI positions in their connm..l.'lities is some indiccttion
of the 3cb.ool' 8 contribution.
Excluding hou sewor-k, tlla item having the greatest
frequency is farmer, follovled In or de n by dressmaker,
printer, to acne r , t sLl.o r , an d shoem21cer. 'l'riou gh no st [1-
tistics 'Frere availablo to dIO'l! the number of those
follovJing trc1des Learme d Ln school, it is ;d;~;niflc2nt
uha t tho tI'odes OI' Occu.pa.tlon·s heving the hishest fre'1uen-
cy VIera t2u[;ht a.t tflo.t tiYl1e <mel for a m..rmbe r- of yO£\r8
pr-e ce d Lng ,
In 8. recent study of 174 gr2duates of the LndLana
state School :for the Deaf", 5'7 f'oLl owed t.r;e tr2de Lear-ne d
in. school, tLil~ty did so partially, eighty VJere i'ollovling
othBr occupations, and seven Cases were not cloar.1
Table 12 on page 112 shows bha occupations of
t'Nenty-fol..1.1' mcmbers of the 19'h? gr8.duE'.tlns cLa as of the
School for DeE1.f. '1\'10 other members of the cl.a az wer-e
not inc]'-lJ.cLed. 'I'he E1~\jority of rsl~8du8tes in this clB88
83 they 1:la'1e in tl:l8 pest, enter lmmcdiDtely into some
__ ..... _ •• - .•- -. --.~- •. -.- -. -. - .--_ •.__ ..... _ ••. o-. __ ..••..•.. _ •. ._,_.... . .__ • _., ....... _._•. ,..__._. __ . _ ... _ .• __ •• . ~. " _ _._ ..... _ .... _ •.
1
R.icb.~.."I'dPhill iP2, 'Icc F t ion81 C01)n 3C lor, In(1i~mo
St8tO Dept. of Educ2,tion, Voc[>tionf',l f(ehflbil:i.tFl;:1.on
Divi2ion, (tU~i']·st 16, 19<1[\), Lnccmp'Let od r::tu.dy.
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form of productive Labor , Only 101• very sma.lL per cent
of grEl.(:1uates go on to college, though the Indiana
school r-ank s high in tihl a re spect. Dur-Lrig a single
yesr since 1935, EndLana , with sixteen students in the
college, r-anke d hi:_l;hest of any st ab e , During the past
year, VJr0n CeLt:fornia led '81th tmmty-flve students,
IndifJ.n8 I s r-o pr-o s.enbat Lon of nine r ariked fourth or :fifth.
One of the membo r s of thi 8 clEICJ8, t 2bull::,t e d 9.8
8. college stude rrb, ab tende d En ddan a Univerd.ty during
the 1948 summe r- session. He is 8. re'}J.18r student at
GallEludet Collego, Washington D. C. The.t tbis large
numb er- of the lElst gr[-J.duating cLa sa is ensaging in
Y:Torthvrhile en de aver- is fuptLe I' evidence of the school's
oont r-Lbuf ion.
The Indi8.na school for the Deaf, in recent years,
has taken an active part in civic 8ctivitios such as Red
CPOS;]Drivos, Community Chost Drives, and ''jar Bond Cam-
paigns. Employee sand st.ude nt s took part in and contri-
buted to tre recent ItSave the Shades" campaign. App1"ox-
Lmab e contributions to each of the above lifJted civic
activities during tho 194tl-'.18 ach ooL yeor ""lOI'O 8.S follows:
the Red Cross, sevent~~five dollsrs; the Conn~nity Chest,
i'our hun dr-e d doLl ar e ; end "S8.ve the ,Shados!!, forty doI Lar s ,
In 1944 during a slnc:le '!Tf.lrbond dr-Lvo sponsored by an
intermediate cLa s s , bh o sum of six thousand .seven hun.dr-ed
dollars was raised from employees and students.
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OCCUPj\~.lIONSOF rll1:'mNTY-F'OUH~iIE1"E3EnS OF rrIm
1947 GRP:.DUA'l'INGCLI.S~~OF THE nmr P1TA
S'llATE SCHOOLFOR 'rEE DEiJ?~,"
Occupation Frequency
Printer fI .. .. 2
Dormitory supervisor............. 1
Off'ice rrypist...................................... 1
Assembler-Diamond Chain.. .• •. •••• 2
Decorative Painter at
Har per Ransburg •••••••.•.• •••• 2
Furniture Cleaner ••.••••.• · ••• •·• 1
1PJS. it re s s I .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. 1
College student •.••.... ,. .•..••• 2
Delco-Remy, Factol'"'Y
i?Jo r-ke r.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 1
Key Punch Operatol"'.... .•.• .. .. .. . 1
Cabinet Maker.......... .... ...... 1
studebaker, Factory
V!orlce r.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2
Comptometer operator............. 1
F!act 0ry Lab 0r e r. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I' .. 1
Linotype Oper8tor........... . .••• 1
Factory Laborer,
Link Belt Co.... 1
Factory V!ox'l:er, Cendy
Fl 8, C tory. .................................... I' .. '" .. 1
Barber , e.............. 1
Packer-L.S. Ayres ··.···· 1
~:·D8.t8 secured from ce,rd file s of Ricrlsrc1 Phill ips,
Voce.tlonBl Counselor, Inditme. ste.te L'epartment of
Education, Rehabilitation Division (VocEttionel Heh8,bili-
tatlon) •
For tte pe,st sevoral summers, the facilities of
the scbool have beon placed B.t the dispoSE)l of the Araer-
ican Legion in carr'yin;~; out tbe activity commonly called
"BOYs' ,state. If This organizf1.tion promotes training and
practice in governmental proceduI'e. APproximately 500
boys, selected from Indiana High Schools, participate
in this program.
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The Indiana state School for tbe Deaf remains
alert for oppo r-tiunLt Les of service to its students, to
its graduates, to the community and to b he state of
Indipn8 .•
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CD.t:'\PTEHIX
,sTn'/IMAHYANDCONCLUSIONS
Su..1JI.lliary
The purpose of this study bas been to pr-e sen t a
history of the Indians state ,school for the Deaf, des-
cribing the founding processes, and showing the s igni-
cant changes and developments wLich have t aken place in
the 105 year existence of the school.
Chapter I, the introduction, contains 8. statement
of the problem, source of data, methods of ae cur-Lng the
da t e , plan of tre atmen t, de finit ions and 1 imi tft ion s ,
,school records, vlhich have been car-ef'u'l Ly preserved,
furnished a relie.ble source of material for this histor-
ical study. Most of the material, bece.use of its accurscy,
was taken from the annual reports of the school to t he
Governor and Legisle.ture of Indi8na.
A brief historical sketch of the European and
J\rnerican backgr01md was given in the first sections of
Chapter II. Prior to the sixteenth century, little ef-
fort or progress Vias made t owar-d educating the deaf, as
they were cons ide red incapable of in struct ion. 'rhe art
of educating the de af' , st8rted in Italy, was taken up by
Ponce de Leon in Spain abou t 1520 and later spre8d to
Fra.nce, Germany, Holla.nd, and :England. Two distinct methods
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developed--the French method or Sign method and the
German oral method. The :['irst school £'01" de af in Amer-Lca ,
founded by 'l.lhomDS Gal18,udet in 1817, was patterned after
the French sign method. The Indiana School for Deaf, the
seventh school fop deaf in the United states, was founded
in 1843 by 'Nilliam 'Vlillerd, 8. graduate of the Connecticut
School founded by Gal18udet. Since its beginning, the
chief 8.dministratops of the Indiena stete scbool fop the
Deaf n ave been '/!illiam 1Hillf!rd,James S. Brovm, Thomas
l!IacIntiI'e, William Glenn, Eli P. Baker', RicheI'd o. Johnson,
Oscar M. Pittongel', and the pr-ese nti supepintendent,
J. A. Raney.
The Indiana School for the Deaf, started as a
pr-Lvat e institution by rllr. 1lIille,I'd in 1843, was incorpor-
ated by the stElte in 1844 and opened in rented quarters
on the oorne r- of Illinois and Maryland Stpeet s in Indi-
8n8polis. 'rhe state soon puz-cha se d 120 acres of land,
part of wrich is now occupied by Willard Park on East '1'Jash-
ington street as a perms.nent site for the "Institution."
New buildings, erected soon a.ftcr the PUI'ChEiSeof the sit<jl,
were occupied by 1850.
Incre8.Sed enpollments, deterior8tion of buildings
and the desire for 8. more suitable locetion led to tbe
purchase of the new and pre sent site of seventy-seven Elcres
located directly nopth of the EndLana state fair'gpounds.
The enpollmen t of t he school gI'8'!'l from sixteen in the first
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ye8.r to 8. record of 492 in 1938 after whLch time thare
has been a gradual decline.
Chapter III is composed of a history of the ma-
terial equipment of the school. Since the Lncor-por-s.tion
of the IndiDns School for Deaf in 1844, it has been lo-
cated at four diffepent sites. In 1844, the school be gs.n
in rented quarters on the south side of Washington street
ml.dway between Delmvare and Permayl van l a str'eets. In 1850,
a move Via s made to the new building s on the pe rman en t site
at WBshington and StD.te Streets. The erection of a large
main building and a school house was f'oLl.owed by the con-
struction of shops, stables and other necessary buildings.
After school enrollments became too 18.rge for
tbe buLl.dlng fac11ities, new buildings wer-e constructed on
tbe present tract of seventy-seven acres on Forty-Second
Stree t, dire ctLy north of t he Indiana 8t at e Fairgrounds.
'I'he original si te and buildings on 88.3t 1118shington street
were sold.
The libr2iry, begun mainly from donat Lons of books
and money, grew irregUlarly until recent years. Oompara-
tively well stocked at present, the library is maintained
and supervised by a trained librarian. 'I'he supply of in-
structional materials, at first acquired in a similar
manner through gifts, has been greatly broadened and is
n ow furnished through Bppropriat ions for that purpose.
ll?
A histoF~T of the ac1ministrs.tion is pre serrbe d in
Chapter IV, including such phases as means of support,
administrative agenCies, student Elccounting, administrative
st anda r'ds , and relation to other schoo.l s , The Indiana
st2te school for the Deaf has been state supported and
governed by a Board of Trustees since its official Lncor=
porat ion in 1844. The eight chief ad:ministretors of
the school have been called superintendents except during
the first t'i ve years when the term princ ip8.1 was used.
'I'he complete course ren:sed from five ye ar s in the be~~:in-
n Lng to fourteen years. specific requirements for errt r-ence
such as a~e limits and the like, have always been main-
tained. p_ge limits for admission have var-Led t'r-om the 8,ges
ten to thirty in 1844 to the agBs six to twenty-one in 1948.
The policy of promoting friendly cooperative relationships
with the public and \'Jith otine r schools has been followe d
throughout tho history of tho Indiana School for Deaf.
Chapter V, concerned vlith the pr-ogr am of studies,
includes examples at intervals in the history of tbe school
to illustrcit 0 the significant change s and development a in
this phase. Numorous changes have been made in the subject
offerings of the school since its beginning in 1844. These
changes have involved additions, elimincitions and otl.,er
vari8tions. Religious instruct ion, c1t first prominent,
gr8.dually was removed from the c our ae of study. The Vo-
cational Depertment, beginning with coopering, al so
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witne s sed many chang e s in cour se offer Lngs , A normal
training cLas s for teachers was Instituted in 1890,
discontInued in 1934, and resumed becau se of te8.cher
shortage in 1947.
In Chapf er VI, variou s pha S8 8 of instruct Lon, such
as specific methods and educG.tional theories, 'nere de-
scribed 8S they changed or developed. DUl"ing the first
fifty ye ar s the proportion of ma.Le te£!.chers was greE;ter,
but Elft0;r 1904, the number of women instructors grestly
exceeded that of men. ·Womenteachers, until recent years,
wer-e paid much less than mal.e teachers. The number of
instructors grew from one in the first year to forty-five.
Various mettods of instruction, termed the manual method,
the 01"1:11 met ho d', the auricular method, and the combined
method, ars described in this chaptsr. At first ridiculed,
the oral method, involving speech training and lip-reading,
gr8dually received greDter emph£tsis. No one of these
particular methods has ever been used exclusively [It the
Indiana School for Deaf.
A history of the students arid s t.uden t life,
tracing such factors as enro]'lment, sex, EIge, discipline,
extir acur'r' icular activities, nnd expenses, -.'J8.8)rOsented
in Chapta r VII. stude nt enrollmen t s , rang; in g from Hi
to 492, Vlere predominately boys before 1911 ~Ji'ter vThich
time the proportions h avo been approximately equal.
Because of entrance requirements and other factors, the
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average age of student s ha s deere 8. sed. Ages of student s
have varied be bvre en five and thirty, though the prosent
admission requiI'ement s keep the range between six find
twenty-one. Proper student discipline, for many years
thought best attained by religious activities and lectures,
Is now pro~oted by a broad and well-supervised extra-
cur1"icular program. school attendance and sub si st en ce
have been free to all eligible students since 1846.
Chapter VIII dealt with tihe contributions of
the school, as represented by the alumni and as reflected
by local cormrlunity life. The gr08.to st contribution made
by the Indi8na sts,te school for the Deaf 11[\8 been the
treining v!hich has en8bled hundreds of doaf' boys end girls
to take I'esponsible self-supporting positions in their
own communities. Occup8.tions which recent graduates are
following were given and compare d 'flith .t he occupations
of graduates fifty years ago. Examples of support to
organized community activities, such as the Red Cross,
COlmmmity Chest and 'f/ar Bond Drives, were given to
illustrate a further contribution of the school.
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Conclusions
'I'he re 81 origin of the scr.oo'I End its methods
of Lnst r-uc t Lon can be br-aoed to its AmE:ricol1.snd Euro-
pean background. The IndiEl118 2,t8te'3c1:001 for the Deaf
W83 f'oun ded by Willi8m Willard in Indianapolis in 1843
and has always been located in this city. Seven super-
intendents, follovring IiII'. VlillErd, have served as chief
edministrotors.
steady increases in en rc Ll.ment led to a succession
of moves f r-omthe first rented quarters to a site now
occupied by Willl·"rd Par-k on Eas t Washington street, and
br.en to tr!e pr e nent site on Porty-second street, just
east of the Monon Railway.
The school for tbe Deaf has been state supported
since its incorporation in 1844, first by a direct tax
levy and secondly thr-ough bLermLaL lec;islEtive appro-
priations.
T.be program of studie s , very limited in the be-
ginning, has changed and broEidened until the present
~len it is on a par with that of public 3chools of simi-
18r size in the state of Indiana.
The first onc-die acr.e r- faculty WE,S increased
s t eadLLy in number as enrollments :i_ncreasod. 'I'hene VIas
a gradual chanGe, from E'. pre ponderftl1ce of men te achers to
the pre sent prepondel'ance of women be acbcra , 'I'he oral
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method, once ridiculed [It tLe 8cnool, h8.S gained a place
of importance in the curriculum. Excepting one short
period, sa18.ries for teachers aro wed a steady Lncr ea se ,
Religious tr-aLn Ing ;~rEtdnal1y lost its emphasis and was
finally removed from the daily program.
rrhe enrollmont increased ste8.dily, re2.cI'inr; its
peak in 1938. Since 1938 there has been a grE1d1.18.1de-
cl ine •
The extracurriculs,r organiz8.tion, begilming about
the turn of the century, ha s been ~lteadily broadened an d
given greater emphasis.
The major contributions of the Indiana state
SCllOOl for t he Deaf are tho se l'e fleeted in it s alunmi
WI!Obecome useful citizens and those reflected by its par-
ticipation in civic activities.
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For. the sunshine in all its radiance,
I'm thankful!
For the shadows and the rain, and
each busy, happy hour!
For the sunset's glorious, changing
colors}lung at me for a moment!
For the friends I have!
For the old folk, blese their hearts!
For the trusting child in. whose .
.shining eyes I see God!
IFor a tender heart that feels an-
other's pain!
For a faith that carries me through
life's offerings!
For dreaans, and memories, and
you!
.It .. seems I'm. thankful for ~rriost
everything, dear God • • • and,
I aIm!
)l
)(
)l
)l
-LaVetta L. Hummel.
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"There's a language that is Mute; a Silence that Speaks."
VOLUME G1 INDIANAPOLIS 5, IND., NOVEMBER, 1948 NUMBER 2
The Special Education of The Deaf
By Richard G. Brill, Principal of the Newark Day School
(Reprinted from 'The Silent Worker)
The Education of the deaf child
has long been rccormized a:, the
most difficult and the most tech-
nica.I type of education. Whi lo
the first perrnuncnt school for
the deaf was attempted in this
country as early as 1810, now,
in 1948, we have 204 sehool, fo1'
the deaf in the United States
made up 01' GG publ ic restdont.ial
schools, 115 publ in day schools,
and 2:) denominational and pri-
vate schools. There are schools
Ol' classes for deaf children in
45 of our states, and the three
small popula.tion states 'that do
not have schools within their
borders arrange to have their deaf
children educated in schools in
nchrhbor-ino- states.
Naturally the schools vary a
great deal as to their facil itics,
the quality of their staffs, and
somewhat as to the basic philo-
sophy of the school. In spite of
the differences, the amount of
similarity and agreement in this
geographically widespread pro-
fession is remarkable. Reasons
for the similarity are not too hard
to find. First of all, the basic
handicap of deafness, the lack
of understanding and use of lan-
guage by the child who is born
deaf or who becomes deaf at an
early age, is universal. Secondly,
the large majority of trained
teachers of the deaf all received
their training to teach in this
special field in one of a very
small number of training centers.
While these training centers na-
turally differ to some extent, they
pretty well agree on what the
neophyte teacher of the deaf
should learn and how to teach.
Regardless of whether the
school for the deaf is a resi-
dential school 01' a day school, the
classroom education of the young'
deaf child will be about the sumo
1'01' the iir,:t five year,: he is in
school. Alonp: with a lot of play
time and activity time the be-
ginning' deaf child is going; to
start to build not one, but three
vocabularies. A small 11111Ilb'crof
\\'o1'{13the child is going to learn
to say, a larue number he is
going to recognize from the Iipa,
and possibly a still greater num-
ber he will learn to recognize in
written 01' manuscript form.
It makes little difference wheth-
('1' the school is in California 01'
in New York, or whether it is a
day school 01' a residential school,
the deaf child ·will first learn the
names of toys and objects around
his own school room, his own name
and the names of a few people
around the school, a few simple
actions that can be performed in
the classroom, and a certain num-
ber of colors and numbers.
Nearly every school will do its
utmost to utilize any residual hear-
ing the deaf child may have.
Speaking tubes, gTOUp hearing
aids, recorded music, and the piano
will all be used to educate any resi-
dual hearing that remains in the
speech range.
As the child continues through
his first foul' 01' five years of
school his vocabularies arc con-
stantly broadened, and he is
started on the long struggle
whereby he attempts to use and
understand language as an expres-
sion of cqnnected thought, rather
than individual vocabulary lists.
Action verbs are first introduced
in their past tense form, because
when a child first attempts to tell
something, it is an action that has
already happened. Now the child
must begin to usc present and
future forms. As in the public
schools, the manuscript f'orrn of
writing, commonly thought of
as jn-iriting, is what the chi 1d
fu-st learns. There arc several
reasons for this, among' the most
Important being the similarity be-
tween this and the actual printed
form that he sees in books and also
tho fact that the manuscrip t let-
t(!r,~ <10 not require the advanced
musculur control that script writ-
jn,~' requires, and so is easier for
tho small child. In about the fourth
year the change to script writing
is made very easily.
After the first two 01' three years
of school the deaf child will beg-in
on some of the subject matter that
his hearing brothers and sisters
are learning in their schools. But
all through his school career basic
lam~llag'e and reading: must remain
the core of his curriculum.
Varying somewhat from school
to school the deaf child will prob-
ably start shop work when he is
about 10 years old. Most schools
have an elementary woodworkinc
shop where the younger boys be-
come familial' with hand tools, and
after a couple of years they usu-
ally go into a general shop. This
is an exploratory program which
helps the boy to decide which of
the advanced shops of the school
he would like to enter. For girls,
the same general plan is followed,
but often on a more limited scale
with the toachin« of homemaking
skills usually pre710minating.
As the children get older and
reach the higher grades the dif-
ference in methods used, and the
basic philosophy of the various
schools play a more important
role in the type of education the
school is going to offer. The large
majority of residential schools,
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who in turn educate the large rna- easier to communicate by manual
jority of deaf children, are what is means.
known as "combined" schools. The The day school is often limited
actual definition of this term in the education it can extend
'Varies in practice widely from beyond the doors of the classroom,
school to school. Some "combined" as the children must return home
'schools maintain 0 l' a 1 classes at the close of the school day.
throuahout their whole school, 'I'heorctically, the deaf child living
but allow signs and finger spelling at home will play and learn fro:n
on the grounds, in assembly ex- his hearing companions, but III
ercises, and in the shops. Other practice it is ,:,ery unust~al s= a
"combined" schools may have deaf child, pnr ticulary-whllo III the
older classes where finger spelling adolescent stage, to fit into a hear-
is used as method of communica- ing group of children. In most
tion within the classroom, while cases the communication barrier
most all schools claim that they is just too great. However, the
do not allow the sign language as day school usually has the oppor!u-
a means of communication inside nity of more frequent contact WIth
the classroom although they do the parents of deaf children, and
allow it any place else around the thus has a greater opportunity in
school. Proponents of the com- the field of parent-education.
bined system maintain that all The academic level of education
children gain as the system is in most schools for the deaf goes
fitted to the child, rather than the to about the ninth grade level.
child being made to fit some partie- This is due to the fact that the
ulai- system. deaf child has at least a three year
A few of the residential schools handicap when he first enters
and nearly all day schools are school, and with the original hand-
what is known as "pure oral" icap it is difficult to make a full
schools, In such schools all at- year of progress in a year, as meas-
tempts to manual communication ured by public school standards,
are di>~couraged and all communi- Therefore the average deaf child
cation both within and outside the will be 18 01' 19 years old when
classroOl11 is carried on by means he completes this basic education.
of speech 'and lip reading. Pro- Undeniably, a great number do not
ponents of this method claim that go to school beyond this P?int. A
the deaf child is going to have to very small percentage WIll con-
live in a hearing world and he will tinue on in hearing schools, enter
need all the practice in speech and Gallaudet College in Washington,
lip reading he can get. D. C., the only college for the deaf
There are many arguments and in the world. Records show that
counter arguments in this long the deaf as a whole, with the cdu-
standing controversy, but again cation that they have attained in
there is closer agreement than schools for the deaf, lead very
some people suspect. With a few successful lives as measured both
exceptions, most of the oral edu- by economic success, and by. per-
cators will agree that due to in- sonal adjustment and happiness,
dividual differences there are some Most parents of deaf children
pupils who can best learn by man- do not have an opportunity for
ual methods, and they will also a choice of schools when it com:s
agree that manual communication time for them to send their chil-
has certain unquestioned advan- dren to school. The most imp 01'-
tages in addressing large groups tant thing is for the parent to real-
of deaf people. Also most combined ize that his child does have an .ed~-
educators will admit of having cational handicap, and that It IS
known a considerable number of essential for him to attend a spe-
children in schools for the deaf cial school for deaf children to
who had too great a hearing loss overcome this handicap. When a
bli h 1 family is in a situation where ato get along in pu IC SC 00 s, and choice can be made between
who should have eventually been schools for the deaf, the parents
able to get along by depending on should make a judgment based on
their speech and lip reading in a certain criteria. First of all par-
hearing group, but did not do so ents should visit the schools and
because they had found it so much learn the facts for themselves, not
d e pen d on rumor 01' second
01' third hand judgment. The
teaching staff is probably the m?st
important part of the sch?ol. FInd
the answers to these questions, Are
most of the teachers trained and
experienced teachers of the deaf?
Is the school large enough so that
every teacher teaches only one
grade at a tirr:e, or must the t:ach-
e1'S have pupils who vary WIdely
in age and grade in her classroom
at the same time'? Do the teach-
ers have a supervising teacher or
a principal who is an experienced
cduca tor of the deaf ': Can the
school offer good vocational train-
ing '? Is there a happy, congenial
atmosphere about the teachers,
other staff members, and the
pupils who are in ~~e. scho?l ? ~re
the physical fac_Ihtl.es, ll1c]UdI?g
classrooms, dormitories, and din ,
ina' rooms as healthy, safe and at-
tl'~~ctivc as they can be made? Is
there awe I I planned extra_
curr-icular program at the school?
Can you meet and talk to some of
the alumni of the school so yOU
can judge how successful an educa_
tion th~y have received?
A decision based on some such
objective basis a~ the ?-bo,:e may
help a parent decide Wll1Ch.IS r~al-
ly the best school for his child,
N. LEE HARRIS, 72,
TEACHER 01<'DEAF, DIES
N. Lee Harris, 72, instructor
for the deaf, died September 25 at
his home, 3!)"lJ. Park Ave. Funeral
services were at 1 :30 p.m, Monday
at Flannel' & Buchanan Mortuary
followed by burial in Crown Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Harris was a graduate of
the Indiana School for the Deaf
and a, member of the National
Fraternal Society of the Deaf. He
was a native of Amboy and had
lived in Indianapolis 50 years.
Survivors include four daugh_
tcrs, Mrs. Stanley Shalley, Mrs.
Howard Sinclair, Mrs. Chester
Cartel' and Mrs. Richard Skinner,
Columbus, 0., two sisters, Mrs.
Robert Brinkley, of Baton Rouge,
La., and Sarah Forsyth, and sev-,
en grandchildren. '
-The Indlanapolis N eW8.
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EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE MEETING
Faribault, Minnesota
October 12-15
The twentieth regular meeting of the Con-
ference of Executives of the American
Schools for the Deaf held at the Minnesota
, School for the Deaf at Faribault, Minnesota,
recently was, without a doubt, one of the
lhost constructive ever held by the Confer-
ence. The site of the conference was ideal
and Superintendent Quigley, his entire and
efficient staff, and the city of Faribault, can
not be commended enough for their generous
and graceous reception and provisions dur-
ing our entire stay with them. Every detail
for our comfort and enjoyment was cared
for, and the school itself can be proud of its
City, and likewise the city can be justly proud
Of its fine school. We found much at the
l\1innesota School for the Deaf that we are
needing and fighting for in the profession
generally today.
We enj0yed the largest attendance in the
history of the Conference, and there was
eVidenced a spirit of unitedness and partic-
ipation, and a determination to work to-
gether for those basic and fundamental
I needs confronting our profession and our
deaf schools today. All those given assign-
In.ents discharged them with sincere efforts,
and the topics considered at this Conference
may very well determine our advancement
for years to come. All those attending found
il easy to be present at every session and to
take a part in a program challenging the best
in all those charged with the responsibilities
of leading and directing the educational pro-
grams in the various schools in the United
States and Canada. I believe I can say that
there was evidenced and displayed agree-
ment to a marked degree by all those attend-
ing from the Residential, Day and Private
Schools pertaining to the broader and funda-
mental needs and requirements for the pro-
per education of the deaf child.
We can not deny that we are a part of
the educational system in America and all
those implications which tend to threaten
education generally are of major and vital
concern so far as our special programs are
concerned. I was pleased and happy that
some of these features were advanced and
discussed without reservation and the stand
taken was most heartening to me personally,
I would like to say in passing that we should
confess that the various States have not
done all that they should and could in the
business of education generally and that
some of these shortcomings should be altered
before asking for Federal Aid to Education.
The needs of our special program are
known, there is aroused interest and deter-
mination to plan constructively and unitedly
to attain those needs and by planning to meet
annually, I am confident that the future for
the education and training of the deaf in
America will be wholesome and more ade-
quate. The men and women in the profession,
the leaders, have the ability and the deter-
mination and I am confident we will attain
the results through a united and concerted
approach.-J. A. R.
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CAMPUS NEWS
Miss Iva Boggs was called homo
recently by the death of her grand-
mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Calton James
(Marjorie Case) of Sonoma, Calif.
are the parents of Juanita Ann,
who arrived in October.
Mrs. Nellie Jensen was called to
her home in Kentucky because of
the serious illness of her aged
mother.
Mrs. Janet Tower has moved
to a small farm' on the outskirts
of town Where she plans to raise
chickens.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Brown en-
joyed a recent visit from Mrs,
Brown's mother, Mrs. A. J. Benoit
of Salina, Kansas.
Miss Green's two sisters and a
brother-in-law from East New Or-
ange, N. J., visited on the campus
for several days in Ser>tember.
On one of their recent days ofF,
Mr. and Mrs. Kl'atzberg drove to
Brown County to take in the beau-
tiful fall scenery.
John Grant, Miss Grant's
brothel' from Missouri, spent one
night in Indianapolis recently af-
ter driving Miss Grant's cal' here
for her.
Mr, and Mrs. Dewey Samples
(I\uby Miller) recently became the
owners of a Pontiac in which they
journeyed to Nappannee to visit
Ruby's family,
Mrs. Larsen and the children
have deserted Indianapolis in
favor of North Carolina where
they will visit Mrs. Larsen's fam-
ily for a few weeks.
Miss Koob is the envy of all as
she drives her new Forel. It is a
beautiful birch gray TUdor sedan
and was delivered after a wait of
almost three years.
Miss Grace Kinsley, a former
teacher here who retired several
years ago, visited s~hool reCently
to renew old acquall1tances. She
now lives on a farm in Shelbyville.
Mrs. Ruby Samples was the re-
cipient of many nice gifts on Nov.
13 when a group of friends hon-
orod her with a bridal shower at
the home of Mrs. Norman Brown.
Mr. W. L. Fair took off in his
Oldsmobile for a family reunion
in Oklahoma recently. From there
he went to Dallas, Texas to visit
a brother before returning to
school.
Mr. and Mrs, Norman Brown
snent a recent week-end in Plint,
Michigan. On the return trip, they
brought lVIrs, Brown's sister, Mrs,
Ear! Roberts, and her two small
children.
The new flUoreScent lights in-
stalled in each schoolroom during
the Summer are being throughly
enjoyed by pupils and teachers
alike. Also. the different shades of
paint decorating each room adds
much to the attractiveness of the
schoo] building.
The Indianapolis Chapter of the
Gallaudet College Alumni Assoei-
ation entertained Visiting alumni
after the Illinois-Indiana football
game, October 30. Delicious re-
freshments Were served in the
Home Economics room by Misses
COl'iale and Boggs.
A great many stafF members are
taking advantage of the evening
courses offered by Butler and In-
diana Univerisities. Mr. Glancy,
Mr. Brown, Mr. '1'riebert. lvIiss
Christian, Miss Offutt, Mrs. Fail',
Miss Criscillis and Mrs. Jensen are
attending Butler. Miss Boelimer,
Miss Boggs and Miss Santarossa
are attending the Indiana Univer-
sity Extension classes.
Misses Boggs, Bodimer and Koob
report an enjoyable time on the
Indiana University campus in
Bloomington this past SUmmer.
For living quarters they secured a
lUXUrious six-room ar>al'tment from
one of the Deans. Along with the
apartment there was a sunken
garden in which they entertained
fellow stUdents at weinel' roasts
and watermelon feasts. At the
close of the nine weeks session,
Miss Koob Was awarded an M.S,
degree in Education. Miss Boggs
wil! complete the requirements for
her degree in January. Miss Bod-
imer plans to return to the campus
next SUmmer.
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a visit to the Home this fall. The
old people get lonesome and are
always glad to have visitors.
Tommy Waisner announced that
he had realized $19.27 from the
sale of writing pads. He turned
the entire amount over to Treas.
Walker. The sale of pads for the
benefit of the Home is entirely
voluntary on the part of Tommy
and his efforts to help the Home
are deeply appreciated.
Mr. M. V. Collins of this city
(Indianapolis) was introduced to
the meeting. It was his 87th birth-
day and he was given a big hand
by those present. At present he
is one of the oldest deaf people
in the state. Mr. Collins has always
been a supporter of the Home am!
has always attended the meetings.
The fact that a man 87 years old
can attend the meetings should put
to shame those much younger who
are not ambitious enough to attend
the meetings at least once a year.
A sum of $23.00 was collected
from those present by Goldie Jones
and Edgar Lloyd. 'I'his is for the
benefit of the movie fund at the
what he believed was right and
best for the Home. He leaves the
Board with the knowledge that he
leaves a job well done. Mrs. Car-
michael is not new to the Board,
having: been a member of that body
several years ago. She is well-
known and well liked by everyone
and she has always been a hard
worker for the Home. We believe
her addition to the Board will be
a very profitable one for the Home.
The rest of the meeting was giv-
en over the reports for the past
year. Supt. Miller,' in his report,
stated that the crops have ranged
from poor to excellent this year.
The late rainy season has had a
bad effect on many of the crops.
The wheat was fair while not much
will be realized from the oats and
soy beans. The corn is looking fine
and Supt. Miller is very optimistic
about the prospects from that
Source. He had several fine looking
ears of corn on di"Splay at the
meeting. He reports that the live-
stock is in very good condition. He
recently bought a bull calf for fu-
ture use in improving the herd.
The calf is registered and is a fine Home.looking youngster. Mrs. Miller, Matron of the Home,announced that the Home is badly
In his report, Pres. Jones re- in need of a sewing machine. Any-
viewed the work of the Board for one. or their friends, who have a
the past year. This included the machine they have no further usc
construction of the new service for will confer a great favor by
building. at the Home, the purchase notifying Mrs. Miller at ~he Home.
of the new truck, the jeep and the Following the meetmg, the
other equipment. Also much of Board of Directors convented for
the machinery is being completely the annual election of officers. 'I'he
overhauled. It is felt this will be entire list of officers for the past
cheaper in the long run that mak- year was re-elected. lY~rs. ~ar-
ing repairs every time the machine michael was elected third Vlce-
breaks down. Most of the equip- president in place of John O'Brien
merit is more than twelve years old who moved to Oregon last SUi111ner.
and should be replaced. This is 'I'he oflicers for the coming year
impossible at this time so the next are:
best thing is to have it overhauled. President Lebert E. ,~o~es.
While much money has lip-en spent Ist Vice-Pres. __ lUchard Phillips.
at the Home this year, it is felt 2nd Vice-Pres. __ Harry Ja.ckson.
this is necessary if we want to 'lrd Vice-Pres. __ Julia Carmichael.
make a profit in the future. Pres. Secretary Marian L. Smith.
Jones also told of some observa- TreaSurer - Garnel B. Walker.
tions on a recent trip to the Home. Other members of the Board are
Mrs. Miller has put up over six Donald Her I' a n, Perry Keys,
hundred cans of fruits and vege- Claude Perkins, William Graham
tables for use this ·winter. This and Norman Brown.
will be a welcome addition to the _The Silent Hoosier.
Home's food program during the
coming months. He also reported
32 little pigs at the Home wi~h
more expected soon. The Hon~~ IS
looking in much better conditiOn
than ever before and it is hoped
many people will find time to pay
ALUMNI NEWS
(from the Silent Hoosier)
Mr. and Mrs, Philip Kaim of
Louisville, Ky., are the proud par-
enst of a baby boy, Michael Philip,
who arrived on October 12, weigh-
ing 71b. 7% oz. Mrs. Kaim is
the former Pauline Kelly of War-
saw, Indiana.
The Indianapolis Times recently
started an improvement plan which
called for the services of a strictly
high grade engraver. 'I'heir scouts
turned up with Estel Barry and he
was given a trial. He is now the
star engraver and if you sec a good
picture or color ad in the Times,
the chances are that Barry made
the cuts. 'Who said the deaf can-
not do things?
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoberts
were honored with a wedding party
at Garfield Park in Indianapolis
on Oct. 16th. The affair was en-
gineered by Mrs. Hobert's (Rosa
Dryer) fellow employees at P. It.
Mallory Co. In spite of the cold
weather about 30 friends were
on hand to take part in the weiner
roast. The newlyweds were pre-
sented with a beautiful chenile rug.
They are residing on the East Side
in a h0111ethey. recently purchased.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Neff (Win-
ona Holmes) one of our highly es-
teemed couples of Goshen received
the surprise of their lives on Oct.
24th. The occasion was a celebra-
tion of their silver wedding anni-
versary which was tended them by
about 50 deaf friends of Goshen
and surrounding towns. A bounti-
ful feast was spread on the large
table and was greatly enjoyed. The
program consisted of a number of
informal speeches. Later a feast
of watermelon was served to those
present. Everyone greatly enjoyed
the day and left wishing Mr. and
Mrs. Neff many more happy anni-
versaries.
The annual Halloween pal·ty of
the Indianapolis Deaf came off on
schedule this year and was an im-
provement over last year. The
place was the same H H II II au-
ditorium in the State Fair Grounds
but there were features entirely
new to the natives. There were
more maskers than ever before and
the judges had a hard job picking
the pride winners. There were
games that were new and very
amusing. There were eats and
soft drinks in abundance and about
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the biggest crowd ever assembled
in Indianapolis. This affair is the
joint effort of the Frats, the Aux-
Frats and the Indianapolis Deaf
'Club members. That is a combina_
.tion that is hard to beat.
Dr. and Mrs. Ross W. Rissler of
El Paso, Texas, have announced
the engagement and marriage of
their sister, Miss Martha Pittenger,
to Lt. Col. Barnette Robinson of
the United States Marine Corps.
'The wedding was held on Thanks_
giving afternoon, Thursday, Nov-
'ember 25th, at Chapel NO.1,
Bigg·s Air Force Base, EI Paso.
Mrs. Robinson has been a teacher
'at the Ohio State -School for the
Deaf in Columbus, Ohio, where her
sister, Miss Priscilla Pittenger, is
now teaching. She is the daugh_
ter of the late Dr. and Mrs. Oscar
M. Pittenger of Indiana.
Colonel Robinson is an aviator
and is now serving at San Diego,
California. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Robinson of Car-
thage, Missouri.-A bridal shower Was held in Ko,
'Iwmo at the home of Ruth James
for Mrs. Ralph Lund on Oct. 10.
Games Were played and Mrs. Ruby
Winn, the lucky one among the
girls, won two games and received
the prizes. Cake and ice-cream
Were served. 'I'hs recent bride re-
'ceived several nice useful presents.
Those Who attended the shower
Were: Mrs. Alma Runyon, LaVinia
RunYon, Mrs. Alma Runyon, Mrs.
Mary RunYon and her daughter,
Elma, Mrs. Freda Grimes, Mrs.
Randall Houchins and daughter,
Sandy, Miss Wilma Ewing. Out of
town guests were: Miss Doris
Spangler of Deer Creek, Mrs.
Fances Church of Claypool, Mrs.
Lydia Littler of Hartford City and
Mrs. Ruby Winn and daughter,
Paula, of Marion.-
Betty Kirkwood and Billy Hun-
tel' Were united in marriage. The
wedding was Saturday, OctOber 16
'at the Methodish Church in Hen~
,derson, Ky, The bride Wore an
:aqua suit and her corsage Was of
_gardenias. Mrs. Beulah Abel Was
her maid of honor and Mr, Joe
Edwards of Illinois was best man.
The couple live in Evansville, Indi-
ana.
MERRY MAKEHS CLUB
The Merry Makers ClUb meets
each Wednesday afternoon from
3:30 to 4:30 O'clock. The following
girls are members of the club thisyear:
Grace Miller, Barbara Belding,
Ilene Hoff, Joan Ford, Judith Mur-
ella, Annette Duesler, Martha
Greathouse, Nancy Guge, Rosa
Manning, Georgianna Sering, Shir-
ley 'I'indle, Eleanore Geroff, Mary
Greathouse, Betty Rusch, Susan
Vaughn, Linda Bogue, Margaret
Pasko, Annette Stafford, Reba
Templeton, Marla Barclay, Carolyn
Mitton, Jean Riggs and Gail Lis-man. -
GIRL SCOUTS
Troop 47 is working on a couple
of interesting projects. First they
are making a COuple of very inter-
esting and educational books-.,
Flowers and Trees. 'Second-they
are anxious to edit a Scout paper.
Each troop is to write up some
news and personal items. 'rroop
47 will claSSify these and make
a newspaper of, by and for GirlScouts.
Troop 48 is well versed on the
four directions of the compass and
do very well on the eight directions
but to figure out the sixteen points
is at the present time showingmysticism.
Troop 129 is in its cute stage
when most any minute at any
place a little girl will tap you on
the shoulder and ask you, "Is that
right?" She has said her Girl
Scout Promise or reviewed one of
the Girl Scout Laws.
Troop 25-0ur 'Senior troop_
will learn about important places
in our city. This is not only a
grand chance for the girl to get
arOUnd safely in the city but she
will develop a feeling of appreci_
ation Which is very essential.-
TIlE LITERARY SOCIETY
The second Literary Society
meeting was held in our audito-
rium on Sunday evening, October
31. Joretta Dryer, our new presi-
dent, gave a short talk about being
happy and helping others Who are
--=
in need. Then the Secretary pro-
ceeded with program. '"
, . a poe ...,l'he first number wct:
h
" signed
"October Is a Jolly Man , e two
. Then camby Dale Herrm. "It's Up to
interesting short t~lks, Alter and
Us" ()'iven by Wmona R bert
' b hi "by a"Good Sportsmans IP, II toldn Nt R bert Sortwe .ates. ex,· a . tist who in-
us about a Swiss scien tal-e him
d ice to c' Ivented a new' eVI to 100 c
to the bottom of the. ~~a tion of
for some signs of CIVIiza
long ago. the pro-
The fourth number on "The
II en story,gram was a Ha owe b NancY
Mystery Room," told .Jeresting
Owen, which was very I t OrviJIe
" Is-" Nex,but rather spoo cv. the poem,
Northcutt told us 11O'\'~'de of the
"The House by the . I Then
Road" came 't9 be wnttetnl'fuIlY by
. ed beau . Ithe poem was sIgn.. Diedrlc 1,
Rosanna Cook, LIlha,~ program
and Loycene Shore. '1 e ts given
closed with Current Even ,
by Jerome Moers. nsor,. . new spo.Mr. Massey, OUI SocIetY
told us about the Literar"ire said
at Gallaudet College'
d
contest
that every year ~hey ha, ~he best
and awarded prizes f~r I signing,
acting, the most grac~ u
and the best story telling- ession,
After a brief busincss dS NoW
djourne . rthe meeting was a arc! to au
we are looking f'orw
November meeting. Secretary
-Winona Alter, __
ATHLETICS
DEAF' SCHOOL TOPS
BEECH GROVE JerrY
Three touchdowns ~y 01 a 21-
Moers gave the Deaf Sc ~ Grove
to-19 victory over Beec 26 at
O t bel' ,Tuesday night,c a
Beech Grove. ame J.
On the first play of dt~~!hdO:V~
Moers made a 70-yar me perlO
dash, and later in the sa the 5 to
he went off tackle ~ro~ :Hoosiers,
Score again for the S11e passes
Ronald Henson caught to tallY
tossed by Don Cun~ingh:~rst and
for Beech Grove m thclash.
second quarters of the
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In the third period, Don Carey
added another score for Beech
~rove when he went 15 yards over
right tackle.
Moers made his third touchdown
for the Silent Hoosiers when he
bycked through from the Ii-yard
line in the final quarter.
Ends-Gall, Wooten, Hi n e s,
Vandeventer. Tackles-Pickrell,
Ball, Bates. Guards-Meads, Gles-
sner, Young. Centers-Northcutt,
Deardorff. Quarterback-Sortwell.
~eft Halfbacks-LaVallee, Surow-
reo. Right Halfbacks-Gormat,
Bush. Fullback-Moers.
Score By Periods:
Silent Hoosier _ 14 0
Beech Grove 7 6
o
6
l'ouchdowns-Moers (3). Points
after touchdowns-Mom's, Gcrmat
(2).
, DEAF SCHOOL l'AKES FIN ALE
BY 19-7 COUNT
In their only game against n city
opponent this season, the Deaf
School gridders closed out their
1948 campaign by handing Sacred
Heart its ninth consecutive high
School football whipping, 19 to 7,
November 3.
FUllback Jerry Moers scored all
three touchdowns for the Silent
Hoosiers and bounced into second
place among the city's top scorers
with 87 points. He trails Attucks'
Don Oldham, who had 91 and two
more games to improve his lead.
It was Sacred Heart's finale,
also, and left the Spartans with
a record of five straight losses in
city action.
Moers' 40-yard gallop in the sec-
ond period, which carried ~o the
Spartan 3-yard line, set up Ius. first
touchdown. George Gormat picked
up the extra point on an end ru~.
Moers also scored in the third
period azuin on a 3-yard buck,
, b ff <:5after Ln.Vallec had peeled a a o -
Yard carry. In the fourth, Deaf
School took the ball on downs on
the Spartan 16 and in eight plays
Moers went across.
Sacred Heart which out-downed
the host school '7--1, took to the air
in the last minute of play to set up
its only tally. Pete Schaffer gra~-
bed the only successful pitch ang r-
neered by Bob Hardes~y in five
tries for a 20-yard gam to the
HOosiers' nine. Hardesty then ram-
(Please turn. to 1)((,go tiocloe-)
7-21
0-19
FOOD NEWS
Last week Mr. K. Walker scrub-
bed and polished the linoleum in
our Home Economics room. The
floor is so much brighter now.
When Mr. Walker finished pol-
ishing the floor, Joan and I wash-
ed the woodwork.
We try to be careful and not
spill water on the floor when we
cook or wash dishes. We want to
keep our room clean as long as we
can.-Emogean Walters.
FOODS NEWS
Our first class assignment on the
first day of school was Foods. When
we went to the Home Economics
room we were so amazed to see all
the changes that had taken. place,
that for a moment, we did not know
where we were. It finally dawned
on us that our "lab" had under-
gone a face lifting. The other
members of my class will tell all
about the changes that have taken
place.-Betty Blandford and Alice
Thurston.
THE SENIOH CLASS
HANDICI~AFT
Some of the Seniors have made
plastic earrings and pens _tomat~h.
Some others are working WIth
plexiglas for picture frames and
pins. A few are making plastic
rings for napkins and bracelets.
Two are braiding bracelets from
wire which shall be lacquered for a
shining finish. I'm making an ap-
pliqued book mark of f~lt witI; my
initials on it. One gU'1 pam ted
a beautiful picture of a bird for
the wall.
We are keeping the things for
exhibit. I hope you will see those
things what the seniors have made.
-Hosanna Coole.
CLOTHING
w- are pleased with om' c~ass
room. 'rhe walls have be_cnpaint-
ed and wood-work varmshed be-
sides the regular cleaning. vVe
have some new equipment, two
electric sewing machines and 1111
electrical scissors sharpener. The
last article named will be very use-
ful as we have a number of very
dull scissors. It has been tried on
some of them and does very good
work. We like good tools with
which to work. We like to learn
to sew and the time goes fast while
we are in class.
We want to thank those who are
responsible for making our room
so pleasant.-l'he Sewing Classes.
OUR MODERN F00:DS
LABORATORY
The most changes have taken
place in this laboratory. It has the
same color scheme as the class-
room with the same kind of light-
ing'. The general arrangement of
stoves, tables and cabinets has
been changed. All the old stoves
were removed and the two new
stoves, which were purchased last
veal', have been installed. Our
~vork tables are arranged in the
form of a square. iVe are expect-
ing a new sink-cabinet, but it has
not arrived yet. We also have
many new cooking utensils, two
pressure cookers being among
them.
Come and visit our modern
Home Economics department.
-Leona Lang and Doris J. Wells,
ART NEWS
Every Friday the Int. 3 and 4I3
girls go to the art class. Mrs.
Brown is still our teacher. The art
1'00111 is much better looking than
last year. It has a new coat of
paint. It was painted light green
and yellow. We also have new
lights. They are very pretty and
much brighter. They help us to
make our pictures much better.
Last week the floor was waxed
the woodwork rcvurnished. 1'1Iey
look much nicer. iVe put the cur-
tains up last Wednesday. They
are the same as last year but they
look much better now because they
have been recolored.
The art room is decorated with
pictures from last June's exhibit.
We are proud of the art room's
decorations for we drew some of
them. Mrs. Brown helps us with
the drawing. We drew pictures
of flowers with waxed crayon.
They don't look like real flowers
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thouuh. .We brushed black tem-
pera paint over it. As wax cray-
ons repelled water, only the un-
touched parts became black. We
like doing that. We hope to learn
a lot in the art class this year.
-Mary Hamer.
CANNING
For the last three weeks our
class has been busy with the can-
ning. vVe canned carrots, onions,
pumpkin, applesauce, and made
several different kinds of jelly.
vVo enjoyed the canning very
much, but I like to can pumpkin
best of all.
We washed the pumpkin, peeled,
and cut it into one inch cubes.
We, then, put the cubes in the pres-
sure cooker, and cooked them for
about seven minutes. Then we
strained the cooked pumpkin and
packed it into pint jars. We ad-
justed the lids and then placed the
jars carefully in the pressure cook-
er. We processed. the pumpkin
for about sixty minutes. If we
had used the hot water bath meth-
od of canning, it would have taken
three hours.
This lesson was very interesting
and I certainly learned somethin~
new.- Winona Alters.
SI£O:E SHOP NEWS
This year I am working in the
shoe shop for the second time. We
are very happy because we have
new lights. They are a big help to
us and help us in our work.
We also have new motors which
make our machines run better.
We .have a new teacher whose
name IS Mr. Massey. He took the
place of Mr. Harris who retired
last :June. We were sorry to heal'
of his death last September.
-Dale VanDeventer.
Last fall when we returned to
school we were astonished to find
tlu:t we h~td a new lighting system.
It IS makmg' OUrwork more pleas-
ant.
Our new teacher Mr. Massey is
a graduate of our schOol and Gal-
Iaudct College and we like him
very much.
I have been in the shoe shop for
many years and after my gradua-
tion I would like to be a shoemaker
if my parents do not want me to
help them on their farm neal' Dan-
'Ville, Indiana.-Dale Herrin.
(Please turn to page twelve.)
INTERMEDIATE DEPARTl\<IE7\fT
A VISIT HOME
Yesterday I went home with my
mother. When I got home some
relatives of ours were there. They
were my Aunt and Uncle Cassidy.
Theil' little girl was visiting with
us so they came to take her home.
Betty and I rode our bikes after
they left. I had a nice time at
home yesterday with my family.
-Patty Harris.
A GOOD TIME
Last summer some of my friends
my sister and I went to an amuse:
ment park in Chicago. We stayed
there all day. We rode on the
merry-goo-round, the roller coaster
and the Whip. Some rides seemed
dangerous. We had to hold on
tight.
vVe went home on a train at 4
o'clock.-Marian Friese.
FREE PLAY
Yesterday morning I asked Mr.
Kratzberg if we could play out.
side. He said we could. I put on
my roller skates and skated with
Bobby Loper. In the afternoon we
had a real game of football.
Carl's team played against Tom-
my's. We did not score. It was
a tie. We had a good time play-
ing football on Raney Field.
-Wayne Mnich.
MY TRIP HOME
My mother and father came
home from Florida Friday. After
Sunday School I went home yes-
terday. My sisters told me that
my parents did not bring me a gift
from Eloricla. I knew they were
joking with me. My parents
brought me a scarf, a barrette,
some perfume, a tie ring, and some
fruit. 'I'hey told me they had a
wonderful time in Florida.
-Nancy Imel.
SHOP WORK
This morning the girls brought
their belts and whiskbrooms to
school' that they made in General
Shop.
They are making many thing·s.
.Ioyce is making a waste basket,
Roberta is making a braided lea-
ther belt, Janice is making a, hang-
up flower container and Mary and
Patsy are making key chains for
their keys and girl scout whistles.
-Miss Fynes' Class.
PLA YING F'OOTllALL
Sunday Mr. Fail' was playing
football with a team. I asked him
if I could play. He said, yes, so
he threw the ball to me and I ran
with it. The other boys had to
catch me with the ball, but thev
didn't. I ran as fast as I coule!.
It was fun playing football with
them. The bell rang and we had
to go to the dormitory and get
ready for supper.
-Jack Katona.
FAMILY NEWS
I have one brothel' and two
sisters. They are 9, G and 3 years
old. I like to play with my
brother. We play outdoors.
Father plays horseshoes with
me. Mother plays Chinese check-
ers with me. I like to play alone
sometimes.
I help my mother at home.
The things I like to do best at
home are to wash the dishes and
dust the furniture.
-Robert Hinson.
MY WEEKEND
Last Saturday afternoon my
mother, Aunt Mary, Wanda, and
Donald came to see me and Eu-
gene. vVe went to the football
game.
Yesterday morning at 11:30 we
went to the Circle. We saw an air-
plane, tank, and war truck. After
that we went to the Mandarin Inn
at 38th and College to eat dinner.
We had a good dinner. We had a
nice time together and I'm glad my
family could come for the week-
end.-Emily Burek.
FREEDOM TRAIN
On July 5 my sister and J. went
to Chicago to see the Freedom
Train at Soldier's Field. I saw
many people waiting to see it, so I
had to wait for two hours.
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I saw many old historical papers
such as the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, the Bill of Rights, and
the Bay Psalm Book. I had read
about some of these papers in my
history book.
I enjoyed my visit to the Freedom
Train very much.-Edward Paige.
MY DIRTHDAY PARTY
October 18 was my birthday. I
brought my cake to school that
morning.
I put it on Miss Grant's desk.
I gave her some money to buy ice
cream. At 2:00 in the aftcrnoon
we had a par-tv. The birthday
cake was angel food. I made a
wish and blew out all the candles.
I passed the cake and ice cream
to my class.
They said "Your cake is good."
I had a good time.
-Robert K. Lewis.
A PEP MEETING
Last Friday afternoon we went
to the chapel to have a pep meet-
ing. First Mr. Rawlings talked to
us. Then Mr. Caskey talked and
called the football players up on
the stage. Nancy Owen and Leona
Lang, our cheer leaders, led us in
some good r. S. S. D. yells.
V>Tesang the fight song. Then
we had a movie, "Football Parade
of 19L17". It was a very good movie.
After the movie Mr. Raney talked
to us. He said he was sure we
would win the game.
-Colleen Landis.
MY FIRST 'I'mI' TO KENTUCKY
October 15 was the day when
many boys and girls went home
for the week-end. IHy sister, broth-
er-in-law and nephew came after
me. I did not go home. I went to
the land of bItle grass with them
instead. We arrived there after
11 o'clock that night.
We crossed the Ohio River. I
also saw the building in which the
United States gold is buried. It is
at Fort Knox, Kentucky.
We passed Lincoln Park (Abe
Lincoln's birth place). vVe didn't
go in .to visit this place.
My brother-in-law got a new '49
Ford from his father. His father is
a Ford dealer. This car is a beauty.
It is green.
I had an enjoyable trip to Ken-
tucky and I surely like to Tide in
the Ford.-Rita Muszynski.
A SURPRISE
Friday, October 22nd I was very
surprised when, my aunt come to
see me. I was at the football
game so Mr. Raney brought her
out to the game.
I was very happy to see her.
I was also happy that our school
won from Franklin Township.
My Aunt thought our school was
very large. She liked it very
much.
My Aunt teaches school in Del-
phi, Indiana.
She brought me a box of turtle
candy-John Carney, Jr.
MY .TACK-O-LANTERN
I brought a large pumpkin back
from home. Last Thursday we
made a Jack-O-Lantern.
I cut out the top of the pumpkin.
Ralph Swango took out the seeds
and pulp.
Bob and Roland cut out the
eyes. Janice cut out the nose.
Bob and I cut out the mouth.
I put a candle in the Jack-O-
Lantern.
Miss Fynes lighted the candle.
W.e pulled the shades.
We asked Miss Christian to
come to our school room to see
our Jack-O-Lantern. She said it
was nice.-Donald Stanley.
OUR AUTUMN PICNIC
Yesterday was our Autumn
Picnic. We left school at 11:15 and
got ready for the picnic. At 11:30
we went to our lunch. The boys
came after we did. When we were
done eating we played for a while.
Then we went to the dormitory and
rested for a little while. vVe went
to watch the World Series score-
board and then we went back to
the dormitory. We waited for the
teachers to come for us and then
went to Raney Field. There were
five groups there. We had a very
nice time. After the games were
over the girls in dormitory 7 went
to iron.-Theresa Reifel.
l\IY BIRTHDAY SURPRISE
Yesterday after Sunday School
my father, Aunt Susie, Uncle Lem,
Aunt Edith, Patty and Marilyn
came to get me.
We drove out to a pretty place
to have a picnic. It was my birth-
day picnic. My Uncle Lem built
a fire so we could keep warm. My
father brought a large box of food
out of the car. At 12 o'clock we
ate many good things. After
awhile my Aunt opened a box and
showed me a beautiful birthday
cake. I cut the cake and served
it to them.
They brought me many pretty
gifts. I had a wonderful time on
my birthday.-Emogean Walters.
THE INTERMEDIATE FOOT-
BALL TEAM
On October 19th the Inter-
mediate A team played against
the Tabernacle Presbyterian team.
My team won. The score was 2G
to G. I made one touchdown. Fred
Van Sickle and Ralph Alvarez
each made one touchdown. Ed-
ward Paige made one touchdown
and one extra point.
On October 20th the Inter-
mediate A team played football
against some Broad Ripple fresh-
men team called the "Bombers."
l\Iy team won. The score was G to
O. Ralph Alvarez made one touch-
down. Broad Ripple was very
strong. My team fought them
hard.-Ronnie Duley.
THE WEDDING
Last June 5 my Uncle Nolley and
Cecelia Ann Arvin were married in
the church at Whitefield, Indiana.
The name of the church is Saint
Martin.
Cecelia Ann wore a long full
white dress with a veil. My older
sister was the maid of honor. She
curried many flowers. Cecelia's
sister was the bridesmaid. Cecelia's
brother was the best man. He was
with my sister.
When it was finished my sister
Marilyn, my cousin Wanda, Leon,
Bobby, Priscilla and I threw rice
at them .. Many people shook their
hands. We were very happy. My
mother and her sister were glad.
Aunt Cecelia and Uncle Nolley
live in my grandma'S house.
They had a lovely wedding in
the church.-Dol'othy Clements.
THE MUSEUM
We went to our museum this:
morning. I saw stuffed animnls.
in the glass cases. There were :t
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skeleton, pictures and a little
model of our school. Miss Grant
asked us about directions at our
school. Then we saw many other
interesting things. There were
women and men dolls. They were
wearing many kinds of suits and
long old fashioned dresses. There
was a soldier, a doctor, a police-
man, a pioneer man, an Indian
man and many other men. The
boys and girls walked and the ske-
leton in the case moved a little.
We saw a bust of Mr. Raney. We
read about his life. We saw a
doll house. The men have not
finished fixing the lights of the
doll houses. We saw some inter-
esting' birds. 'I'hey were stuffed
birds. Mary was frightened at a
stuffed owl. We saw a hospital
register of the old school. for the
Deaf. We read names of children
who had the mumps a long ago.
-Mary Edna Ramer.
MOVIE ACTRESS PROM
MT. VERNON
One of the girls from Mt. Ver-
non joined the movies. Her name is
Jeanne La Duke. She is 10 years
old. She is a little girl. I know
this actress from Mt. Vernon. I
often saw her in Mt. Vernon. Jean-
ne has one sister. Her name is
Nancy La Duke but she is not an
actress in the movies .• leanne won
a prize in a contest. One man from
Mt, Vernon gave her a beautiful
key and flowers. She was very
proud. Her parents were very
proud. Then she went to Holly-
wood, California. Two other girls
went to Hollywood, too. One man
from Hollywood picked Jeanne La
Duke and the other two girls failed
to join the movies. Jeanne was
very happy to join the movies. She
stayed there about three and one
half months. Then she came back
to Mt, Vernon by train. One night
the people had a parade in Main
Street. Many people honored Jean-
ne La Duke in the parade. She sat
up high on a convertible Buick with
her parents. Some day her parents
will go to Hollywood, California.
Last week I read in a newspaper
that she acted in a movie in Hous-
ton, Texas. I was very happy that
Jeanne La Duke from Mt. Vernon
became a movie actress.
-Gp.rald Walker.
ADVANCED DEPARTMENT
PLANS FOR NEXT SUMMER
Next summer I will try to find a
new job, because I need to earn
more money. I think that I would
like to help make Maytag washing
machines. I hope that I will be
able to do that, and if I can, I
will be very happy.
-James Stouse.
THE STATE AND NATIONAL
ELECTIONS
Mr. Schricker was,a former gov-
ernor of Indiana. Many people
voted for him to he governor again.
He won. He was a good governor.
I hope that president Truman will
be re-elected. He means to try to
reduce the high prices of food and
other things.-Ollie McKee.
NBW LIGHTS
Our school has new electric wir-
ing. All of the classrooms have
new fluorescent lights arranged in
a square on the ceilings. The
rooms are brighter than they used
to be. The school build insr has been
finished, but there are <,men still
working' in the dormitories and the
dining hall. The whole job should
be finished by spring.
-Emanuel Hounchell.
ON A FARM
In August I went to visit Dale
Herrin. It is 173 miles to Indian-
apolis from LaPorte. While I was
there, we went to a movie, and
Dale and I worked on his father's
farm. We cut the alfalfa and help-
ed to store it in the hay mow. The
Herr-ins have electric milkers. I
tried to help with the milking, and
enjoyed life on the farm.
-Robert Surowiec.
A HALLOWEEN PARTY
On October 30, the older girls
and boys went to a party in the
gym from 7 to 9 o'clock. vVe in-
vited the Illinois football team to
the party. We played games and
had dancing. Then there was a
stunt about the railroad given by
the Boys' Club probationers. It
was a short stunt. Later in the
evening we had refreshments. We
each ate two doughnuts and drank
apple cider. vVe had a' nice time.
-Dale VanDeventer.
OUR HALLOWE'EN PARTY
Last Saturday night we invited
the Illinois deaf boys to a Hal-
lowe'en party in the gym. We
played different games. One game
was played by having the boys
fasten balloons to the ankles of
the girls. The idea was to see
which couple could keep their bal-
loon undamaged the longest. Bet-
ty Miles and Theodore Hagemeyer
won. William Louden gave them
prizes. Then we ate doughnuts
and drank some cider. We had a
grand time at the party.
-Genevieve Robbins.
OUR FOOTBALL GAME WITH
ILLINOIS
The boys who played football
came here from Illinois School for
the Deaf. They rode in a school bus.
It is 2,10 miles from Jacksonville to
Indianapolis. On October 30, many
deaf people came here because
they wanted to see the game. In
the first three minutes, we touched
the goal and that made the score
7 to O. But Illinois heat us. The
final score was 1:3 to 7. We were
careless. We could have beaten
them. On Sunday the Illinois boys
went back home.'
-Theodore Hagemeyer.
OUR HOMECOMING FOOTBALL
GAME
Last October :30, we had a. thril-
ling football game between our Si-
lent Hoosiers and the deaf boys of
Illinois. We congratulated the boys
of Illinois when they won the
g'ame, 1:3-7. We, of the Advanced
Department, and those boys had a
Halloween party and dancing that
evening from 7 to 9 o'c~ock. ~ e
enjoyed having a grand ~llne With
those boys. I hope the Silent Hoo-
siers will play with another state
deaf school in a homecoming foot-
ball game again sometime.
-Lilas Ann Hole.
THE STATE FAIR
Last September 5th, on Sunday
morning (early) at four o'clock,
my family, two friends and I woke
up and began to get ready to come
to Indianapolis to attend the state
fair. We did the chores and fixed
a picnic lunch. Then we had
breakfast and left home at 6:30.
That morning Dale, my two friends
---_----------_ ------------_
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and I went to see many different
animals and rode on many rides.
In the afternoon and evening, we
met many of our deaf friends. I
had a very wonderful time, and I
like to go to fairs as often as I
can-Shirley Herrin.
OUR GLASS NEWSPAPER
The Adv. 1A class formed a
small newspaper called the Fresh-
man News. The class elected, Keith
Young' as editor, Flo Ellen Davis-
son as asst. editor, Phyllis Stage
as printer and Margery Bumen
as asst. printer. The paper was
formed to help us in our language
and partly for pleasure of read-
ing. TI-.<']'(' will be news, stories,
sports, jokes, and many other in-
teresting things printed in it. The
staff members are trying hard to
make the newspaper interesting
and they hope we shall enjoy read-
ing our newspaper very much
through the year.-Keith Young.
OUR WEEK-END
Last Friday afternoon our school
was dismissed at 2:30. vVe had
a pep meeting and a movie in the
auditorium.
At 2:30 the Illinois boys came to
our school. Then they practiced
football.
Last Friday night we went to
the movies and the Illinois boys
went, too. It was very good.
Last Saturday afternoon our
team lost. The Illinois boys won.
The score was 13 to 7.
Last Saturday night we went to
the Halloween party and the Illi-
nois boys went, too.
We had some games, danced and
had refreshments. We had lots of
fun and we wish we shall go to a
party again.- Virginia Bishir,
THE FREEDOM 'fRAIN
My mother wanted me to go to
Ft. Wayne to see the Freedom
'I'rain, but I did not want to go
there. So when I read in a news-
paper that the Freedom Train
would be in South Bend on August
12, I decided to go see it at the
Pennsylvania Station, with my girl
friends. We went and saw a long
line of people waiting to get in.
The Freedom Train is made up of
seven cars. It is painted red, white
and blue on the outside. It has in
it many important and valuable
documents in glass cases. I saw
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, the
Declaration of Independence, the
Proclamation of Emancipation, and
many other important papers. The
train stayed in South Bend for
twenty-four hours. That night I
had a dream about this Freedom
'I'ruin.e--Barbaru Wesley.
A HALLOWEEN PARTY
From 7 to 9 o'clock on the eve-
ning of October 30, the Pi Sigma
fraternity sponsored a Halloween
Party in our gymnasium. Those in-
vited were the Illinois boys, the
girls of our Advanced Department,
and our own football players,
There were some decorations
such as pumpkins. Some of the
pumpkins were made into jack-o-
lanterns, and one was made to
look like a shamoo.
During the first part of the par-
ty there was entertainment by the
probationers of the Pi Sigma. This
was followed by a balloon dance.
At this tlance, if either of a couple
stepped on a balloon, and it burst,
they were out. The last couple, who
still had a balloon, won a prize. We
played other games, one of which
was called "Witch's Skull." One
of the games was won by the Illi-
nois boys.
We spent most of the time danc-
ing. As some of the Illinois boys
were bashful, we had to encourage
them to dance, and they seemed
to have a good time.
After dancing we had cider and
doughnuts for refreshments. The
party was over at 9 p.m. and then
we enjoyed a long talk with the
Illinois boys.-The Junior Class.
HARRY S. 'rRUMAN
Harry S. Truman is our Presi-
dent again after Election Day.
This is the first time he was elected
President because he was vice-
president under Franklin Roose-
velt and after Franklin Roosevelt
died, Harry Truman took his place
and served as the President for
almost four years. Now he has an-
other term to be the President
again after Election Day, Novem-
ber 2.
Harry Truman was born in Mis-
souri on May 8, 1884. He was a
World War I veteran. His mother
said that he raised the corn in the
straightest row that she has ever
seen. She passed away last year.
He has a daughter named Mar-
garet. She wants to be an opera
singer. He has a wife and all of
them now are living in the 'White
House.-Flo Ellen Davisson.
OUR ANNUAL FALL FESTIVAl,
Last Wednesday, October 6, we
had our Annual Fall Festival. Our
school was dismissed at 10:30 and
we went to the dormitory to
change our clothes. We wore slacks
to the campus. We had a picnic
and we ate hot dogs, buns, potato
salad, pickles baked beans, banan-
as and drank milk. After eating
them, we played for a little while.
Again we went to the dormitory.
At 12 o'clock we went to the quad-
rangle to watch the first game of
the World Series between the
Boston Braves and the Cleveland
Indians. The Boston Braves won
by the score 1 to O.
At 2 o'clock we went to Raney
Field. We were divided into groups
by Mr. Windell Fewell to play
games. We played baseball, vol-
leyball, kickball, dodgeball, steal
the bacon and hot potato. We had
tug-o-wer and a sack race. 'vVehad
a wonderful time.
-Flo Ellen Davisson.
MR. RANEY AND THE
WEATHERMAN
We heard via the grape-vine
route that Mr. Raney and the
Weatherman had an important
telephone talk on the evening of
October 5. The conversation ran
something like this:
Mr. Raney: "Hello, pal. I am
not happy about the weather you
are giving us."
The weatherman: "What's the
matter? You know it is hard to
please everybody."
Mr. Raney: "Yes, but tomorrow
is the day of our Fall Festival and
the last three days have been cold,
dark, and dreary."
The weatherman: "Why not
postpone your Festival a day or
two?"
Mr. Raney: "We can't do that
because our friends in the kitchen
have been pretty busy getting the
picnic lunch ready for 350 boys
and girls. The weiners and buns
have been ordered. The large pans
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of baked beans are about ready
to go into the oven. A bushel of
potatoes has been cooked and are
all ready to cut up for the potato
salad and the bananas are just
right. So you see we must have
that picnic tomorrow."
Weatherman: "Well I'll admit
you have good reason to feel un-
happy."
Mr. Raney: "And you know
there is nothing quite so disap;
pointing to a child as having to
postpone a picnic."
Weatherman: "That's right. I
will see what I can do even if I
have to stay up all night."
Mr. Raney: "Thanks, old pal. I
I knew you would not let me
down."
The weatherman kept his word.
The next day was an ideal full
day-sunny and warm. We had
an early lunch on our picnic
ground. Then we enjoyed the
opening game between the Cleve-
land Indians and the Boston
Braves. 'fhis was made Possible
by the large scoreboard which Mr.
Brannon had given us. After the
game, we went to Raney Field
where We spent two and half hours
in fun and frolic.
Thanks you, Mr. Haney.
Thank vou, Mr. Weatherman.
"\Ve hope you two will remain
good pals for a long time.
-The Senior Class.
THE {<'mST WASH DAY IN
NEW ENGLAND
We read a very intel'esting story
about the Pilgrim's first wash day
which we shall re-tell.
It was Monday morning with the
sun shining brightly and the
weather very mild.
The Pilgrim children gazed
eagerly toward the shore and
thought what fun it would be to
have a long run on that smooth,
sandy beach, or to look for nuts in
those great woods. Thev Were so
tired of being on the ship!
Mistress Brewster shaded her
eyes and looked far off: across the
,,;ater-"What a good Place to do
·our washing!" she said. "We have
not had a real wash since We
sailed."
It did not take long to get the
tubs, pails and everything ready.
John Alden and .John HOWland
loaded the things into the small
boat and rowed to the shore.
Mistress Brewster did not forget
the children and, when the boat re-
turned to the "Mayflower" for the'
next load, she told them that they
might go, too. We can imagine
how excited they were!
As soon as the boat touched the
sand, the children sprang ashore
and raced each other up and down
the beach. It .>;eemed so I.\"oodto
be on the ground a_gain!
First, the boys looked for fire-
wood and the girls brought arm-
fuls of leaves and branches for the
tire. 'l'hen they went to the Woods
with -Iohn Alden to look for nuts.
Soon the fire was snanning and
crackling under the big, black kit-
tles, and the water began to boil.
All morning the women rubbed,
boiled, rinsed, and wrunj- the cloth-
es. The men were kept busy car-
rying' water and fireWOOd. By
noon the tubs Were emptv and the
clothes spread out to dry. Then
Priscilla rowed away from the
"MayflOwer" bringing a big kettle
of soup which she had made of
vegetabIes and the broth of wild
birds. How good it Smelled as it
heated over the fire!
Long befol'e dark the clean, fresh
clothes were dry and folded away
in the tubs and kettles. Then the
tired but happy Pilgrims rowed
back to the "Mayflower."
-The Adv. ITA Class.-Al'HLE'l'ICS
(Continued from page six.)
med to the one and John Hogan
smacked the line for the last yard.
,Tim Engelking booted the extra
point.
Deaf School - 0 6 7 6-1!)
Sacred Heart 0 0 0 7- 7
Touchdowns_M 0 e r s 3. Point
After Touchdowns_Gormat.-ILLINOIS CONQUERS
HOOSIERS, 13-G, IN DEAF
SCHOOL TITLE
Illinois Deaf School's Fred Ki-
watt broke loose on a GO-yard
tOUChdown run in the last' four
minutes of play to lead his club
to a 13-to-6 grid Victory OVer Indi-
ana's Silent Hoosiers at Raney
F'ield October 30.
It was the sixth straight vic-
tory for the Illinois eleven and
the defeat was the third in six
Caskey'sgames for Coach Jake
hosts. 'ave the
Fullback .Jerry lVIoe~'s ~he first
Hoosiers a 7-0 lead Il1 ff tackle
quai-toi-, going 33 yar~?: G~orge
for a touchdown w .IC extra
Gormat embellished With an
point. ., tl e second,
Illinois tied It Up Il1 1 e after
I for a scorusing seven pays th Indiana
taking a short punt on e for the
28. Bill Early skirte.d end lunged
last two yards and Kiwatt P .
for the conversion. H' s Van-
EndS-Gall, Wooten,. Ime
ll
, Ball,
T II PICcreu, ddevender. ac c es- er Mea,
Bates. Guards-Glesshn t't Quar-N rt cu . ,Young. Center- 0 ft Halfbacks
terback-Sortwell. L: I.Ialfback
-LaVallee, Bush. Rlg~ ers Sur-
-Gormat. Fullbacks- 0 ,
owiec. 0 6-13
Illinois Deaf 0 7 0 0- 7
Indiana Deaf 7 0 . t After
Touchdown-Moers. POIl1
Touchdown-Gormat.
VOCATIONAL ITElV~S )
(I' eight.(Continued from }JCtg· hoP
. the shoe s .-I have worked Il1 "n 194D
there Itwo years. I was and now
when I was a small boy ,
again in 1!)4~. . I was there
The first time that .. nd he
teachel aMr. Harris was my ears.
did a fine job for m~nYOl;1"'teacher
Now Mr. Massey IS ill do verY
and we think that he WI
well. . work be-w, are enjoying oUl] ve made
cause the new lights ia
it easier. hoe repai;-
I hope to become a ~ from thiS
man when. I gradua\e
sschooL-Anthony Len .
. the sh~e
Last year I worked I~ HarriS
shop for the first time. e li~~ed Mr.
was our teacher. W t he haS
. d orry tha a-Har-ris an are s ., tour Voc,
died We are glad tha I after
tion~l Building is namN
him. . in our shoP
We have new lights. 'mproV'e-
and they are a very blgf~r which
ment over the old one
we are very grateful. learning. a
I feel that I am .pairmg"
great deal about shoe] :~e been
under Mr. Masse_y anl~] 1'to fo!IOW
thinking that I might I (~te
that trade after I g~Falduem~yer.
-Ted ag
Primary Notes
: =:
Miss Gullcy's Class
Mrs. Collins, Mrs. Hostetler, Mrs. Miller
~~d Mr. and Mrs. Dagley visited us Octobertho
b' ~ennis Mnich will go to his brother's
u thday party Friday. He is very happy.
We have milk every day. Then we have a
~est period of fifteen minutes. Mrs. Samples
Omes to our room on Friday. We like to cut
out and color pictures.
1
. We made some owls, black cats and pump-
nns.
. We can say arm, mouth and thumb. We
ullce to talk.
Miss W cll's Class
Sharon got a pretty card.
hr ~Udit~'s father and mother carne to see
er. Judith was very happy.
b
George likes to draw pictures on the black-
oard.
t vVe can say "mother, arm, home, thumb,
ooth and eye."
We go to the gym every Monday. We run
and play. We have a cood time.
We made J'ack-o-la~terns, owls and black
COlt .th s. We made Halloween masks. We put
1 em on and marched around the room. ,"Vo
ooked funny.
jI,[iss Carson's Class
o A few days before Halloween s~meOI~e
gclye us a pumpkin. Kenneth washed It so It
Would be nice and shiny for our jack-o-
lantern.
, We were all very much excited when Miss
Carson cut the top off our pumpkin. Ken-
neth, Ronald and Lucy cleaned the inside,
While Iona sat nibbling at the "goodies."
After it was cleaned Miss Carson cut
eYes, a nose and crooked teeth for our jack-
~-lantern. Then we put a candle inside,
lIghted it and pulled down our sh~des. When
the candle flickered it seemed as If our fun-
ny little jack-o-lanterrt were winking at us.
Miss McKibben's Class
Larry Jay Smith was six years ol~ October
16. He got a box of candy from hIS SIster.
He gave some of the candy to the boys and
gIrls.
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Alan Rork's mother carne to the school-
room.
Miss McKibben pulled a tooth for Gloria
Allgor and Glenna Garner.
Leon Raney's grandmother came to see
him. She brought the boys and girls some
candy.
Tommy Rogers saw a football game. He
was very happy.
u-« Hector's Class
We were glad to have several parents
visit our class room Oct. 16. They took their
children home for the week-end. All were
back in school again, Monday morning.
Larry Smith had his hail' cut while at
home.
We saw a squirrel one day. It was in a
tree. It ate a nut.
We made false faces for Halloween. They
had eyes, noses and mouths.
The children had a good time at the Fall
Festival. They enjoyed their lunch in the
yard and played many games.
Miss Oriscillis' Class
I got a box. I got a new scarf. It is pretty.
I got some socks. I got some new brown
shoes.-Bccitrice Marm.
Mother, Bill, and grandpa went fishing.
Mother caught a fish.-Rose·ma1·!J De Vault
Mother came. We rode on a bus. We went
home.-Wanda Taylor.
Father has thirteen cows. They are red
and white. They are fat.-Lind(~ Heiser.
Mother and father will come today. We
will go to the football game.
-Nancy Verna rd.
I got a box. I got some candy. I got a new
brown sweater.-F1'ank Henso·n.
I have a dog. It is brown, black and white.
n is pretty. It is good.-Chal'les Tindle.
I have a little sistor. Her name is Jackie,
She is a good gil'l.-J errs) Thixton.
1I11·S.Jensen's Class
We want some paper and pencils.
-Gilbert Borinstein.
Mother came. We went home. We rode in
a car.-Joseph Johnston.
Mrs. Samples came to our room last
Wednesday. We made masks.-Donald K.
I got books, candy, and a car in a box.
-Jackic Siioers.
I saw an owl in a tree.-Cla1'ence.
We went to the chapel Friday. We saw "A
Halloween Dream."-Hubcrt Anderson.
I ate some pie. I liked it.-Donald.
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I went home. Helen and I met Mrs. Jensen
on the street.-RobeTta.
I dropped my book. Mrs. Jensen picked it
up.-Louellen.
Donald hid under the table.-H ouuird,
I went to town. I got a new coat.
-Vernon.
Mis« Offutt's Class
What we did after school one afternoon.
Robert saw the boys play football. Bobby
played out doors.
Marlin picked up many papers.
Donna wrote.
Timothy made a mustache on his lip.
Larry dressed up funny.
Patsy ate some candy.
Carolita looked at some books.
Karen ate some ice cream.
Bernard looked at the new lights.
Caroline saw a snake.
Eugene played out doors after supper.
Last night Mrs. Paul lighted the candles
in three jack-o-lanterns and we said our
prayers.-Cwroline 1.11cl.ain,
My birthday was October 15. I was nine
years old.
My mother came Sunday, October 17. She
gave me socks and three handkerchiefs.
. -Pasty Tomlinson.
My birthday was October 27. I was nine
years old. I had a party at home Sunday. I
got some cards.-B ernard If oruritz,
Karen's Blackie limps.
Timothy broke Patsy's pencil.
A bird died.
Eugene lives on a farm.
Karen played with her doll.
-Donna Carpenter.
Miss Wurtz's Class
On Sunday I visited Mr. and Mrs. Miller.
I played on the swing. I ate dinner with
them. I had a good time.-Susan Vaughn.
'James and I saw a car get a flat tire. The
man fixed the tire.-Boyce Landis.
Boyce, Howard and I played horse. How-
ard and I were horses. Boyce rode on us.
-James Blake.
The cake had nine pieces. Eight pieces
from nine pieces leave one piece.
-Robert Hall.
Where is the chalk?
It is on the chair.
Where are the stars?
They are in the sky.
-Mary Greathouse.
Where is the basket?
The basket is in the corner.
Where is the sun '?
The sun is in the sky.
-Gail Lisman.
Susan is holding a little black kitten.
Betty is eating a candy apple.
-i-Eleamor GerojJ.
The boy and his father are hunting.
The dog is holding a bird.
=-Cheeier Sandifer.
Miss Barkes' Class
We will go to Merrymakers Wednesday.
Miss Barkes, Mrs. Towers and Mrs. Fewell
will be in charge. We will have a good time.
We are happy. Mrs. Jones is my supervisor.
She is nice.-Nancy.
Linda, Shirley, Grace and I played with
false faces. George and Glenn found some
nuts.-Georgeanna.
Miss Barkes and I made a jack-o-lanter-n.
It had slanted eyes, a nose, four teeth in its
mouth and a mustache.-George.
The boys and girls will go to gym every
Friday. We will play games.-M artha.
We will go to the chapel November 12th.
We will play "Fuzzy Wuzzy B.ear."-Ros?
I drew a pumpkin and gave It to Geo rg'i-
anna.-Shi'r(ey.
I went to a store. I bought some candy,
gum, two suckers and some candy pop-corn.
-John K.
The Cubs played football out doors with
Mr. Glancy. I saw an airplane.-Glenn. .
I ate some good candy. I drew a rabbit,
John, Glenn and I saw two dogs.-Johnny.
Mrs. Abbott's Class
Jean Ilene Norma and I like to go to the
Merry , Mak~rs. We play games indoors,
when it is raining. 'Wednesday some .gIrls
will play marbles, but I like to play Chmese
Checkers. We work puzzles and have a good
time.-Jean Irene Riggs.
We had a good time this week-end. Bobby
Loper took some pictures. We saw a good
football game. Some boys read funny ')Ooks,
and some other boys bought some candy and
ice cream. Sunday we did not play outdoor-s,
-Glen Shrioer.
We drew some pictures of [ack-o-lanterns,
and we made a jack-o-lantern. Jack brought
a cat candle to put in our jack-o-Iant~rn. We
made some black witches for our wmdows.
Mrs. Brown gave us some paper and we
made pictures with ghosts, witches, black
cats and bats around a pumpkin. Bobby
brought a Halloween table cloth for our
table. We had a good time and our room
is pretty.-Barbara Belding.
----------------------------~~~-.~-----.------------.
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The boys like to play football games out-
doors. One boy kicks the football, and an-
,:other boy runs with the football. Many
boys fall on the grass, but they do not break
their legs. We have a good time and we
are happY.-l'homas Stinson.
Mrs. Fewell's Class
ON THE FARM
I live on a farm. I like to live on the farm.
I like to help my father. My father, my
brother and I cut some corn. We put it on
the wagon. I fed the little pigs some mille.
My father had a very bad cow. I was
afraid of it. Father shot the cow and killed
it. We butchered the cow and ate it.
-Dw'ight Hirschsj.
HALLOWEEN FUN
Mrs. Coker gave us twelve pumpkins. We
made jack-o-lanterns,
We dressed up in funny clothes and car-
ried the Iack-o-lantems. Mrs. Coker laughed.
I played like a strong man. I wore a mask.
=-Jock Scharienoeraer.
MY DOG
I have a dog. His name is Mickey. He
eats dog food and drinks milk. He likes to
chew bones. Mickey plays all of the time.
One night when I went to bed Mickey
Jumped up on my bed and slept with me.
Sometimes he fights. Then he gets a whip-
ping. -Robert Downing.
A BAD COW
My father had a bad cow. I was afraid
of it. It saw me. It ran and jumped over
the fence. I ran to my mother. The cow
ran and hit me. I fell down and cried. It
, hurt my back. My Daddy got the gun. He
shot the cow.-Linda Bogue.
THE FAIR
Lucille and I went to the fair. Lucille
bought some cotton candy. I didn't buy
any because I didn't like it. Then we rode
on the ferris wheel. I was afraid and cried.
I felt sick.
We went home and my mother, father,
brother, and sister laughed at me. Lucille
bad a good time, but I didn't because I was
sick.-Reba Templeton.
A SUNBURN
One day my brother and I rode our bicy-
cles around for a long time. It was very hot.
We went to the store and bought some candy
and gum. We played with some boys. When
we got home, mother laughed at us because
our faces were very red. We were sunburned.
We had a good time.-Lucille Templeton.
MY PET
My pet is a dog. His name is Tax. One
day it barked at the cow. The cow had a
ring in its nose. It was tied. The dog bit
the cow's heels. The cow broke the ring in
its nose.-Grace Miller.
JYlissSantarossa's Class
OUR JACK-O-LANTERN
Last Monday Mr. Walker came into our
schoolroom. He brought us a funny little
pumpkin. It did not stand up.
First we cut off the top. Then we look
out the seeds. Bobby and Jack cut out two
big eyes and then a nose. Next they made
a big month with some teeth.
It was a funny jack-o-lantern. It laughed
and laughed.-Carolyn Mitton.
GOING HOME
Last Saturday my family came to school.
My sister and Sally came to get me in the
dormitory. Then my sister, Sally and I
walked to the football field.
We saw my brother. He was wearing his
Boy Scout uniform. My brother ran, held
his hand on his hat, and said, "We have a
new, fast car." He saw my family ride up
to school in the new car. The car is a H)42
buick.
My family and I saw the boys play the
football game. The Illinois team won and
our school lost. The score was 13-7.
My family and I went home to Muncie
after the game. My brother and I liI~ed to
ride in the new car. We had lots of fun.
On Sunday afternoon they brought me
back to school.-Joan Kay Ford.
THREE SQUIRRELS IN AUTUMN
Some squirrels live in the trees. Yesterday
three baby squirrels played with their
mother.
They played with the leaves on the grass.
;They played with each others' tails, and they
ran up and down the trees.
Some boys wanted to catch the baby
squirrels. One boy caught one, but it ran
away very fast.
Two dogs chased the squirrels. The squir-
rels climbed the tree. 'I'ho dogs barked, but
the squirrels did not come down. Pretty
soon the dogs went home.
The mother and the father squirrels hid
many nuts in the holes in the trees. They
will eat the nuts in the winter.
-Ronald Rhudy.
THE HALLOWEEN CHAPEL PROGRAM
Mrs. Fewell's boys and girls played in
the Chapel program Friday. The name of
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the play was "A Halloween Dream."
One boy was a teacher. He had two boys
and two girls in his schoolroom. They wrote
on the blackboard. Then the boys and girlswent home.
The teacher went to sleep. He had a bad
dream. In the dream, he was afraid of the
bat, the witch, the cat, the ghosb and theowl.
We liked the play. Some girls and boys
laughed, but some little boys and girls were
afraid.-Marla Barclay.
rfHE AIRPLANES
Donald went home Sunday. He come back
Sunday night and brought three toy air-planes.
He threw one airplane into the air. It
flew into another room. It crashed and onewing broke.
Donald did not cry because he had two
other airplanes.-Robert Ford Lewis.
Mrs. Tower's Cla.']s
We went to the football game. We saw the
large boys. I had two bottles of pepsi-cola.
==Jcme« Willi(tms.
My mother came to school. We went to
town. We ate dinner. We had a good time.
-DO'f'oth1J Rau.We went to the chapel. We saw many
children on the stage. We laughed. .
-Thelma Srnith.
I have a brown belt. I have four pennies init.-Rus8ell Cm'nett.
I have some beads. Mother gave them tome.-Mavil Jordon.
My mother, father, brothers and sisters
came to school. I went home with them.
-M elv1JnDUZon.M1'S.F'ai1"sClass
Art~u~ Wi1~on is in, our class now. Harry
Stone IS 111 MISS Koob s class. They changedlast week.
Mr. Kratzberg cut my hair last night Mr
Kl'atzberg will cut Paul Scott's hail' to'mor~
row afternoon._pwul Derrow.
Mrs. Fair and Miss Sundstrom talked along time.-Geory'C Milton.
Miss Kinsley came to see us. We were
glad to see her. She lives in Shelbyville, Ind.
-Arthur WilsonKenn~th Beck~an gave a pretty stamp' to
Mrs. FaIr. She IS happy. Kenneth is kind.
-James Johnson1'he Girl Scouts swept the floor. Car~le
Jerry and Patty dusted the chairs. The Giri
Scout room is clean now'-Patricia Bough.
Letha Masterson found a dead mouse last
;
. 'Is Pattyweek. She showed it to some grr ,. fright-
Shei, Emogean Walters anc_l I we~:ash can.
ened. She threw the mouse in the B:'own.
. -Barbara J I ek
1 1 last we .We worked in the flower nee s Cli e
=-Icasrmond = h'. '11 weIgWe weighed October G. We WI e I will
today. I weighed 102 pounds. I hop .
gain many pounds.-Willia.1n .TIller. 11 We
We had a pumpkin. It was sma y face.
made a jack-o-lantern. It had a haf~cott.
-~au She putMrs. Fair showed us some ca {e. '11 eat
it on the window sill. The squirrels WI
it.-C(trole Hazel. oom yes-
Barbara swept the floor with abI'
terday afternoon.-Lww1'ence Cobb.
M'iss Koob's Class me to
Janet Booth's mother and father c~o see
see her yesterday. She was happy t TheY
them. l'hey ate dinner in the basc:ne~1a~anas,
brought her some pears, apples, a suitcaSe
oranges, half a cake, perfume and II now.
for her birthday. She is 16 years N ?~Vpor't.
-M arcella ~ ent to
We dressed up last Saturday a~( fndianathe football field. We w~tched t ~ntlis deaf
deaf boys play football WIth the Illi: na deaf
boys. India~a fought hard. The ImY:oiS deaf
hoys Were fIrst to score 7-0. The II' ois deaf
boys asked for "time out." The I lTI
13
_
7
.
boys won the game. The score was Jr.
. -W'ill'iam Chandlea C1'o'u~~ednes-
VIOla and Joan went to town !nstave neWday with Mrs. Geiger. They WI
glasses. They are happy. . W sham.
-Gemldme al lool{edLast Saturday my friend came anc d black
~or me. He brought me ~n ?,range an
ou
." Be
Jacket, I Was happy. I said, Thank Y peter's.
took me to visit his friends.-Bobb~'l TheY
The girls made funny red facd 'aroundcame to dormitory 4. They walk~ <"What
and made noise. I was scared. I sal ci at the
d? I hear?" After a while I lookfooked at
gIrls. I ran to the wash-room. I ht theY
them again. I felt better. I thohU~1at me
Were bad people. The girls laug e
'I'hey made fun of me.-Viola. Ingl~e was~-
Early this morning I went mto t s afraId
room and I saw a little mouse. I w; ra and
and screamed lOUd. I called Bar ~e TheY
Nancy Imel. They didn't see the mon e'
didn't believe me. They laughed at
t
Y;o~th.
-Jane Y She. gra. 49Miss Roob has a new car. It IS . a 19
can drive the car. It is pretty. It IS
Ford.-Dorothy Ball.
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